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Abstract

The

synthesis of

mesoporous

liquid crystal surfactant systems

materials has been investigated using
as structure

conducted in acid and basic media and at
to 100°C and

a

a

variety of

directing agents. Syntheses have been

variety of temperatures ranging from -4°C

using different surfactant concentrations in order to control the resulting

mesophase and its morphology.
characterised

The

mesoporous

materials made have been

extensively using High Resolution Transmission Electron Microscopy

(HRTEM), Scanning Electron Microscopy, X-ray diffraction, adsorption-desorption
isotherms of various gases
solid state Nuclear
and pore

(nitrogen, w-hexane, cyclopentane, and mesitylene) and

Magnetic Resonance (NMR). Hence, the morphology, structure

characteristics of known

mesoporous

materials SBA-1, SBA-2 and novel

materials, STA-10 (hexagonal, P6i/mmc) and STA-11 (cubic, Ia3d), have

been characterised. Results have
nature and dimensions of cages

cubic

mesoporous

yielded interesting information

in SBA-1, the

cage

on

the bimodal

window size of SBA-2 and its

polytypic intergrowth STAC-1, their structural defects and their potential

heterogeneous catalysts. The
polymer PEO-PPO-PEO
reported and has

a

mesoporous

as a

use as

phase STA-11, synthesised using triblock

template displays

one

of the largest unit cells yet

cubic structure similar to that of MCM-48. This material has been

extensively studied by HRTEM.
In

addition,

titanium) into

we

have explored the incorporation of heteroatoms (aluminium and

mesoporous

molecular sieves, leading to the formation of tetrahedral

catalytic active sites within the internal surface

area

of the

mesopores

via direct and

post synthesis procedures. The active sites have been characterised using
NMR and
among
as

27A1 MAS

Ti-EXAFS, respectively. These materials have been tested as catalysts for,

others, the epoxidation of cyclohexene and 1-octene (for those with titanium

the active

site) and in the alkoxylation of a-pinene and limonene, and the skeletal

isomerisation of butene

(for those samples with aluminium

as

the active sites).

Improvement of conversions and selectivity to the desired product has been achieved
by post-synthetic treatment of the heteroatom-incorporated materials, for example
treatment with ammonia for aluminium

samples.
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Preface

I. Preface

Zeolites, first discovered in 1756 by the Swedish mineralogist A.F. Cronstedt,

are a

class of

crystalline microporous aluminosilicates made of rigid anionic frameworks with channels
and cavities.

Approximately 40 zeolites

zeolites exist. The

naturally and

occur

more

than 130

new

synthetic

empirical formula given below is used to describe the structure,

M2znO.Al2O3.xSiO2.yH2O

where

n

represents the cation valence and the AIO4 tetrahedra that have been substituted for

Si04 tetrahedra.
Zeolites

provide

very

controlled and may

high surface

areas

and have high adsorption capacities, which

be varied from hydrophobic to hydrophilic. Active sites

introduced into their framework and their

shape and size of the channels and cavities
conduct

isomerization and
in water

an

range

from 5-12 A and

attractive choice in many

stretching

environmental

from

fundamental research. However,

considerations

result it is possible to

catalytic

processes
use as

such

as

cracking,

molecular sieves and

through

technological

areas

demand,

to

zeolites cannot be used when reactants have sizes larger

than the zeolite cavities. The solution to this

which whilst

as a

result the field of zeolite catalysis incorporates

a

be

of great importance in catalysis

are

alkylations. Other applications include their

purification systems. As

may

be

strength tailored for particular reactions. The

shape selective reactions. All these properties

and hence make zeolites

can

problem

may

lie in the

retaining the properties of zeolites, have

pore

sizes in the

(2-50nm). These materials became

a

use

of new materials

mesoporous

region

reality in 1992 when Kresge and co-workers reported

for the first time the mesoporous

solid MCM-41. This material consists of amorphous

silicate walls,

array

forming

like arrangement.

a

hexagonal

around cylindrical micelles giving

are

honeycomb¬

Calcination of the organic surfactant results in the formation of the

solid, with pore sizes ranging from 30 to 100
1000

a

A and with internal surfaces

areas

porous

of

up to

m2/g. Electron microscopy has revealed that MCM-41 is composed of channels that

2-dimensionally ordered. The exploitation of this material

variety of solids is well underway. A second
discovered and
Anderson

mesoporous

as a

suitable catalyst in

solid, named MCM-48

elegant structural work conducted by several

groups,

was

a

later

in particular by

(UM3ST), Stucky (UCSB) and Terasaki (Tohoku University), has revealed that

1
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this cubic material possesses

the

same

topology

cubic phase observed in lipid-water

as a

systems. This material is 3-dimensionally connected, and contains two intertwined porous

networks, which

are not

connected to each other.

Subsequently several other
most

me so structures

have been discovered Among these perhaps the

promising have been those discovered by Stucky and co-workers; SBA-1 (cubic),

SBA-2

(hexagonal), and SBA-15 (hexagonal), in particular show

characteristics. SBA-1 is
micellar arrangements.
around

very

promising

though to result from silicate condensation around two distinct

The second, SBA-2, is thought to be derived from silica condensed

spherical micellar

array,

in

a

hexagonal close packed arrangement, of which

no

analogous lipid-water mesostructure is known. In addition later work by Zhou (St.
Andrews) and co-workers using electron microscopy, has identified intergrowths of a novel
cubic mesoporous

solid, named STAC-1. The structures of SBA-1 and SBA-2,

from those of MCM-41 and MCM-48 in that
series of

cage-windows

structure

but the

or

small

pores.

they

are

are

different

caged structures connected by

a

In contrast, SBA-15 is analogous to MCM-41 in

synthetic mechanism is different

composed of polymeric surfactants, resulting in

pore

as

it involves

a

micellar system

sizes much larger than those attained

with the smaller cationic surfactants

leading to the synthesis of MCM-41. Hence, the search

for other cubic and

pore

hexagonal large

mesostructures has led to the formation of SBA-

16, analogous with SBA-1. There is also interest however to form mesoporous solids that

bridge the

gap

between zeolites and

mesoporous

materials (i.e.

pore

sizes between of 10-20

A).
450
400
350
CO
c

•2

300--

CO
o

S

250

3

Q.

o

200

v_

(1)

|

150

3

100
50
0
1990 1991 1992 1993 1994 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 2000
year

Publications

on

mesoporous

materials since their discovery in the early 1990s
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In

general

offer

mesoporous

solids SBA-1 and SBA-2

are

well ordered, thermally stable, and

high surface curvatures which allow the formation different types of catalyst site. In

addition their

high connectivity imparts resistance to deactivation by channel blockage and

cage structures
In terms of

silicas

as

enable the incorporation of large catalytic complexes.

catalytic applications, there has been special interest in the

of mesoporous

supports for active sites in catalytic processes involving epoxidation and

polymerisation reactions. Considerable potential
which may

as

solid base catalyst has also been found,

result in catalysts of general utility in the fine chemicals industry.

reported applications involve the

use

Other

of mesoporous solids in drug delivery process, optical

applications by incorporation of optically active components, and
among

use

as

molecular sieves,

others.

3

Aims, Objectives and Approach

II.

The aims of this

project

Aims, objectives and research approach

are,

•

To prepare new

•

To prepare

'mesocaged' solids and to determine their structures

and characterise

mesocage

transition metal oxides within

or

solids with aluminium and early first

supported

on

the framework and to

row

their

assess

activity in acid catalysis and epoxidation reactions

The

objectives of this project

are,

SBA-1 and SBA-2.

•

Prepare

•

Explore the

•

Elucidate the structure of mesoporous

mesocage structures

use

of designed surfactants to produce novel

Transmission Electron

solids, especially by High Resolution

Microscopy.

Prepare Ti- and Al- containing

•

mesocage structures.

mesocage

solids by direct synthesis and by

surface-grafting post synthetic methods.
Screen Ti, Al solids for enhanced

•

acid

activity and selectivity in epoxidations and

catalysed reactions.

Introduce mixed alkaline metal oxide

•

species into the

mesopores

and

characterise them.

In

order to

synthesise

considered. The
of silicate
new

new

mesocage

solids, two synthetic approaches have been

synthesis of mesoporous materials proceeds in general by the condensation

species around ordered aggregates of amphiphilic molecules. Hence, the

use

of

amphiphilic molecules (cationic surfactants) and testing them in order to probe their

suitability

as structure

directing agents in the synthesis of mesoporous materials is the first

approach. In particular, the synthesis of more rigid and larger cationic surfactants that
be used in

high temperature conditions (that mimic zeolite synthesis conditions)

may
were

explored. To this end, the synthesis and characterisation of liquid crystal phases has been

investigated. The second approach adopted for the synthesis of novel solids is the variation
of synthetic

conditions using known cationic amphiphilic molecules, such

as

those used to

4
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synthesise SBA-1 and SBA-2
as

mesoporous

solids. In fact these

starting points in this project. The formation of the

STAC-1 is of particular

Direct

A1 active centres within the cages

of

mesoporous

procedures conducted on calcined samples
a

solids

are

used

form of the cubic intergrowth

interest.

synthesis (in situ) methods reported previously

Finally,

pure

mesoporous

are

are

used to incorporate active Ti and

materials. Meanwhile post-synthetic

also investigated.

variety of acid catalysed reactions will be chosen to probe the catalytic activity of

Al-catalysts synthesised, and Ti-catalysts will be tested for activity in the epoxidation of a
range

of C=C containing substrates.

The characterisation of structures and

catalysts synthesised will be conducted by

means

of

XRD, HRTEM, SEM, solid-state NMR, adsorption isotherms, and EXAFS, among other
more common

techniques. The theory and applicability of these techniques is described

briefly in the following section.

5
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III. Characterisation

III. 1.

Techniques

Techniques

X-ray Diffraction

X-rays

are a

form of electromagnetic radiation with

a

wavelength of about 1 A

(10"'°

m).11-41 They were discovered in 1895 and are produced by bombarding a metal target, often
Cu

or

Mo, with

a

beam of high-energy electrons.

filament and used to ionise K-shell
the K-shell vacancies
characteristic
M

—»

filled

are

upon a

energy,

and in doing

required. In this work

a

heated

X-ray diffractometer only

an

so

release

continuous 'white' spectrum. Thus L —> K and

give rise to intense Ka and KP lines respectively.

produced simultaneously, yet within
radiation is

emitted from

are

(Is) electrons within the target material. Subsequently

by electrons of higher

X-rays superimposed

K transitions

Electrons

a

These lines

are

single wavelength

secondary monochromator is used to select the Cu Ka

a

wavelength; the X-ray beam is monochromated between the sample and the detector.
In

1912, Max

Laue realised that

von

X-rays, since their wavelengths

a

crystal would behave like

of the

are

same

order

and

that

year

WH Bragg and his

son,

Bragg, first used X-ray diffraction to solve crystal structures. They realised that if two

successive lattice
rays

3D grating towards

the interatomic distances. These

as

concepts have become known as X-ray diffraction. Later
WL

a

planes diffract

is observed. This

can

an

incident beam then

a

path difference in the scattered X-

be quantified in terms of the interplanar spacing, dhki, (figure 1

equation 1), where 0 is the angle of the incident beam. In addition they noted that for

intensity maxima to
phase disparity is

occur,

the diffracted beams must be in phase. To achieve this a

necessary,

zero

thus the path difference of successive planes must be an

integer number of wavelengths. Altogether this has become known

as

the Bragg equation,

(equation 2) where X is the radiation wavelength, which describes the condition for these
diffraction maxima. For their work in this field the father and

son were

awarded the Nobel

price for Physics in 1915.

AB + BC

X

=

=

2</w/siii0

2<4*/sin0

equation 1

equation 2
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B

Figure 1. Bragg reflection from crystal planes of spacing dhkt-

The

intensity from these diffracted beams is recorded

photographic film, and displayed

on

electronic counters,

or on

the 20 diffraction angle. For finely divided

versus

polycrystalline samples the result is known

as a

powder X-ray diffraction pattern. These

patterns are collected from randomly orientated crystal particles such that all the possible
hkl

planes satisfy the Bragg equation simultaneously. Subsequent interpretation of this

XRD pattern

leads to the assignment of Miller indices to each reflection. The peak position

(°20) meanwhile designates the d spacing which is characteristic of a specific set of lattice
parameters: a, b, c, a, [3, y. In the case of a hexagonal crystal system where a = b st c and a
=

P

the

=

90 °,

y =

120 °,(equation 3). The unit cell parameters

spacings of two

or more

1

4

-TT =

The Ewald

diffraction

,

2

...

I2

c can

be determined from

equation 3

^rr(h2 + k2 + hk) + —

(ED) theory (see later). We
are

and

correctly indexed reflections.

sphere and reciprocal lattice concepts

lattice dimensions

a

can

are

central to X-ray and electron

define the reciprocal lattice,

as a

lattice whose

reciprocal to the original cell (and correspond to the reflection

positions) and whose 'size' (the intensity of the reflection) corresponds to the contents of the
unit

cell.15'6'

the Laue
occurs

Diffraction maxima

equations,

whenever

a

orientations of the

revisited in

more

or

(reflections

or

diffraction spots in ED)

the Bragg equation in vector form,

are

occur

only when

satisfied. This condition

reciprocal lattice point lies exactly

on

reciprocal lattice share

origin, figure 2. (These concepts

detail in section

III.2.)

a common

the Ewald sphere. Many different
are

Characterisation

Techniques

Figure 2. The Ewald sphere and its relation to the reciprocal lattice. The radius of
each reciprocal lattice sphere (dashed lines) is the reciprocal of a d spacing
in the crystal. The diagram shows an indexed fee lattice.

Powder

X-ray difffactograms

reveal

investigation. Importantly they tell
size is reflected in the
that

are

a

specimen is, where the crystallite

quality (breadth) of each peak: small particles

typified by

reflection of the

the

how crystalline

under

possess

fewer planes

satisfy the Bragg equation, thus peak definition is reduced. Mesoporous materials,

however,
a

us

several properties about the sample

a

few low angle diffraction peaks (below 10 °20), figure 3. This is

large unit cell dimensions, compared to microporous materials, and of

essentially amorphous frameworks. Thus although the long-range order is well defined,

determination of atomic
be difficult to determine

positions within the

walls is not possible. In addition it

may

phase purity because of the broad first (major) peak and lack of

clear cut definition in the
theoretical low

pore

secondary peak region.

This concept is illustrated by the

angle peak positions for hexagonal and cubic crystal systems, figure 4.

(b)

IL

I i»

U

*

Kl

I

^

v

2-Theta (degrees)

Figure 3. Typical XRD patterns for amorphous
and

mesoporous

materials MCM-41 (a)

MCM-48(b).m
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ccp

CO

o
r-

O C'i
o : -- o
CM ! t- I©

hep

2

3

2 theta / °

Figure 4. Theoretical XRD peak positions for the hep and ccp SBA-2 systems,
indexed appropriately. Note that the hexagonal (103) peak does not have
a

cubic

equivalent.181

Though it is possible to index the XRD pattern of simple

mesoporous

solids it is worth

noting that for most systems it is not possible to elucidate the structure solely
of XRD. The broadness of

possible to apply refinement

X-ray crystallography and hence the

to

materials

using

a

wider

range

mesoporous

temperature using Cu K« radiation, X = 1.5418
a

techniques,111

chemist must characterised

of techniques.

Throughout this project, powder X-ray diffraction patterns

equipped with

the basis

peaks and the lack of sufficient reflections does not allow to

obtain accurate information. It is neither
common

on

A,

on a

were

collected at ambient

Philips PW 1830 diffractometer

secondary monochromator. All XRD patterns

were

analysed using the

widely available Philips software package.

III.2. Transmission Electron

TEM and ED

are

Microscopy (TEM) and Electron Diffraction (ED)

used in material science to understand local structural information of

materials and to confirm structural information. In the
resolution TEM

case

of mesoporous

(HRTEM) and imaging in particular is used to elucidate the structure types

and characteristics. This

can

only be done in conjunction with XRD data and the two

techniques must complement each other in order to gain the
elucidate the structure. In addition the calcined solids
beam

(low water content) and

information

solids high

can

are

necessary

information to

generally stable in the electron

be imaged at low magnifications without

any

loss of

(large unit cell sizes).

9
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The first electron

microscope

built

was

turned the idea of electron lenses into
limit of the
known

as

after 1932, when Knoll and Ruska first

practical

reality.'91

For surpassing the resolution

light microscope Ruska received the Nobel prize,...in 1986!. What is

the

of Hirsch et

a

soon

Techniques

now

theory of TEM for material scientists is owed to the work published in 1977

al.'10'

It is

only however in the last 20

years

that this technique has been applied

routinely to explore structural details in unit cell, for example defects, dislocations, twin
boundaries, stacking faults and intergrowths, within crystals.
An electron

electrons

are

microscope is composed of a column kept under
emitted from

heated source, often a lanthanum

a

vacuum, at

the top of which

hexaboride (LaB6) crystal

or

tungsten filament. Subsequent acceleration through 100-1000 keV generates a high energy
beam and it is this accelerated

voltage (V), that determines the electron wavelength (7,). At

high voltages (i.e. large potential differences) the velocity of the electron (v) approaches the
velocity of light (c). The
thus the

mass

precise wavelength of the electrons is given by:

X

o

where mo =
mass,

of the electron, therefore, increases by relativistic effects,

h{2m0eVr}1/2

=

equation 4

1 /o

m{\-v/c) }

o

and Vr

=

o

Vo+{e/(2/w0c )}Vo

; mo,

Vr and V0

are

the electron rest

the relativistic voltage and the microscope voltage, respectively. According to the

principle of conservation of energy, (equation 5):

equation 5

^

V 2meW
where

m

constant.

and

e

are

These

distances in

a

the

high

mass

energy

and

charge

on

the electron respectively and h is Plank's

electrons have wavelengths smaller than the interatomic

crystal lattice. Consequently, diffraction

occurs as

the electron beam

interacts,|9'101 with the atomic electron clouds contained within the sample. As
diffraction
beam.
are

angles

are

small and

In order to focus and

are

concentrated into

a

result the

around the undiffracted

magnify the beam through the microscope,

required (figure5). An electron is

to alter the beam

a narrow cone

a

a

series of lenses

charged particle, therefore magnetic fields

paths. These magnetic fields, known

as

are

electromagnetic lenses,

able
are

10
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formed when

an

electric current is

current within each lens

magnification,

can

Techniques

passed through wire coils encased within iron. As the

is altered, a smooth transformation of the focal

length, and

be achieved.

Imaging

Diffraction

Figure 5. A schematic representation of the path taken by the electron beam inside
the microscope column is shown for the two modes that the microscope
operates in, diffraction and imaging.19'
As the electron beam is accelerated down the column it passes

The first lens;

a

series of lenses.

the condenser lens, controls the size and angular spread of the incident beam,

ultimately focussing it
a

through

as a

parallel beam onto the sample. The sample itself, supported

grid, is positioned within the

the second the

upper

on

and lower halves (pole pieces) of the objective lens,

single most important lens within the microscope. It provides the initial

magnification of the specimen. Apertures
diffraction mode, control the

on

the back focal plane, which

diffracted beam. This is important

as

are

inserted in

it is the wide angle

diffracted beams that contain the fine structural information, and hence are most valuable to

11
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Furthermore, the interference pattern formed on the back focal plane of the objective lens
whether the

dictates

microscope operates in diffraction

intermediate lens focuses

on

the back focal

imaging mode. If the

or

plane, the diffraction pattern itself is

successively magnified onto the final image plane. Alternatively the current passing
through the intermediate lens

can

be adjusted to produce

an

'image', the first intermediate

image, of the specimen diffraction pattern. In turn it is this image that is propagated down
the

microscope, being focussed by the final (projector) lens onto the fluorescent viewing

screen.

Finally this diffraction

base of the

image information is observable through

microscope column and

electronic methods
common.

or

(video

or

can

the

be recorded onto photographic film, although

charge coupled devices, CCDs)

are

becoming

more

[91

1

Having briefly described the experimental step in
limitations of the apparatus.
in

a port at

a

TEM microscope it is worth noting the

Although "atomic" image resolutions

practice this is hard to attain and requires conditions which

are

theoretically possible

are at

this moment in the

history of electron microscopy; unattainable. Two factors limit the resolutions of images in
the TEM;

(a) The objective lens does not have
re-focus

wide

an

infmite size and

as a

angle diffracted beams and these

result it is

never

very

hard to

reach the next

(intermediate) lens. The final image is therefore representative of the specimen
but it is

only formed from

a

proportion of diffracted beams.

(b) The electromagnetic lenses contain imperfections,
very

hard to avoid. The most important types

chromatic aberrations.

field, within

a

are

or

aberrations, which

are

spherical, antistigmatism and

Antistigmatism arises from

a

non-symmetrical magnetic

lens, which distorts the observed image. Auxiliary lenses in the

microscope help reduce the distortion to the electron beam as a result of
antistigmatism. Spherical aberration arises
rays

as a

result of wide angle diffracted

refracted too strongly (figure 6). These beams

focus before the Gaussian

are

therefore brought into

(in focus) image plane introducing

component to the overall diffracted beams.

a

phase-shift

This phase magnification is

quantified by the spherical aberration constant, Cs, which indicates to what
extent diffraction can occur

become

unacceptable. The

diffracted ray

before

reverse

wave

misphasing and image distortion

scenario is also possible, occurring when the

paths refocus beyond the Gaussian image plane. Combined with
i?

Characterisation

diffracted ray

Techniques

paths refocus beyond the Gaussian image plane. Combined with

spherical aberration, this defocus effect contributes to the overall Phase Contrast
Transfer Function,
on

the final

described
from

a

*(a), which justifies image contrast, for thin film specimens,

image plane. Similarly chromatic (depth-of-focus) aberrations

by the chromatic aberration constant, Cc. This limitation originates

range

of wavelengths present in the electron beams. This wavelength

spread is caused by voltage instabilities (in the electron
when

or

imaging inherently thick samples.

propagated down the microscope,
turn lead to an

inevitable blurred

Figure 6. Schematic diagram of showing
zones

are

of the lens. These

are

a range

Thus

source or

as

lens currents)

the electron beam is

of focal lengths

are

formed, which in

image on the final image plane.

rays passing through zones of the outer
refracted more strongly than those rays

passing close to the axis. As a result those (beams) refracted strongly will
meet the image plane at a distance 5i before the Gaussian image plane. 18 91

As stated

previously, the understanding of the Ewald sphere is central to the theory of ED.

If an incident beam interacts with ID

angle (f> in the incident

wave

grating, (figure 7) diffraction

wave

beams

coherent interference occurs, diffraction maxima result,
waves are

Knowing that

discrete spots,
observed

on

a

are out

change of

of phase. However, when

indicating that

an

integral number

consists of a vertical series of spots, separated by

a

distance

path distance difference of Wk (equation 6) is required to produce these

simple trigonometry allows

the

a

in phase. Furthermore, if the ID grating is placed horizontally,

the observed diffraction pattern
d.

from

direction. Destructive interference results in diffraction

minima, and forms because the transmitted

(.h) of diffracted

occurs

us to

relate the grating split spacing,

a,

to that

image plane, d (equation 7). L is the distance between the diffraction

pattern and the object.

13
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Kk

d

=

asin^

=

Ltan^

=

L

Techniques

equation 6

sin^

equation 7

cos^

Combining these relationships leads to equation 8, showing how the diffraction spot

spacing, d, is reciprocally related to the grating split spacing,

d

LhA.

;

a.

equation 8

=

acos</>

(a)
"

•s

Fnih difference

*a

sin4> = hX.

(a)

(b>

Jiffraction

pattern

Figure 7. Representation of conditions required for constructive interference to occur
in ID (a) and 2D (b) gratings resulting in the formation of ID and 2D
diffraction patterns of spots.'8'91

In the

same

difference

way

if

a

2D grating is placed before

an

incident beam both diffraction path

equations (equations 9-10) must be satisfied for diffraction to occur. The

14
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diffraction pattern
from the

origin to

observed however is
any spot

now

Techniques

2D (figure 7b, 8), where the vector direction

is the normal to the orientation of the hki planes which it

represents, and the vector length is a reciprocal distance to those planes.

V

''

hA

=

ajw*j>,

equation 9

kX

=

bsinfc

ecluation 10

/

•

•

•
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11

in

12

Figure 8. Relationship between a set of planes in a 2D grating and the position of
corresponding diffraction spots where the distance between the object and
the pattern is L=1. '8'9'
Likewise this concept can

taken further to the diffraction occurring from

a

3D grating (a

crystal!). The Laue equations describing the diffraction path difference must
satisfied

obtained

depends

on

the

zone

axis, down which the incident beam propagates, (i.e. the

specimen perpendicular to the electron beam) though the reciprocal

lattice describes all the solutions to the diffraction

hX

=

tfsin^i

kX

=

bsmfc

IX

a

real

be

(equation 11) and the diffracted beam is defined by three integers, hkl. The pattern

orientation of the

In

now

=

equations.

equation 11

csin^

crystal the positions of each spot with respect to the origin (central spot) define the

interplanar spacing and orientation of each plane of atoms in real

space.

In

a

real HRTEM

15
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experiment due to multiple scattering of the diffracted beam, thin specimens must be used.
The TEM

image plane

can

In TEM hence real space

be considered to be

and reciprocal

d

a tangent to

space are

the Ewald sphere (r = MX).

related by equation 12.

LA

equation 12

=

R

(a)

(b)
crystal

MX

I

_v

film

it

^i

Ewald sphere

000

Figure 9. Relationship between real (a) and reciprocal (b)

From the Weiss

zone

Law

planes when these share

a

(equation 13) it is possible to obtain the

=

they

go

axis for two sets of

equation 13

0

Image contrast in HRTEM imaging results from
as

zone

parallel direction,

h\J + XV + IW

beams

spaces.

a

phase change within the transmitted

through the specimen under observation. Through focus analysis involves

recording images at

a

variety of objective lens focal settings. This highlights structural in

defects in mesoporous

materials and this technique is central to understanding the nature of

the

polytypic intergrowths described by Zhou et al for the

mesoporous

material

SBA-2.,n|

Finally, modern software allows to calculate Fast Fourier transform (FFTs) from
recorded

image. This is

a

characteristics of amorphous

any

specifically useful tool in the determination the structural
solids where it is hard, due to their

numerous

defects and their

16
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amorphous nature, to obtain good quality ED patterns of high symmetry
Fourier transform, 'transforms' a
Fourier transform
treatment of the
on

can

real image into frequency

space.

Techniques

zone

In turn

an

axis. A
inverse

represent a frequency space back to real space. In this process,

frequency

space

the "simulated" pattern

data using

a

mask tool allows the filtering of information

(figure 10) resulting in

representative of the original experimental

a more

clear, albeit not-real, image

image.1121 This process is summarised below.

Inverse FFT

"image"
Figure 10. Typical treatment of real images using Fourier transforms in order to
obtain a simulated FFT-ED pattern and a simulated inverse (I) FFT image
of a selected area (SAED) on the image.
17
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In this

project all HRTEM images shown

electron
were

were

recorded using

microscope operating at 200 kV equipped with

prepared by adhering them onto

a

a

a

JEOL JEM-200CX

CCD Gatan

holey carbon film, supported

camera.

on a

recorded

interpretable point resolution of

along high symmetry

found that the

zone axes at

ca.

Samples

Cu grid, before

transferring them into the specimen chamber. The objective lens parameters, Cs
and Cc = 0.95 nm gave an

Techniques

1.85 A.

=

0.41

Images

nm

were

magnifications of 24000x to 49000x. It

was

as-prepared samples decomposed in the electron beam, thus all HRTEM

investigations unless stated

are

based

on

calcined samples. The fine powders

were

ground

having definite

energy

prior to depositing them onto the TEM specimen grid.

III.3.

Energy Dispersive X-ray Spectroscopy (EDX)

Electrons in atoms

within

a

are

located in different shells, each of them

particular type of atom. The shells

certain number of electrons in each shell
shell

eight, and

so

into contact with
vacancy

named "K", "L", "M", "N", etc, with

are

(i.e. the K-shell hold only two electrons, the L-

on). If one electron in the in the K-shell is ejected
an

in the K-shell (figure 11). According to
a

discrete energy

energy

by

energy,

an

result of coming

drop down to the

conservation laws

a quantum

corresponding to the difference in

between the K-shell and the L-shell, hv= Ek-El. The vacancy
filled

as a

incident electron, one electron in the L-shell may

radiation will be emitted with

a

of

energy

in the K-shell could also be

electron in the M-shell, resulting in the generation of radiation with

a

different

hv= EK-EM-

EU<ek„

^

*AAA^

Figure 11. The generation of characteristic
as a

result of its interaction with

x-rays
an

from the electron shells of an atom

incident beam of electrons.

18
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Therefore

a

series of

elements present.

X-rays

are

emitted which dependent

The detector displays these X-rays

on

Techniques

the atomic number of the

as a spectrum

against

energy

level,

normally from 0 keV to 20 keV.
In this thesis

a

typical EDX analysis comprised the study of at least 10 thin particles.

Values measured

III.3.

The

averaged to give the final EDX value of the element studied.

Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM)

development of the Scanning Electron Microscope in the early 1950's brought with it

new areas

a

were

of study

in the medical and physical sciences because it allowed examination of

great variety of specimens. A beam of electrons is produced at the top of the microscope

by heating of a metallic filament. The electron beam follows
column of the

microscope. It makes its

and direct the beam down towards the

(backscattered
or

or

secondary)

are

way

a

vertical path through the

through electromagnetic lenses, which focus

sample. Once it hits the sample, other electrons

ejected from the sample. Detectors collect the secondary

backscattered electrons, and convert them to a

signal that is sent to

Figure 12. The generation of electrons in the column of

a

a

viewing

screen.

scanning electron

microscope.'13'

19
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In this

project all SEM images

microscope operating at

a

were

voltage

obtained from

up to

a

Techniques

JEOL JSM-5600 scanning electron

30 kV and with

an

optimal resolution of 3

nm.

A

picture of this SEM equipment is shown in figure 13.

Figure 13. The JEOL JSM-5600 Scanning Electron Microscope.

III.3.

Gas

Adsorption-Desorption isotherms

adsorption measurements

size distribution in porous

are

widely used for determining the surface

solids. In addition they

can

area

and

pore

provide information on the degree of

crystallinity, acidity and hydrophilicity/hydrophobicity within the material. Several probe
molecules
hexane.
per gram

all

are

The

used for this purpose.

graphs

are

of adsorbate

manner

Routinely these include Ar, N2, H2O, benzene and

n-

generally plotted in the form: total number of moles of adsorbent

versus

pressure/saturated

vapour pressure.

of solids and adsorbates, these result in five types

so-called Brunauer classification

(Figure

Viewed empirically, for

of adsorption isotherm; the

14).114'15'

Figure 14. The five types of adsorption isotherms in the Brunauer classification.
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Isotherm

Types I and IV

are

microporous zeolites, with

pore

of relatively

of special interest.

The Type I isotherm is typical of

widths <2nm. The gently sloping plateau is

little multilayer adsorption

on a

Mesoporous solids,

monolayer

on

is built

coverage

porous

the other hand, follow

upon

by

an

a

lattice: primary micropore

Type IV isotherm.

reaching

Frequently, although not
reconciled

a

by the distinctive geometric

and

a

pore

capillary condensation. Thus

stepped

curve

results. In the

hysteresis (N2, 77K, p/p*

=

upon

case

upon

desorption.

=

1).

This is

shapes and connectivity within the sample. On

metastable multilayer remains

a

mesopore structure,

complete filling of the cavities (P/Po

upon

always,11151 hysteresis is observed

adsorption it is thought that
onset of

plateau

The initial

upward deviation occurring in the multilayer

region. This is the direct result of capillary condensation within the
with the isotherm

a consequence

small external surface. The steep initial slope

corresponds to the monolayer adsorption within the
filling.

Techniques

on

the

pore

desorption the equilibrium

wall before the

pressure

is greater

of mesoporous zeolites this capillary condensation

0.4) corresponds to the emptying of N2 trapped within the

cavities, since the external opening is unstable.
There

three

are

common

and volumetric. The

sample

as accurate

relies in

ways

of collecting adsorption isotherm data; gravimetric, dynamic

gravimetric method consists in measuring the weight change in the

aliquots of

controlling the

method involves the

gas

gas are

introduced into the system. The dynamic method

concentration entering the system whilst, finally the volumetric

adsorption of a known volumes (at STP) of

particular equilibrium pressure. Throughout this project
The most

common

method of

adsorption data, is the
This
the

use

obtaining data

on

a

gas

by the sample at

gravimetric method

the specific surface

area

was

a

used.

of samples from

of the Brunauer-Emmett-Teller (BET) equation (equation 14).

equation describes multilayer physical adsorption, extending the theory of gases from

Langmuir equation for the adsorption of

equation

assumes

that

a

a

monolayer of

monolayer of gas adsorbed will

gas on a

posses a

surface. The BET

fixed heat of adsorption

(Hi), subsequent layers having heats of adsorption equal to the latent heat of evaporation
(HL).

equation 14

21
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V is the volume of gas
pressure

of the

gas

adsorbed at

a

particular

gas pressure

P. Po is the saturated

adsorbed, Vm the monolayer volume and

(equation 15), where R is the

gas constant
f
c

=

exp

ri

c

vapour

is the monolayer constant

and T the temperature (in Kelvin).
ii

_

ni

Techniques

.

equation 15

l

RT

v

The

slope and intercepts of the BET plot (P/V(Po-P)

and

c

vs.

P/Po) allows the elucidation of Vm

(equation 16)

V

=

m

slope + intercept
slope

c =

-—

equation 16

1

+

intercept
Vm

can

be

easily converted into moles and hence the specific surface

derived.'15' Thus in the
=

16.2

case

of an adsorbed

area

m2/g) can be

(Sg,

monolayer of N2, where the molecular area is A

A2at77K,

Y

S

However the BET

8

=

m
0.0224

x

6.023xlO23

equation has limitations,

as

x

equation 17

A

it is only applicable for the linear part of the

isotherm, at pressures 0.05<P/Po<0.35. This poses a problem in the case of certain
mesoporous
a

result of

materials where capillary condensation, i.e.

multilayer adsorption

mesoporous

occurs.

pore

filling by the

gas

adsorbate

The validity of (BET) Sg values in the

case

as

of

materials must be questioned, and at least used for comparison purposes only.

Furthermore, in mesoporous materials the appearance of a hysteresis loop is often
observed.

Figure 15 shows typical adsorption-desorption isotherm for MCM-41 (with

different pore
to the

characteristics). Geometric

pore

shapes and connectivity are often correlated

shapes and sizes of hysteresis loops (a full description of these shapes

in reference

14). Hysteresis is thought to occur as

multilayer, which remains
Hence the

equilibrium

on

pressure

the

pore

a

result of adsorption of

can
a

be found

metastable

wall before the start of capillary condensation.

is greater. In

mesoporous

materials in particular capillary

22
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condensation
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hysteresis corresponds to the emptying of trapped N2 molecules within the

cavities, since the external opening is unstable.

P'Po

Figure 15. Typical volumetric N2 adsorption-desorption isotherms conducted at 77K
for samples of MCM-41 synthesised using different conditions. Note the
different types of hysteresis loops associated with each isotherm and the
shifting of the capillary condensation step towards higher pressures
signifying an increase in the pore size distribution for each sample,
(isotherms have been stacked along the y-axis for simplicity). 130'

It is in fact in this

size distributions

method.'161

region; the capillary condensation step of the isotherm, from which
are

derived, using, traditionally the Barrett-Joyner-Halendar (BJH)

The method is based

on

^

the Kelvin

equation 18

_

rRT

relate to the radius of curvature of the condensed liquid, the molar volume

and the surface tension
used to

equation (equation 18).

Po 2y V
P

Where r, V and y

pore

calculate pore

respectively. It is the Kelvin equation in the form shown that is
radii,

pore

size distribution

curves

and

pore

volumes from

experimental isotherm data.
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This method

(BJH) and in particular its

controversial and it has been proven to

solids.I4'15'17'18!

a

more

with respect to

use

underestimate the

detail discussion of this

Techniques

solids is

mesoporous

size of

pore

mesoporous

problem and alternative solution is

proposed in Chapter 2.
In this

project, all isotherms shown

Gravimetric

Analyser. Samples

were

conducted using

were

an

IGA-2 series Intelligent

degassed at 250°C overnight at

measuring the isotherm. Adsorption values

were

~

4x10~3 Torr prior to

measured gravimetrically and for each

step the increase in weight was followed as a function of time. Each step was permitted to

approach equilibrium

period of 90 minutes, and

over a

desorption) typically comprised
area are

to

based

on

50 steps

the Brunauer-Emmett-Teller

Type II isotherms and

at which

some

may

gravimetric analyser
greater than 20

are

(BET) method which is generally applicable

case

pore

below those

of mesocage solids, these values should

was

sizes of spherical connected pores)
comparative

used

on

no

purposes,

was not

BJH software available

desorption data where the

pore

calculated

longer applicable and the Dubinin-Astakhov

(DA),119'

analysis of the filling of the micropores is used. Although not directly

comparable with the BJH values the DA results

III.4. Nuclear

pressures

A. For diameters less than 20 A the Kelvin equation

underlying the BJH calculation is
model for the

24 hours. Measurements of specific

Non Local Functional Theory software (NLDFT,

purposes.

In order to obtain values for

us.

with the IGA-2
diameters

In the

occurs.

(the most recent method to determine
available to

full experiment (adsorption and

be applicable to Type IV isotherms at

capillary condensation

only be used for comparative

over

a

are

included for completeness.

Magnetic Resonance (NMR)

Because of the

particular electronic environment experienced when

immersed in

magnetic field, the magnetic field Bioc experienced by that nucleus is

a

different from the

applied

one.'20' This

can

be expressed

as

a

certain nucleus is

in equation 19 where

a

is the

shielding constant and the extra field, oB, the chemical shift.

Bioc

=

(1

-

cr) B

equation 19
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Since

different

nuclei

in different

chemical

environments

have

different

Techniques

shielding

(equation 3) is satisfied for different values of B

constants, the resonance condition

according to the nuclear environment.

h\

The NMR spectra

=

g pB

(1

-

equation 20

cr) B

of solid systems show typically

broad, mainly featureless

very

absorptions in which the 'high resolution' solution characteristics of chemical shifts and of
spin-spin couplings
remove

or

spectrum.

average

are

the characteristic solid state interactions, thereby simplifying the

In particular the width of the signals arises from the static anisotropic

interactions to which the nuclei
these

are

Thus the aim is to manipulate the spin systems to

observed.

are

subjected. The predominant factors responsible for

dipole-dipole internuclear interactions, quadrupole-field gradient interactions and

chemical shift

anisotropy.

Each if these contains

a

factor

(3cos20

-

1), which is part

responsible for signal broadening.
In

particular the chemical shielding anisotropy powder pattern

can

be averaged using the

technique of 'magic angle spinning' (MAS). This experiment, illustrated schematically in
figure 16, spins the powder sample mechanically around

an

axis inclined at angle 0 to the

magnetic field. The effect of the spinning experiment is to modify the shift anisotropy by
factor of the form

(3cos20 - 1). Thus if 3cos20 = 1, i.e. 0

angle', this term becomes
chemical shift.

This

zero

technique

=

a

54°44', the so-called 'magic

and the remaining part of the expression is the isotropic
may

also

remove

residual dipolar interactions amongst the

nuclei.

/

Figure 16. Schematic representation of the experimental arrangement for sample
spinning. In MAS, 0 = 54°44'.
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It must be noted that
not

only protons in the system

are present as water

part of the lattice framework and will usually be mobile.

substantial

dipolar interactions from protons

techniques

are not

normally

so cross

experiments. In 1981 Lippmaa et

for silicates fell into clear ranges
the vertices of

only

one

There will therefore be

depending

unique lattice site, the

use

of 29Si and 27A1

al.'22' established that the 29Si chemical shifts

upon

the number of silicon atoms attached to
of faujasitic zeolites, where there is

case

29Si MAS NMR

spectra are sensitive, to a first

approximation, to the local environment of the silicons. The 5 observed
corresponding to Si[4Al], Si[3Al], Si[2Al], Si[l Al] and Si[0Al] environments
suitable for structure elucidation
to

investigation by

such

(figure 17). Similarly, aluminosilicates

are

resonances

are

therefore

also amenable

27A1 NMR experiments. 27Al is a quadrupolar nucleus (/ = 5/2) and

requires analysis at high fields in order to minimise the quadrupolar effects.

observed Al chemical shifts that result from the +V2
individual zeolites.
ordination which
tetrahedral

no

polarisation and dipolar decoupling

determination is the

given Si04 tetrahedron. In the

a

of hydration which is

necessary.121'

Of interest to zeolite and mesoporous structure
MAS-MNR

Techniques

—>

-V2 transition

are

a

peak at

0

aprox.

ppm

(lattice) co-ordination whose signal

(with reference to

appears

ppm range.

Al

Al

co¬

A1[H20]63+ aq) and (ii)

in the 50-65

Al

The

characteristic to

27A1 spectra discriminate between (i) octahedral (extra-framework)

give

as

Si

Al

OOOOO
AlOSiOSi
AlOSiOSi
SiOSiOSi SiOSOSi
0
0
0
0
Al
Al
S'
Si
Si

AlOSiOAl
0

SiUAI)

S. (3AI1

5.(2 Al )

Si (I At )

SilOAt)

I—Q4—I
Si (041)

H-Q2H

s"'a"

H-G0I

-60

1

---

j
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1

-80
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I
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-SO
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Figure 17. Variation of the 29Si MAS NMR chemical shift for Si04 tetrahedra with
respect to their degree of polymerisation, Q" value (a). '23' Variation of the
29Si chemical shift for framework aluminosilicates with the number of
adjacent AIO4 tetrahedra (b).'22'
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Direct

polarisation (DP) MAS

by Dr. David Apperley

degrees, and

III.5. Extended

a

with

NMR

were

a

7.05 T Oxford Instruments magnet, using

relaxation delay of 300.0 seconds for

may

last

a

a

on

Varian

pulse angle

29Si and 120.0 seconds for 27Al.

X-ray Absorption Fine Structure (EXAFS)

EXAFS refers to the sinusoidal variation of the

function of

carried out at Durham University

of the EPSRC NMR solid-state service,

as part

UNITYI/nova spectrometer
of 90.0

29Si and 27A1

Techniques

X-ray photon

energy,

which

X-ray absorption coefficient

as a

after each absorption edge of an element

occurs

further 1500 eV. This phenomenon forms the basis of the analytical technique of

EXAFS spectroscopy,

without the need for

which is used to obtain structural information about molecules

obtaining single crystals

an

determine the coordination of particular

elements in the structures of silicate materials.

X-rays

are

absorbed by atoms in molecules. The proportion of X-rays absorbed (the

absorption coefficient) decreases
specific to each element,

a

measured. These

so

energies,

electron from the atom

as

their

energy

increases, but at

sudden increase in the amount of
called

a

certain

energy

energy

absorbed

value,
can

be

absorption edges, correspond to the ejection of an

as

being studied. The ejected electron

can

be considered

as a wave,

travelling outwards from the central absorbing atom. The increase in absorption at the edge
occurs

eject

when the energy

an

of the incident X-rays is equal to the threshold

energy necessary to

electron (the ionisation energy).

114B0

11600

11BQD

130M

12203

12400

12UN

I20OO

153 CO

15200

Iryxjz fi76rgy

Figure 18. A typical EXAFS

spectrum.1241
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Simple models of X-ray absorption predict
coefficient with

increasing

observed in spectra
a

molecule

or a

condensed

oscillations in the

e.g.

phase, the

gradual monotonic decrease in the absorption

from the absorption

energy away

of isolated atoms,

a

noble

presence

absorption coefficient

Techniques

near

gases

edge.'25' Such behaviour

(Xe, Kr

e

can

tc.), but for atoms either in

of other atoms around the absorber

causes

the edge. The oscillations in the post edge

region arise from the back scattering of the emitted electron

wave

off neighbouring atoms.

Hence, the structure of the post edge region of the X-ray absorption spectrum is related to
the radial distribution of atoms in the
and

sample and by analysing this structure (the frequency

amplitude of the oscillations), information about the local environment of the absorbing

element

can

be derived.

The EXAFS effect

(the oscillations in the post edge absorption coefficient) is small

compared to the absorption resulting from the electron ejection (ionisation), hence
X-ray

is required, to produce features sufficiently intense to be analysed.

source

Synchrotron X-ray

this requirement; they produce X-ray radiation by

sources meet

speed approaching that of light, in

accelerating pulses of electrons to

a

20 metres radius. Because of the

complexity of the equipment

there
the

are

only

a

small number of such

Daresbury Synchrotron

this work

were

source,

sources

located

were

an

achieve this,

necessary to

Daresbury, the X-ray beam is divided

experiments to

conducted in Station 8.1.

experiment itself involves placing

circular path of ca.

Liverpool and all EXAFS spectra shown in

conducted in these laboratories. At

experiments

a

in existence. The only facility in England is

near

between different stations, to allow various
EXAFS

a strong

over a

as-made, calcined

or

run

simultaneously. Ti-edge

period of two weeks. The
de-hydrated sample of the

compound under investigation in the path of the X-ray beam, selecting an absorbing
element, and changing the
above and below the

energy

of the X-rays incident

on

the sample

absorption edge of interest. This variation is done in

so
a

that it varies

series of small

steps; at each stage the amount of X-rays before and after the sample is recorded in a
detector in Transmission
amount absorbed

(measuring transmitted X-rays)

by the sample

can

be determined

as a

or

Fluorescence mode,

so

that the

function of energy. A picture of the

experimental set-up is shown in figure 19.
The measurements of the amount of X-rays

for factors such

as

the

absorbed

versus

X-ray

energy can

be corrected

general background decrease in the absorption coefficient, to give

the observed EXAFS spectrum.
theoretical spectrum as
model include the type,

closely

A theoretical model is then applied, to match the observed
as

possible to the experimental data. The parameters of the

number and distance of atoms in the molecule which

are

close to
28
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the

Techniques

absorbing atom under study. This is done using widely available software packages

such

as

EXCALIB and

EXCURV98.1261

Figure 19. A typical EXAFS experimental set-up. In the picture high intensity X-rays
enter from the left of the column and pass through a monochromator to
select the energy. A series of slits improve the X-ray beam with respect to
it shape. Finally, the intensity of the X-rays before and after the sample is
measured by a series of ionisation counters.

EXAFS spectroscopy

is different from diffraction X-ray techniques in that it is sensitive

only to short-range order and
example

mesoporous

elements in the
cause

can

be applied to crystalline

materials), to liquids and

sample

can

even gases.

or

The structure around different

be obtained simply by varying the incident X-ray energies to

ionisation of each element in turn. As EXAFS spectroscopy

presence
will not

of impurities that either do not contain the absorber,

cause

interference.

amorphous solids (for

is element-specific, the

or are

far from the absorber,

Sample preparation is quick and data collection relatively easy.

Having said this, analysis of the data is tedious, long and the amount and type of
information
about the

gained from the experimental data depends largely

on

the how much is known

material/edge in the first instance. In addition because experimental data is

compared with

a

theoretical model, the validity of the analysis also depends

on

the

complexity of the theoretical model, with simple models resulting usually in good fits and
more

complex

ones

in worse.
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III. 6. Other

techniques used

In addition to the

techniques described above, the following have been used briefly in

several instances to characterise mesoporous

elemental

Techniques

solids; UV-visible spectroscopy, CHN

analysis, Thermo-Gravimetric Analysis, Gas Chromatography and polarise light

optical microscopy. For

an

in depth description of these techniques the author would like to

suggest the following references 27-30.
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Note

Note

This thesis has been divided into four
order in which the work

on

Layout

Layout

chapters attempting to follow the chronological

carried out. As such, it was found more

was

on

appropriate to

incorporate brief relevant introductions at the beginning of each chapter rather than discuss
the

background of this work in

of

subjects from organic chemistry to inorganic synthesis, from analytical studies to

one

section. The nature of this work involves

catalysis, and this justifies the discussion of each topic separately. In the
conclusions to each

chapter

are

a

wide variety

same way,

the

summarised at the end of each section, though these

are

collectively discussed at the end of this thesis.
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Synthesis and Characterisation
of Liquid

Crystals Phases

Chapter 1 Synthesis and Characterisation ofLiquid Crystal Phases

1.1. Introduction

The

study of liquid crystals began in 1888 when Austrian botanist Friedrich Reinitzer

observed that

cholesteryl benzoate had two distinct melting points. In his experiments,

Reinitzer increased the temperature

of a solid sample and watched the crystal change into

a

hazy liquid. As he increased the temperature further, the material changed again into

a

clear, transparent liquid. Because of this early work, Reinitzer is often credited with

discovering the liquid crystal
characterised

phase.'1' A liquid crystal is

a

thermodynamic stable phase

by having anisotropic properties without the existence of a three-dimensional

crystal lattice, generally lying in the temperature

range

between the solid and the isotropic

liquid phase, hence the term mesophase. Anisotropy in liquid crystals refers to the

tendency of the molecules (mesogens) to point along
Other

axis, called the director.

a common

properties include the formation of rod-like molecular structures, rigidness of the

long axis, strong dipoles and easily polarizable substituents. This is in contrast to
molecules in the
molecules

are

liquid phase, which have

intrinsic order,

or

in the solid state where

usually highly ordered and have little translational freedom. The

characteristic orientation order of the
and

no

liquid crystal state is between the traditional solid

liquid phases and hence the term "mesogenic state", which is used synonymously with

liquid crystal state. Anisotropy also results in the properties of the material being
dependent

on

the direction in which they

are

measured and it is this anisotropic nature of

liquid crystals which is responsible for the unique optical properties exploited by scientists
and

engineers in

a

variety of

destructive mechanical

example, transient
erasable
and

transmitted by

can

a

walking foot

on

the ground

can

be measured;

imaging.'1'

mesogens are

distinguished by the mechanism that drives

self-organization. Thermotropic transactions

defined

or

occur

in most liquid crystals, and they

by the fact that the transitions to the liquid crystalline state

thermally. That is,
solid

non¬

be classified into two main categories; thermotropic and

lyotropic. These two types of

a

in liquid crystal displays; for

optical disks; full colour "electronic slides" for computer-aided drawing (CAD),

light modulators for colour electronic

their

as

testing of materials under stress; in medical applications where, for

pressure

Liquid crystals

are

application,'2' such

one can

induced

arrive at the liquid crystalline state by raising the temperature of

lowering the temperature of

classified into two types:

are

a

liquid. Thermotropic liquid crystals

enantiotropic liquid crystals, which

can

can

be

be changed into the
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liquid crystal state from either lowering the temperature of

a

liquid

raising of the

or

temperature of a solid, and monotropic liquid crystals, which can only be changed into the

liquid crystal state from either

an

increase in the temperature of a solid

or a

decrease in the

temperature of a liquid, but not both. In general, thermotropic mesophases occur because
of

anisotropic dispersion forces between the molecules and because of packing

interactions. In contrast to
influence of
mesogens
are

thermotropic, lyotropic liquid crystal transitions

compositional changes

or

occur

under the

by solvent-induced aggregation of the constituent

into micellar structures, and not by

a

typically amphiphilic, meaning that they

change in temperature. Lyotropic
are

mesogens

composed of both lyophilic (solvent-

attracting) and lyophobic (solvent-repelling) parts. Most surfactant molecules

are

of this

type. A conventional surfactant has a single hydrocarbon tail connected to an ionic or polar

headgroup. The lyophobic ends will assemble together under the influence of hydrocarbonsolvent interactions whilst the

lyophilic ends extend outward toward the solvent. At this

compositional point the surfactant is said to reach its critical micelle concentration
(CMC) which is characteristic for each different surfactant. Micellization is

important phenomenon of surfactant molecules
interfacial

properties such

as

as

a very

it is responsible for surface and

detergency and solubilization. Micelles

are

known to be

disorganised assemblies with mobile interiors consisting of non-linear hydrocarbon chains.
13]

Single-chain
amphiphile

amohiohile

Single-chain double-headed
"gemini" amphihpile

Double-headed

"bolaform " amphiphile

Polar head

AlkyI chain
CH3(-CH2-CH2-)X
CH3 (-CH2-CH2-0-)x

a.

catiomc
cationic

b.

anionic

c.

zwitterionic

d.

neutral

Scheme 1.

Spacer

Examples of typical lyotropic surfactant assemblies
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As the concentration of the surfactant is increased and the solution cooled, the micelles

increase in size and

eventually coalesce separating the newly formed liquid crystalline state

from the solvent.
Micelle

morphology is

a

complex subject but

that is central in the formation of

one

mesophase structures and subsequently in the formation mechanism of
materials.

The micellar

hydrocarbon interactions

shape is largely dependent

well

as

as

on

mesoporous

electrostatic, hydration and

size and charge of polar head

group, spacer

unit, chain

length, counterion employed and solvent and co-solvents (if used). Immediately it is clear
that the factors

are

and the combination and competition of all of these makes

many,

mesophase prediction extremely hard. However, phase diagram
many

surfactant systems allow

micelles

are

favoured

packing of the
formed

forms

us to

determination,'4"101 of

identify certain trends, for example that spherical

by surfactants with large headgroups, which impair

mesogens,'11'

or

that non-spherical shapes such

as

disc

a more

or

rods

orderly
can

be

by single chained surfactants, (e.g. cetyltrimethyl ammonium bromide, which

elongated shaped micelles above 0.2
280

-
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-
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-
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Figure 20. Phase diagram of Cetyltrimethylammonium bromide/water, at
variety of surfactant concentrations and temperatures.'10'
There
structure

are

a

large number of surfactant molecules currently being investigated

directing agents for the synthesis of

variations of number and type
the type

a

mesoporous

as

materials. The possible

of alkyl chains, of spacer unit (if any) employed and finally

of polar head is vast and therefore

envisaged. The addition of co-solvents

or

a great

the

use

deal of templating systems

can

of surfactant mixtures

greatly

can

be
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influence the

properties of the surfactant system and of the liquid crystalline phase formed

an so even more

that
the

synthetic variables

can

be used to direct the mesophase formed. Those

commonly employed in the synthesis of mesoporous materials

are

can

be grouped into

following categories;

•

Cationic and anionic surfactants

charge (typically

a quaternary

are

characterised

ammonium group)

by possessing

negative charge (phosphate,

or

sulphate, and carboxylate) in the hydrophilic polar head, and
the

positive

a

alkyl chain that forms

an

hydrophobic part of the surfactant molecule. Within these systems the so-called

gemini type surfactants have attracted

hydrophobic chains and two polar

two

ionic

surfactant

concentrations.
care,

lot of research.'12' All geminis

a

groups,

their main advantage

being that they

systems

Promising applications

are

can

already being studied in the

assembly of porous materials. The nature of the

or

conventional

spacer

unit

can

areas

processes

of skin

and in the

be varied greatly and

possibilities including; short (2 methylene groups)

methylene groups); rigid (stilbene)
non

over

least

self-assemble at much lower

antibacterial regimens, analytical separations, solubilization

hence the many

posses at

or

long (12

flexible (methylene chain); polar (polyether)

or

polar (aromatic). Although the majority of geminis have identical chains and polar

groups,

unsymmetrical geminis have also been

synthesised.'13'

A second

group

of

ionic surfactants, the bolaform type,

has recently emerged

geminis.'14'15' Bolaform amphiphiles

closely related to the gemini surfactants, with

hydrophilic

two

tails.

groups

By introducing

connected by

containing

more

such

al.,'16'

adding

hydrophobic chain
a spacer group to

as

are greater.

phenyl

more

the rigidity of the

groups,

have predicted and

rigid units have

than conventional surfactants where the
flexible

proven

bridging

the

more

spacer

polar

degrees of freedom associated with

we

also decrease the solubility of the
oxygen atoms

unit, substantially increasing the solubility due to the

group

a more

However, by increasing the chain length and

the surfactant molecule

into

presence

of

within the hydrophobic chain of the molecule, allowing the

increase of the surfactant chain
the

experimentally

specific aggregation behaviours

mesophase. To solve this problem Zhao et al.,'14' have introduced
the

competitor to the

hydrophobic chain, but without hydrophobic

a

a spacer group

surfactant is also increased. Zana et
that surfactants

are

as

length, which is thought to have

a

larger influence

on

aggregation behaviour than doubling the number of headgroups.'17'
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Scheme 2.

Examples gemini (above) and bolaform (below) surfactant

It is easy to see

surfactant units

that the
are

for research is vast,

room

many.

the possible combinations of

A special nomenclature has therefore been established

where the number of carbon atoms in the

by the number of carbon atoms in the
chain bonded to the final

as

polar

hydrophobic chain is first named, followed

spacer

group.

unit and finally by the length of alkyl

Hence, the double-headed gemini surfactant

CH3(CH2)15N(CH3)2(CH2)3N(CH3)3Br2, would be simply shortened to C16-3-1.
However,

'short-hand'
reader

•

for certain systems it is not possible to

even

names

have been

given to

some

use

this nomenclature and

surfactant molecules to facilitate the

(see later).

Non-ionic surfactants

constitutes

are

polyethylene oxide

usually made of

an

based
or

on

molecules where the

polar head usually

polypropylene oxide and where the surfactant tale is

aliphatic chain. Attard et

al.,'17' have investigated non-ionic

systems using octaethylene glycol monododecyl (C^EOg) and octaethylene glycol

monohexadecyl (C^EOg), their findings suggesting that the surfactant/silica/water
phase diagrams at
surfactant/water

high surfactant concentrations

phase diagrams, which introduces

are

closer to the

known

level of predictability in the

a

synthesis of the inorganic materials.

•

Neutral surfactants include

an

amine group

Phase

behaviour

long chain amines, Le.

a

long hydrocarbon chain with

that does not protonate under the synthesis conditions used.

is

characterised in terms of

an

important property of surfactants. It is currently being

optical properties, textures and structures using polarised optical

microscopy, calorimetry, X-ray diffraction, Cryo-Transmission Electron Microscopy,
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neutron

scattering and viscometry

of new members of the

among

other

tools.112' Research involving the synthesis

gemini family, the development of new surfactants-based materials

(for example organic-inorganic hybrids), the application of surfactants to skin
transdermal

drug delivery, the

use

A

new

topics being currently studied in this exciting

family of polymerizable lyotropic amphiphilic

monomers are

inverted

sodium salts of styrene

such

mesogens

has been recently

properties.' 8'

hexagonal (Hn) lyotropic liquid crystal phases at

room temperature.

They have

phase by selecting the positions of the styrene

and by changing the counterion from the relatively small Na+ to larger counterions

as

never

of

ether modified fatty acids that form cross-linked

been able to tune the dimensions of the Hh
group

up some

field.'12'

reported by researchers at the University of California, showing interesting
The

and

of chiral surfactants for the separation of enantiomers

chromatographically and the transformation of new transfection agents make
the interest

care

tetraalkyammonium ions. The degree of control

before

reported and this work shows

very

over

the phase structure has been

promising results

nor

only for the

production of nanostructured materials but also for the synthesis of organic-inorganic
hybrids and

porous

materials.
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1.2.

The

following surfactant molecules have been synthesised

success as
case

Synthesis and characterisation of surfactant molecules

structure

directing agents in the synthesis of

of surfactants C16-3-1 and

on

the basis of their previous

mesoporous

materials (as in the

CTABr), their similarity to the gemini type of surfactants

(for example 16-quinuclidine and 18-DABCO-18) and for their potential nature
surfactant systems
been conducted

elemental

rigid

as

(the bolaform type of surfactants). The identification of surfactants has

by characterisation with

'H-NMR, 13C-NMR, COSY 2D-NMR and CHN

analysis. In addition two surfactants have been characterised using polarised

light optical microscopy.

1.2.1.

Synthesis of Cetyltriethylammonium bromide (CTEABr)

bromide

Cetyltriethylammonium
bromohexadecane with

an

resulting product

acetate. Details of the

synthesis procedure

room

brown viscous

liquid

was

reaction

of

1-

purified by recrystallization from ethyl

are as

follows; 3.15g of 1-bromohexadecane

1.02g of triethylamine

Using

a rotary evaporator

obtained. The brown liquid

of ethanol. To this mixture,

were

ethyl acetate

was

the solvent

was

and dried at ambient temperature

was

re-dissolved in

combined with

evaporated until
a

small amount

added slowly while stirring until

precipitate appeared. The quaternary ammonium solid product

NMR spectroscopy

the

temperature. The resultant mixture was heated for 20 hours

under reflux conditions at 90°C.
a

was

dissolved in 30 ml of absolute ethanol;

the ethanol solution at

by

equimolar amount of triethylamine in dry ethanol solution under

reflux conditions. The

were

synthesised

was

overnight. The product

was

was

a

white

collected by filtration

identified

as

CTEABr by

after dissolution in chloroform-^/.
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Yield: 85 %,

'H-NMR,

5 (CDC13): 3.46(q), 6H, CH3CH2N; 3.24(t), 2H, CH2CH2N;

3.12(dd), 2H, CH2CH2N; 1.4(t), 9H, CH3CH2N; 1.25(s), 29H, CH3(CH2)13; 0.90(t), 3H,

CH3.13C-NMR,

co-

8 (CDC13): 57.88, 53.9, 46.53, 32.26, 29.8, 29.70, 22.43, 23.03, 29.75(m),

26.82, 14.47, 9.0. Elemental Analysis gave 62.99 %C, 12.66 %H, 3.63 %N. (theoretical:
65.00 %C, 11.90 %H, 3.45

1.2.2.

%N).

Synthesis of gemini quaternary ammonium surfactant CI 6-3-1
Br

The

double

headed

gemini surfactant

was

Br

synthesised by the reaction between

dimethylhexadecylammonium bromide (DMHDA) and

an

equimolar amount of (1-

bromopropyl) trimethylammonium bromide in dry ethanol under reflux conditions. In
more

detail; 8.34 ml of DMHDA

were

5.22g of trimethylammonium bromide

dissolved 50 ml of dry ethanol. To the solution
were

added whilst stirring and the mixture

heated to 90°C under reflux conditions for 48 hours. After solvent extraction

using

was

a rotary

evaporator the white solid remaining was purified by dissolution in a minimum amount
ethanol followed
This white

by slow addition of ethyl acetate until

precipitate

was

a

of

white precipitate is observed.

recovered by filtration and dried at ambient temperature

overnight before identification by NMR spectroscopy after dissolution in chloroform-*!
Yield: 88%,

'H-NMR, 8 (CDC13): 4.00(s), 3.809(m), 6H, CH2N; 3.50(s), 9H, N(CH3)3;

3.40(s), 6H, N(CH3)2; 2.63(dt), 2H, NCH2CH2CH2N; 1.80(dt), 2H, CH3(CH2),3CH2;
1.38(bs), 1.25(bs) 26H, CH3(CH2)13; 0.90(t), 3H, co-CH3.

13C-NMR, 8 (CDC13):

65.9,

62.6, 60.8, 53.4, 50.9, 31.7, 29.5, 29.1, 22.8, 22.5, 29.4(m), 26.2, 18.7, 13.9. Elemental

analysis

gave

51.71 %C, 11.12 %H, 4.97 %N (theoretical: 54.34 %C, 10.26 %H, 5.28

%N).
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1.2.3.

The surfactant

Synthesis ofhexadecyl quinuclidine (16-quinuclidine)

16-quinuclidine has been synthesised by the reaction of quinuclidine and 1-

bromohexadecane in

equimolar quantities. Typically, 3

30 ml of ethanol. To the solution formed and under

30 ml of ethanol

were

added

of quinuclidine

was

was

dissolved in

were

reflux, 8.90 g of 1-bromooctadecane in

dropwise. The reaction mixture

for 24 hours after which the solvent
white solid that remained

g

evaporated using

was

allowed to heat at 90°C

a rotary evaporator

and the

recrystallised from ethanol, filtered and dried at 40°C

overnight. This white precipitate

was

recovered by filtration and dried at ambient

temperature overnight before. Identification of the product was conducted by NMR

spectroscopy after dissolution in chloroform-J.
Yield:

92%,

'H-NMR,

5

(CDC13):

3.78(t)

6H,

N(CH2CH2)3CH,

3.50(t)

2H,

NCH2(CH2)15CH3, 2.28(q) 6H, N(CH2CH2)3CH, 2.15(t) 1H, N(CH2CH2)3CH, 1.75(dt) 2H,
NCH2CH2(CH2)15CH3, 1.25(bs) 32H, CH3(CH2)16CH2: 0.90(t), 3H, w-CH3.

UC-NMR, 5

(CDC13); 77.41,64.83, 55.17, 32.31, 30.09, 29.86, 29.76, 29.66, 26.80, 24.39, 23.08,
22.93(m), 19.88, 14.53, 9.0. Elemental analysis

gave

67.11 %C, 12.66 %H, 3.08 %N

(theoretical: 66.32 %C, 11.13 %H, 3.36 %N).

1.2.4.

Synthesis of bolaform type surfactant l,4-diazabicyclo[2.2.2]octanio-l-ylmethyl
dioctadecane

(18-DABCO-18)

l,4-diazabicyclo[2.2.2]octanio-l-ylmethyl dioctadecane (18-DABCO-18),
by refluxing

at

80

°C

2

moles of

bromoctadecane with

diazabicyclo[2.2.2]octane in ethanol for 48 hours. The product
overnight and re-crystallised twice from

an

was

was

1

synthesised

mole of 1,4-

dried at 80°C in air

ethanol solution. Identification

was

conducted

by NMR spectroscopy after dissolution in water-<7
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Yield:

85%,

'H-NMR,

8

(D20):

3.68(s)

12H,

N(CH2CH2)3N,

3.25(t)

4H,

NCH2(CH2)16CH3, 1.50(dt) 4H, NCH2CH2(CH2)15CH3, l.OO(bs) 64H, CH3(CH2)16CH2:
0.55(t), 6H, ®-CH3

13C-NMR, 5 (D20); 77.41,

64.83, 55.17, 32.31, 30.09, 29.86, 29.76,

29.66, 26.80, 24.39, 23.08, 22.93(m), 19.88, 21.69, 13.43. Elemental analysis gave 64.35
%C, 12.21 %H, 3.53 %N (theoretical: 64.76 %C, 11.13 %H, 3.60 %N).

1.2.5

Synthesis of bolaform type surfactant l,4-bis(l,4-diazabicyclo[2.2.2]octanio-lylmethyl)dioctadecane benzene tetrachloride (18-VP61-18)

a

iAAAA/WVW

AAAAA/WW

l,4-bis(l,4-diazabicyclo[2.2.2]octanio-l-ylmethyl)

benzene

dibromide

(VP61)

was

synthesised by reacting l,4-diazabicyclo[2.2.2]octane with a,a-dibromo-p-xylene (molar
ratio 1:2
was

) by heating at 80 °C, in ethanol imder reflux conditions for 24 hours. The solvent

evaporated using

ethyl

acetate

mixture.

benzene tetrachloride

was

evaporator and the product crystallised from an ethanol-

l,4-bis(l,4-diazabicyclo[2.2.2]octanio-l-ylmethyl)dioctadecane
synthesised by reacting VP61 with twice the molar amount of 1-

ethanol, under reflux conditions for 24 hours. The product was

bromooctadecane in
recovered

a rotary

by evaporation of the solvent and subsequent re-crystallisation with an ethanol-

ethyl acetate mixture. The product
conducted

was

dried at 80°C in air overnight. Identification

was

by NMR spectroscopy after dissolution in methanol-J.

Yield: 64%.

'H-NMR,

8 (CD3OD): 7.72(s), 4H, Ar-H; 4.63(s), 4H, ArCH2N; 3.89(t), 4H,

CH2N+; 3.5l(t), 12H, CII^ST; 3.24(t), 12H, CHzNf; 1.23(m, aliphatic), 64H, (CH2)16;
0.94(t), 6H, (o-CH3.

13C-NMR (CD3OD): 134.20, 72.50, 67.93, 64.95, 51.63 (m), 32.84,

32.65, 31.91, 30.05(m), 28.0, 26.16, 22.34, 12.38. Elemental analysis gave 46.80 %C, 7.17

%H, and 6.57 %N (theoretical: 56.23 %C, 8.99 %H, 5.10 %N).
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1.2.6.

Synthesis ofbolaform type surfactant ,l,3,5-(l,4-diazabicyclo[2.2.2]octanio-lylmethyl)trioctadecane benzene hexabromide (18-VP66-18)
Br"

Br"

l,3,5-(l,4-diazabicyclo[2.2.2]octanio-l-ylmethyl) benzene
synthesised

by

reacting

hexabromide

l,4-diazabicyclo[2.2.2]octane

tris(bromomethyl)benzene ( synthesised

as

described in the

(VP66)

with

was

1,3,5-

literature),1191 in molar ratio

1:2, by heating at 80 °C, in ethanol under reflux conditions for 24 hours. The solvent was

evaporated using
acetate

mixture.

a rotary

evaporator and the product re-crystallised from an ethanol-ethyl

l,3,5-(l,4-diazabicyclo[2.2.2]octanio-l-ylmethyl)trioctadecane benzene

hexabromide (18-VP66-18) was

synthesised by reacting VP66 with three times the molar

amount of 1-bromooctadecane in

product
an

was

ethanol, under reflux conditions for 24 hours. The

recovered by evaporation of the solvent and subsequent re-crystallisation with

ethanol-ethyl acetate mixture. The product
conducted

was

dried at 80°C in air overnight.

Identification

was

Yield: 52%.

'H-NMR, 5 (D20): 7.82(s) 3H, Ar-H; 4.90(s) 6H, ArCH2N; 4.10(m), 6H,

by NMR spectroscopy after dissolution in water-J

CH2lsr; 3.60(t), 18H, CHjN*; 3.26(t), 18H, CH^; 1.67(bp), 6H, N+CHzCH^CH^s;
1.1

l(m, aliphatic), 90H, (CH2)16; 0.96(t), 6H, cd-CH3.

13C-NMR, 129.26, 72.50,

67.33,

64.95, 51.63 (m), 32.84, 32.65, 44.42, 30.40(m), 29.32, 17.09, 14.34. Elemental analysis
gave

45.58 %C, 7.31 %H, and 6.91 %N (theoretical: 57.45 %C, 9.28 %H, 4.96 %N).
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1.3. Characterisation of surfactant

Liquid crystals
double refraction

has

a

are

phases using optical microscopy

birefringent due to their anisotropic nature, that is, they demonstrate

(having two indices of refraction). Light polarised parallel to the director

different index of refraction

(it travels at

a

different velocity) than light polarised

perpendicular to the director. Thus, when light enters
hexagonal liquid crystal phase, light is broken

up

a

birefringent material, such

into the fast, known

as

as a

the "ordinary

ray", and slow, "extraordinary ray" components (figure 21). Because the two components
travel at different velocities, the waves become out of
recombined
this

as

phase. When the

rays are

they exit the birefringent material, the polarisation state changes because of

phase difference.

o-ray

(polarized)

Figure 21. Sketch representing the path that light takes through a birefringent
medium.'1'

The concentration of surfactant has been identified

in the

as one

of the most important factors

'liquid crystal templating mechanism' of formation of

Identifying the phase transitions and their effect
is therefore of great

on

mesoporous

materials.'20'

the structure of the surfactant assembly

importance not only for the surfactant chemist but also for the

inorganic chemist. Perhaps the most studied of surfactant/water systems has been that of
cetyltrimethyl ammonium halides (CTA-halide),
amphiphiles and

one

from which generalisations

number of different structures

as
can

it is perhaps the most simple of
easily be made. For this systems

including cubic, hexagonal and lamellar phases, and then-

respective micellar shapes have been elucidated under

a

variety of conditions, from NMR

data, small angle X-ray scattering techniques and transmission electron
The

a

phase diagram of CTABr in water at

a

microscopy.'21"23'

variety of surfactant concentrations and

temperatures is shown in figure 20. At low concentrations, the surfactant is present as free
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molecules in solution. As the concentration is

spherical micelles

are

slightly increased and the CMC is reached,

formed where the hydrophobic headgroups

of the micelle and the

occupy

the outer surface

hydrophobic tails point towards the centre of the micelle. This

arrangement reduces the interactions between the hydrocarbon chains with water, but
introduces constraint in the form of repulsive
at the

surfaces. At

slightly higher concentrations the micelles begin to coalesce forming

elongated cylindrical micelles. This
between micelles.
form

as

a

interactions between the cationic headgroups

At

occurs as a

result of the reduced solvent available

slightly higher CTMABr concentration liquid crystalline phases

result of further

hexagonal close-packed

aggregation of the micelles. Rodlike micellar shapes form

arrays

followed by cubic bicontinuous and lamellar phases

on

further increase of the surfactant concentration.
A

simple but useful theory based

on

micellar structure has been developed in order to

describe the behaviour of this and other surfactant systems.

It explains changes in micellar

shape in terms of the local effective surfactant packing parameter,

g=

is the kinetic surfactant chain
variations in g,

equation 21

VZ do I

where V is total surfactant volume, cto effective

length.

headgroup

Vz

g

Mesophase

1/3

Cubic

Cubic

a

thought to

occur

due to

function of g is,

(Pm3n)

(laid)

Lamellar

1

These transitions reflect

as a

are

the micelle surface and I

Hexagonal (p6m)

2/3

-

area at

Phase transitions

where the expected mesophase change

Vz

g-l10'll>24>25l

decrease in surface curvature and hence

a

change in micellar

shape from spherical (leading to cubic, Pm 3 n) through vesicular and lamellar. In the
of the described CTABr

is

phase diagram,

a

reduction in the surface curvature of the micelle

accompanied with increasing concentration of surfactant, reaching

formation of the lamellar

a zero

value

upon

the

liquid crystal phase. This model however, does not take account

of the effect of the counterion and in

lyotropic systems, and in

case

some cases

reality

a

wide variety of structures

certain phases

may not even

be

are

possible for

present.'9' This makes
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the

prediction of the

diagrams, hard

the basis of the liquid crystal phase

mesoporous structures, on

factors (such

as many

synthesis temperature)

are

Chapter 2. In addition

as;

type of mineraliser used, pH, silica source,

in addition involved. These

mesoporous

are

discussed in

materials have recently been used

more

detail in

blueprints for

as

liquid crystal systems, allowing the characterisation of the liquid crystal phase via the
characterisation of the

inorganic

solid.p6'

However, the study of other amphiphilic systems is yielding an enormous amount of
information
to

on

phase behaviour which the inorganic chemist

later

may

use

in his synthesis

try and predict the structure of the resultant inorganic compound, whether mesoporous,

microporous
In this

or

organic-inorganic hybrids. I5,20,27~311

project, the determination of the liquid crystal phase diagrams has not been

attempted. However, representative microphotographs taken at
concentrations

equipped with
and

(ranging from 1 to 80 wt%)
a

photographic

16-quinuclidine

were

camera.

transferring them to
reduce

a

recorded using

were

variety of surfactant

an

optical microscope

Microphotographs of surfactants CTMABr, CI 6-3-1

taken with and without

Typically the surfactant/water gels

a

were

a

colour filter at xlO magnification.

allowed to equilibrate at RT for 1 week before

microscope slide. The gels

were

covered with

evaporation of water, though without the aid of

a

a

thin glass slide to

heating/cooling stage the

evaporation from the slide is unavoidable and hence the concentration of surfactant is
subject to variations.
The author would like to note that this is not
the surfactant under

crystal phases at

a

study but merely

a

a means

of obtaining

the full phase diagram of

quick method to confirm the formation of liquid

variety of surfactant concentrations and to gain preliminary knowledge

about the presence or

otherwise of phase transitions which

amphiphilic systems and

may as a

may

be encountered in these

result be present in the inorganic material. A full phase

diagram would require analytical techniques and time, not available in the

scope

of this

thesis.

Figures 22, 23 and 24 show microphotographs taken using

a

polarised light optical

microscope of water/surfactant mixtures at different surfactant concentrations for
CTMABr, C16-3-1 and 16-quinuclidine, respectively.
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Figure 22. Representative microphotographs taken using a polarised light optical
microscope, with a pink filter (left) and without a pink filter (right) in order
to observe birefringence and textures of liquid crystal phases. The image
shows three different surfactant concentrations for the CTMABr/water

system. Qualitative analysis of the viscosity and texture of the gels
observed suggest

the

presence

of

a

lamellar (top, middle) and hexagonal

phases(bottom).
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Figure 23. Representative microphotographs taken using a polarised light optical
microscope, with a pink filter (left) and without a pink filter (right) in
order to observe birefringence. The image shows three different surfactant
concentrations for the CI6-3-1/water system; showing no birefringence
(top) indicating a the presence of a cubic liquid crystal phase at low
surfactant concentration, showing a birefringent phase (middle) and nonbirefringent phase, showing again a mixture of a birefringent phase and
non-bireffingent phase (bottom) at higher surfactant concentration. It is
worth noting the difference in textures between the birefringent phases
(middle and bottom respectively). Microphotographs shown suggest the
presence of cubic, hexagonal and lamellar liquid crystal phases.
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Figure 24. Micro photographs taken using a polarised light optical microscope, with
a pink filter (left) and without a pink filter (right) in order to observe
birefringence. The images shows three different surfactant concentrations
for the 16-quinuclidine/water system; showing a birefringence phase with
a streaky texture,
indicating a lamellar phase (top), showing two
bireffingent phases with different textures (middle) indicating a mixture
of lamellar and hexagonal liquid crystal phases, and showing a single
bireffingent phase (bottom).
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1.4. Discussion of results

The

syntheses described

were

successfully conducted and after several recrystillization

steps, surfactant molecules were made in high enough yields. The purity of the
was

examined

surfactant

'H/13C-NMR. COSY 2D-NMR was used to identify the chemical shift of

by

proton groups neighbouring quaternary amines, as these are hard to resolve from 1D-NMR
for certain surfactants, but easy
environments
section

from 2D-information

couplings between different proton

as

easily be observed (a typical COSY experiment is shown in the appendix

can

I). All four characterisation techniques suggest that surfactant molecules have been

synthesised with high purity. High surfactant purity is required
amounts of
water

.

impurities

may

result in

In addition the presence

an

as

the

presence

of large

anomalous behaviour of the surfactant system in

of impurities in the inorganic synthesis gel

"template" and result in the formation of amorphous phases

or

may act as a

local defects.

Optical microphotographs taken of surfactant gels of CTAB, CI 6-3-1 and 16-quinuclidine
shown in

are

figures 22-24. These show that all three surfactant/water systems form liquid

crystal phases in the composition

range

studied. Phase transitions

were

also observed from

changes in texture, viscosity and birefringence. The latter allows the identification of cubic
liquid crystal phases,

they

as

are

non-birefringent because light transmitted from the first

polariser of the optical microscope is parallel to either the ordinary
directions, and hence the light is not broken

polarization state
appears

a

cubic

concentration

on

an

mesophases

a

transmitted component and the region

that by varying the surfactant

assume

are

16-quinuclidine shows a much

observed;

a

a

lamellar phase and

In other

as

may

more

a

form.

simple phase transition

hexagonal phase. This

are

as

only

the two

systems.1321 The transition is understood

minimization of the bending

curved surface

concentration.
a

a

inorganic structure with cubic symmetry

phases encountered in lyotropic

governed by

forming

there is not

phase. Hence it is possible to

most common

be

case,

change in the

increase of the surfactant concentration the liquid crystal system will

The calionie surfactant
two

In this

no

extraordinary

dark (figure 23, top). Such phases have been identified for surfactant C16-3-1

suggesting that
form

occurs.

into components, and

up

or

energy

to

of the hydrophilic monolayer by

the aggregation number increases with increasing surfactant

words,

a

spontaneous curvature change from zero (flat-lamellar) to

large value (small hexagonal rods), and the morphology of the micelle adjusts

accordingly to minimise the bending

energy.
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1.5. Conclusions and further work

The

synthesis of surfactant molecules has been conducted yielding high purity materials

characterised

'H-NMR, 13C-NMR, 2D-COSY NMR and elemental analysis. In addition

by

surfactants CI6-3-1 and

16-quinuclidine

were

characterised using polarised light optical

microscopy, at RT in order to observe phase transitions encountered
surfactant is increased. The

mesophases formed

liquid crystal theory and the packing parameter,
curvature and the contribution of the

micelle has been identified
The described
when

The competition between surface

g.

hydrocarbon packing to the overall volume of the

of the most

important factors driving the phase changes.
even

simple binary surfactant/water system and that the data recorded is

a

more

of the intermediate

a

be explained by using classical

accurately determine the phase diagram of either C16-3-1

quinuclidine. A

and

can

study has also helped to highlight the complexity of these systems,

considering

insufficient to

as one

the concentration of

characterised in terms of their

were

birefringence, texture and viscosity. Phase transitions

as

or

16-

detail study should include small angle X-ray scattering (SAXS) data

phases, rheology, cryo-transmission electron microscopy (cryo-TEM)

scanning electron microscopy (SEM). In addition

an

optical microscope equipped with

heating/cooling stage would allow the study of these and other liquid crystal phases

synthesised at

a

variety of temperatures and reduce the evaporation of water from the gels.

These

techniques could allow the determination of the different mesophase structures and

their

relation

to

micellar

shapes for these and the other surfactant molecules

synthesised.|5',2'33'34,
It is worth

noting that the study of these materials

synthesis of mesoporous materials
these surfactant systems, as
situ XRD

diffraction

transformations of the

temperatures

can

as structure

also help to elucidate the phase transitions typical of

demonstrated by Stucky et

al.'35"37' Their method includes

in

analysis which allows to determine the structure and phase
resulting inorganic frameworks. In addition similar studies at higher

confirm that the formation of the

cubic

thermodynamically controlled for the CTMABr/water system,
mesoporous

directing agents for the

liquid crystal phase
as

is

the formation of the cubic

silicate material MCM-48 is favoured at higher temperatures, (figure 20, 25)
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2-tneta (dee )

diffraction patterns of MCM-41-48 transformation
(hexagonal-cubic) occurring at (a) 130°C and (b) 170°C as a fimction

Figure 25. Stacked X-ray

of time. Note the absence

of a lamellar

phase.[35'
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Chapter 2 Synthesis and characterisation of Mesoporous Materials
2.1. Introduction

The first

synthesis of

mesoporous

workers at Mobil Research and

materials

was

reported in 1992 by Kresge and

Development Corporation. Their ground-breaking work

published in Nature and their subsequent publications caused
of porous

materials and heterogeneous catalysis

realised the

co¬

as

potential benefits of mesoporous catalysts

a

rapid expansion in the field

researchers through out the world
over

conventional

catalysts.'1"4' The

alkyltrimethylammonium structure directing agent (SDA) utilised by Kresge et al. led to
the formation of what have become the most studied of mesoporous

solids; the hexagonal

phase MCM-41, the cubic phase MCM-48 and the lamellar phase MCM-50. These would
later become

collectively known as the M41S family of materials.'3'

Figure 26. Representation of the structure of M41S mesoporous materials; (a)
hexagonal MCM-41, (b) cubic MCM-48 and (c) lamellar MCM-50.|2'

Mobil researchers also
and their

began the debate

on

the formation mechanism for these solids

findings together with those of other material scientists eventually led to the

proposal of the Liquid Templating Mechanism (LCT) for the formation of mesoporous
materials when

using liquid crystalline surfactant systems

mechanism is based

inorganic

precursor.

on

the interaction between

aqueous

the

SDA.'1"4' The LCT

ordered micellar phase and

Removal of the surfactant via calcination yields the

framework. The formation of the
interactions between the
case

an

as

of MCM-41, the

inorganic-organic composite is based

porous
on

an

silicate

electrostatic

charged micellar surface and the charge silicate species. In the

charged species

are

the positively charged quaternary ammonium

polar headgroups at the surface of the micelle and the negatively charged silicate ions
(figure 27). Beck et al. suggest two possible pathways in their LCT mechanism;

one

in
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which the surfactant

liquid crystal phase is unaffected by the addition of the silicate species

(path 1),
llriipm*!
Arroy

Hi

2

Figure 27. The LCT mechanism applied to MCM-41

and the second where the addition of the silicate
the silicate-encased surfactant micelles

materials

species is responsible for the ordering of

14N NMR spectroscopy studies led

(path 2). In situ

Davis and co-workers in 1993 to suggest

phase prior to silicate addition

'4|

that the

presence

was not necessary

(in their study they also refer to

of an ordered liquid crystalline

for the formation of

mesoporous

MCM-41).'51 The formation of stable MCM-41

phase under conditions below the CMC of CTAB give weight to this argument, and it was

finally Stucky et al. in

a

series of publications,'6'7' that summarised the LCT mechanism in

three distinct steps;

•

Multidentate

•

Preferential silicate

•

Charge density matching between the surfactant and the growing

binding of the silicate oligomers to the ionic surfactant,
polymerisation in the interface region,

inorganic framework.

Attard et al. later

proved by synthesising MCM-41 with non-ionic surfactants that the

LCT mechanism is not limited to ionic interactions but that

hydrophilic/hydrophobic interactions
organic

can

also

govern

hydrogen bonding and

the formation of the inorganic-

composites.'8' And hence, the classification of the mechanisms of formation of

mesoporous

materials have centred

species present, and

may

on

be summarised

the interactions between organic and inorganic
as

follows;
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S+I": This is perhaps the simplest type of mechanism, where
surfactant and I" denotes the

interactions

occurs

in

S+ denotes the cationic

hydrolysed silica species. This type of electrostatic

syntheses under basic media.

ST+: An anionic surfactant is employed in this case and the inorganic species tends to
be

aluminium, lead

a

transition

or a

metal.19'101

S+X"I+: This mechanism adds what has been described
balances the
ionic

as

the counterion

positive charges between the cationic surfactant molecule and the

species when working under conditions below the isoelectronic point of silica

(pH'2) where the silica species is protonated. In the
surfactants

are

used

(such poly(ethylene oxide)) which

conditions the mechanism is
neutral

adjusted to

cases

are

where non-ionic

protonated under acid

N°H+X"I+ where N° denotes the non-ionic

surfactant.'91

S"M+r: Similar

to the above

case

but the counterion in this

balances the electrostatic

species.

The mechanism

case

is

a

metallic cation, which

charges of the anionic surfactant and the inorganic

This mechanism

oxides and lamellar

S°I°:

effect,'111 which

was

derived from the synthesis of

mesoporous

zinc

aluminas.1121

occurs

when neutral surfactants

are

used

as

the SDA and the silica

species is hydrolysed under neutral conditions. The interactions between surfactant
and

inorganic species

are

governed by hydrogen bonding (poly(ethylene oxide) will

follow this mechanism under neutral
S-I:

Mesoporous materials prepared with neutral amine surfactants and transition metals

(such

as

niobium oxide) follow this type of mechanism where there

electrostatic interactions present
and the

It is worth

each group
different

as

a

has their

MCM-41 and the

own

very

on

are no

covalent bond between the surfactant

the N coordinates with the metallic

noting that within these mechanisms for the formation of

synthesis

of the

but instead

inorganic specie is formed

materials, different variations

some

conditions).'13'

atom.'14'

mesoporous

the synthesis procedures exist and it seems that nearly

preparation method. This makes the comparison between

difficult

as

recently reported

highlighted by all the different methods of forming

SBA-12.'15'16' The following section therefore describes

important variables to consider in the synthesis of mesoporous materials.
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2.1.1. Choice of surfactants

It has

already been stressed in Chapter 1 that the choice of SDA/surfactant molecules

available to the

inorganic synthetic chemist is almost endless, and this is shown in the

many

mechanisms described. However, the main types of surfactants

detail

are

resulting in

the

far studied in

cationic, anionic, zwitterionic and non-ionic polymer based surfactants. The

packing parameter

shows

so

a

some

g,

has been successfully used to try and predict the

variety of structures including 1-D and 3D

of the mesoporous

phases

so

porous

mesoporous

phase,

networks. The table below

far synthesised, their characteristic structures and

typical surfactant molecules used to synthesise them.

Surfactant used

Ref.

Material

structure

mechanism

FSM-16

Hexagonal planar

from Kanemite

MCM-41

Hexagonal planar

ST"

Cationic

(CTMABr)

1,2,3

MCM-48

Cubic

ST

Cationic

(CTMABr)

2,3,4,28

MCM-50

Lamellar

ST

Cationic

(CTMABr)

2,3,4

HMS

Hexagonal disordered

ST

MSU

Hexagonal disordered

NT

KIT-1

Three-dimensional disordered

ST"

SBA-1

Three-dimensional cubic

S+X"C

SBA-2

Three-dimensional

hexagonal

24

12

Alkylamines
Non-ionic

13

(C15H33E12OH)

Cationic

(HTAC1)

25

Cationic

(CTEABr)

7,19

ST"

Gemini

20,22

(CI 6-3-1)
Cationic (CTMABr)

10

Gemini

26

SBA-3

Hexagonal planar

s+xr

SBA-6

Cubic

ST

SBA 8

Orthorhombic

ST

Cationic bolaform

27

(C22-12-22)
Non-ionic polymer (Ci6EO|0)

29

SBA-11

Cubic

N°H+XT

SBA-12

Three-dimensional Hexagonal

NTTXT

SBA-14

Cubic

NTT X T

SBA-15

Hexagonal planar

NTfXT

SBA-16

Cubic

N°FTXT

(C18B4-3-1)

Non-ionic

30

polymer
(Brij 76)
Non-ionic polymer
(C12E04)
Non-ionic triblock co-polymer
(P123)
Non-ionic triblock

co-polymer

29

30

30,26

(P123)
Table 4. The most

common

mesoporous

materials and their structural characteristics.
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Several mesoporous structures may

be obtained from

varying synthetic parameters (this is discuss below in
choice of surfactant is
mesoporous structures.

one

more

surfactant molecule by

detail) suggesting that the

perhaps not the most important of factors in the formation of novel
The conditions under which the reaction is conducted

crucial. The effect of changing

may

be

more

these parameters is to shift the phase from one region in the

phase diagram to another.

2.1.2.

pH of reaction gel

At the acid and base

different,'17'181
isoelectronic

pH extremes the mechanism of mesophase formation is

since silicate anions

the hydrolysed silicate species above the

are

point, and silicate cations below the isoelectronic point.
[OHf

Si(OCH2CH3)4 + «OH"

-—

►

Si(OCH2CH3)4 + «H30+

—

►

Scheme 3. TEOS

The

very

Si(OEt) 4.„ (OH)„ + hCH3CH2OH

Si(OEt) 4.„ (OH/)n +

f

«CH3CH2Ont

hydrolysis under basic (above) and acid (below) conditions.

electrolyte concentration is also different in acidic and basic conditions,

as

the

electrolyte concentration in acid media (pH ~ 1) is higher than under basic media (pH ~
12). The decrease in thickness of the ionic environment surrounding the ionic head
in the presence
electrical

groups

of additional electrolyte (i.e. under acid conditions) results in smaller

repulsion between the head

groups

in the micelle and hence closer packing of the

surfactant molecules, an increase in surface curvature of the micelle and a reduction in the
value of

g.'16'

In addition under highly acidic conditions (or higher temperatures) the

hydrolysis of the TEOS is much
more

lower

more

kinetically controlled leading to
temperatures)

conditions

rapid and hence the formation of the mesophase is
a more

the

thermodynamically controlled leading to
demonstrates the

resulting silicate

anisotropic growth. Under less acidic (or

crystallisation
a more

process

is

slower

is

isotropic growth of the material. Table 5,

importance of reaction conditions and molar compositions

mesoporous

and

on

the

phase formed.
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Table 5.

Typical synthesis with gemini surfactants at
A: 0.06 surfactant: 4.80 HC1

a variety of pH values where;
1 TEOS: 130 H20, at RT for 1.5 hours,

:

B: 0.06 surfactant: 0.65 NaOH: 1 TEOS: 150

H20, at RT for 1 day,
for 10

C: 0.06 surfactant: 0.65 NaOH: 1 TEOS: 150 H20, at 100 °C

Surfactant

A

B

C16-2-16
Ci6-3-16
C16-I-I6
C16-6-I6
C)6-7-16
C16-8-I6
C16-KM6
Cl6-12-16
c16tma+

Lamellar

mcm-50

2.1.3. Reaction temperature

No clear conclusions

of reaction temperature

or

c
-

sba-3

mcm-50+mcm-41

mcm-50

sba-3

mcm-41

mcm-50

sba-3

mcm-41

mcm-41

sba-3

mcm-41

mcm-41

sba-3

mcm-41

mcm-41

sba-3

mcm-41

mcm-41

sba-3

mcm-48

mcm-48

sba-3

mcm-41

mcm-50

and reaction time

generalities have been reported in the literature about the effects

and time. Corma

suggests,'4| that longer synthesis time and/or

higher temperatures increase the amount of condensed silanols giving
stable material. In

a

days.,ref"51

study by Stucky et

al.,'4' it

was

as a

result

a more

found that it is possible to obtain

silicate mesostructures under conditions where the silicate alone would not condense

silicate concentrations of 0.5 to 5% at
would the surfactant alone form
conducted

by Sakamoto et

It appears

temperature and pH between 12 and 14) nor

liquid crystal phases, and in

al.,'19' the synthesis of

conducted under low temperature
process ensures

room

(e.g.

conditions (as low

mesoporous
as

a more

recent study

material SBA-1

-5°C) where

a

was

lower assembly

better structural order and morphology (see figure 28).

from the literature, that in fact variations in temperature and time affect organic-

inorganic systems differently (table 5) and that with the data available at the time of
writing this thesis

no

general trends

can

be discerned.
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Figure 28. SEM image showing morphologies for mesoporous materials synthesised
under acidic conditions at RT (left) and at -5°C (SBA-1, right).'19'40'

2.1.4. Reaction

composition

The formation of different
terms of

phases with different reaction compositions is explained in

phase diagrams (figure 29). Phase diagrams allow to predict the conditions

favouring the formation of the mesophase in the context of water-surfactant liquid crystal
systems.

Br-

Lfx

=

Lamellar (25 °C)

Octamerie Cubic?

IaJd Cubic (100 °C)
1:1

Hexagonal (25 °C)

MOH

TEOS

0.15 wt %CTA

CTA

+

MOH+TEOS
=

1/75

except for cubic phase

Figure 29. Synthesis phase diagram of a silicate mesostructures (reactions were carried
out at

100°C).'20'
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2.2. Molecular Sieves SBA-1 and SBA-2

Mesoporous materials SBA-1 (Santa Barbara-1) and SBA-2

first synthesised in

were

(Pmiln)

1994 and 1996

respectively by Huo et al.'7,20' SBA-1 has

pore structure

with three-dimensional channel connectivity, However it has not been

widely investigated
This is

as

other well known cubic

probably due to the

formation of the SBA-1

mesophase

occurs

more

unique cubic

mesoporous

materials such

demanding synthesis conditions that

as

cage-type
so

MCM-48.

required for the

are

mesophase. Recent reports show that the silica-surfactant

under strongly acidic conditions via the formation of an (S+X"I+) type

mechanism. The concentration of

increases with

a

I+ involved in the formation of the surfactant micelles

increasing acidity, i.e.

concentration of HC1 in the

as a

result of proton adsorption.

starting mixture is believed to

tail volume ratio for the S+X~I+ micelle

resulting in

micelles, and therefore to the cubic SBA-1

a

cause an

The high

increase in the head-to-

transition from hexagonal to spherical

mesophase.'21' In

a recent

publication Che et

al.,'19'

obtained good quality SBA-1 by reducing the synthesis temperature to -5°C and

hence

ensuring

a

highly isotropic crystal growth leading to

morphology. Sakamoto et

al.,'26' have described the

highlighting that SBA-1 is composed of a 3-dimensional
in

a

an

decaoctahedral shaped

structure of SBA-1

in detail

of bimodal

arranged

array

cages

A3B type structure, where the smaller B-cages have a pore diameter of 33

larger A-cages have
studies conducted

a

on

diameter of 40 A. Their findings

are

based

on

A, and the

TEM and adsorption

high quality SBA-1 materials synthesised using

a

low temperature

method.

».♦:: >»'::».«.»::»«.»:: »»♦::»».«:

Figure 30. Models of the SBA-1 structure (based

on

the clathrate melanophlogite,

MEP, space group Pm3n) observed along the [210] (left) and [100]

(right) directions.
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SBA-2

(space

group

surfactant/silicate arrays,

P63/mmc) is derived from hexagonal close packing of globular
which leads to regular caged

for SBA-1, surfactants that have

mesoporous

silicate material. Unlike

higher charge densities and large head

gemini (diquaternary ammonium) surfactants
these will favour the formation of globular

are

groups

such

as

the

employed in the synthesis of SBA-2 and

micellar aggregates that lead to the hexagonal

mesophase.'17' However the reported synthesis of SBA-2 under basic conditions, leads to
material

composed of well-defined cubic-hexagonal polytipic intergrowths. Stacking

sequences

of type "ABABA...." characteristic of hexagonal packing

domains of "ABC ABC...."
been named STAC-1
model the porous

contain

a

a

observed with

stacking, typical of cubic structures. The cubic intergrowth has

by Zhou et

al.,'22' who conducted extensive TEM work in order

networks of SBA-2 and STAC-1. It

two dimensional pore

mesocages.

are

was

to

proposed that both intergrowths

system of "zig-zag" and straight channels connecting

This intergrowth structure is reminiscent of certain zeolites, where HRTEM

has been used

extensively to identify the different

polymorphs.131,321

b

Figure 31. Postulated structures, for the channels systems of the intergrowth STAC-1
(above) and SBA-2 (below), showing the ccp stacking of a cubic unit cell
(above centre) and a single sheet showing in a 2x2x2 supercell (above
left). A single hexagonal unit cell is shown for comparison (above right).
The SBA-2 model shows a hep stacking along the [001] direction (below
centre) and a single sheet showing the supercages (below right). Again a
single (SBA-2) hexagonal unit cell is shown (below left).
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2.3.

With the

Synthesis with Cationic Surfactants

synthesis of novel

following cationic surfactants

mesoporous

surfactant, and hence for each
with

a

tested

were
a

phases in mind and

as

as one

aim of this study the

suitable SDAs. The section is organised 'per

description of the typical synthesis conducted is given

subsequent presentation and discussion of the results obtained.

2.3.1. C16TEABr

2.3.1.1.

Synthesis of mesoporous materials with C16TE ABr.

The

though

synthesis of SBA-1

some

variations

conducted

was

were

reported synthesis (Sakamoto et

HC1

were

obtaining

a

mixture
white
an

al.,123'

the basis of Sakamoto's
water and

following molar ratios; 0.2 C16TEABr: 56 HC1: 600 H2O,

cooled in

was

an

ice bath whilst stirring for

prior to the dropwise addition of 1 mole of the pre-cooled TEOS. The reaction
allowed to stand for

was

a

further 3

days in

precipitate is observed. The precipitate

oven,

on

al.).'26' Surfactant C16TEABr, distilled

homogenous solution. The solution

30 minutes

previously reported by Kruck et

made to the original synthesis

later

combined in the

as

was

a

fridge at

ca.

5°C. After 30 minutes

a

aged by heating for 1 hour at 100°C in

before filtering to recover the solid product. The as made SBA-1 material was

cured at 160°C for 4h to encourage

the closure of silanol bridges. In order to

surfactant, the sample

a

was

550°C for 1 hour under

hours under

flowing

placed in

tube furnace and heated with a

of 1.5°C/min at

oxidise and eliminate completely the decomposition

products. This method of removal of the surfactant is from

I.5°C/mi

the

flowing nitrogen to decompose the organic material and for 5

oxygen to

the calcination process,

ramp

remove

now on

referred to simply

as

and the resulting material as the calcined sample.

N2

o2

6 h
-►

1 <

RT

Scheme 4.

RT

Representation of the calcination process
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The

synthesis procedure outlined above

some

was

used

as a

starting point for the variation of

of the reaction conditions. The effects of water content, reaction time, temperature

and co-solvent

investigated.

were

Effect of water content in the

•

synthesis of SBA-1

Following the described procedure for SBA-1, gels
contents in order to

prepared with different water

were

investigate changes of morphology, structure and porosity. In this

way

the effect of different surfactant concentrations is also studied. Table 6 below summarises
the molar ratios used.

Table 6.

Typical molar ratios and conditions.
Reaction pH

gel composition
0.2

*

For

1200

:

:

56

:

1

Reaction

Synthesis

after

addition of TEOS*

C,6TEABt:H20: HC1: TEOS

T emperature(0C)

time

0.5-1

5

3

days

0.2

:

600

:

56

:

1

0.5-1

5

3

days

0.2

:

300

:

56

:

1

0.5-1

5

3

days

0.2

:

100

:

56

:

1

0.5-1

5

3

days

comparison pH was always measured 15 minutes after the TEOS

was

added

to the reaction mixture.

•

The

Effect of reaction time

on

the

synthesis of SB A-1

reported synthesis of SBA-1 allowed the condensation of the material only 4 hours at

low temperatures

followed by

a

'curing'

process

of heating the gel at 100°C for 1 hour.

Sakamoto's method allowed the reaction to stand for 3

days. We expected

as

well,

an

improvement in structural order if the material was allowed to condense at the same
temperatures but with a longer period of time. Hence
table 7

were

conducted to

the set of synthesis summarised in

investigate the effect of synthesis time

on

the final product,
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Table 7.

Typical molar ratios and conditions.
Reaction

gel composition
C16TEABr:H20: HC1: TEOS

Synthesis
Temperature(0C)

Reaction time

TEOS

pH after addition of

0.2

:

600

:

56

:

1

1

-4

3h

0.2

:

600

:

56

:

1

1

-A

24h

0.2

:

600

:

56

:

1

1

-4

6

days

0.2

:

600

:

56

:

1

1

-4

9

days

Finally, the influence of certain co-solvents such
investigated. These

discussed in

are

more

as

ethanol, mesitylene and FIF

were

detail in the Results and Discussion section that

follows.

2.3.1.2. Results and Discussion

The main aim with the cationic surfactant C16TEABr
SBA-1 mesoporous

calcination

a

white

to

synthesise good quality

material. Our initial synthesis, following Kruck et

powder with

an

al.,'231 yielded

upon

XRD pattern typical of mesoporous materials and very

reported by Kruck. Five peaks at 20 angles between 2 and 6 are easily

similar to those
identified

was

(the XRD pattern obtained is shown below in Figure 32).

£'
CB
U

3

d

spacing (A)

26

hkl

2.40

200

36.762

2.67

210

33.059

2.91

211

30.305

4.23

320

30.300

4.06

400

18.942

u

C8

C

■

i

3

1

■

1

■

i

•

1

■ ■

i

4

■

■

■

1 i 1

' ' ' i 1 1 1 1 i ' 1 1 1 i 1 ' 1 • i 1 1 1 1 i 1

5

6

7
°2Theta

Figure 32. XRD pattern of as made and calcined SBA-1 mesoporous material. The
inset shows a shorter XRD pattern in the region between 3-6 20 for the
calcined material, this was conducted in order to obtain better counting
statistics (the pattern is indexed in the table on the right).
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The XRD pattern

very

well resolved peaks between 2-3° 20 characteristic of

the cubic Pm3n mesostructure. The

reported value for the unit cell parameter of SBA-1 is

acub

-

83 A, which is in good agreement with our findings, acUb - 74

13C-MAS

The

shows three

NMR spectra

surfactant remains intact

comparing the

°20 values in the

as

of as made SBA-1 is shown in figure 83, showing that the

throughout the synthesis and that it is responsible for the

formation of the mesopores.
When

A.

All SBA-1 samples showed stability to calcination at 550°C.

made and calcined XRD patterns

a

noticeable shift towards higher

primary peak is observed This phenomenon is well known in

mesoporous

materials and zeolites alike, and occurs as a result of increased silicate condensation upon
removal of the

surfactant.1591

Unlike the synthesis of MCM-41,

where it is thought that the formation of the hexagonal

phase is energetically favoured in basic conditions, the synthesis of SBA-1 is governed by
the initial treatment of the

reactants.'211 Hence, unlike for MCM-41 the synthesis time is

short and low temperatures are
shows

employed. However, heating the sample rapidly to 100°C

enhancement in the framework

an

29Si-NMR

maintained,

as

well defined

peaks belonging to the

can

be

seen.

shown by the

We obtain

a

cross-linking while the cubic mesostructure is

spectra of SBA-1 (figure 33), where three very

Q2, Q3 and Q4 peaks (from left

to right in the spectra)

Q3 / Q4 ratio of 0.73, which is evidence of a high degree of cross-

linking. As made materials washed with EtOH-HCl-HaO before calcination,

gave

XRD

patterns that showed considerable improvement in the order and stability of the calcined

sample,
with

so

an

that this treatment

was

acidic solution also

therefore adopted in all syntheses,

partially

Drying/curing the sample at 160°C
of the

was

removes

adopted

The N2

mesopores.

method of improving the connectivity

groups.

adsorption isotherm (figure 34) of SBA-1 does not look like the typical type IV

isotherms encountered in other mesoporous
the isotherm
on

washing the sample

the surfactant from the

as a

sample, by encouraging the closure of silanol

as

closer

seems

to have

a

materials (MCM-41 for example), and at first

type I curve more typical of microporous zeolites. However

inspection of the isotherm it is evident that it contains two distinct regions

(marked A and B in figure 34).
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Surfactant C]6TEABr

150

100

50

-101.6

Figure 33.

ppm

-50

-111.0

13C-MAS NMR spectra of as made SBA-1 (above). 29Si-MAS NMR
spectra of calcined SBA-1 after curing process (below).

Q6

Q8

Relative pessue(Bl\))

Figure 34. N2 adsorption isotherm of calcined SBA-1. Inset shows Horvath-Kawazoe
differential pore volume plot. A and B regions represent microporous pore
filling and mesoporous pore filling respectively.
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Region A, contains

a steep

initial slope corresponding to

gradual increase in adsorption

micropores (<15 A). Complete
the isotherm would show

observed. Instead
size type

an

can

course

filling of these

of

plateau at

a

pores at

between P/Po

pressures

size distribution for SBA-1 implies

only be used

may not

coverage

of

(i.e.

pressures

0.1-0.2) is not

=

overlap of the next steep slope due to the filling of a second larger

be the

approximation

as an

case.

A

more accurate

as

it

a pore

assumes a

a

bimodal

pore

diameter of 22 A. This

cylindrical

value for the different

obtained from the Horvath-Kawazoe differential pore
pore

higher relative

of pore, (region B), is observed. This type of isotherm suggests

size. The BJH pores

value

more

filling with condensate. A

therefore be attributed to multilayer

can

pore

pore

pore,

which of

diameters

pore

volume plot, which shows

a

can

be

bimodal

volume distribution with peak maxima corresponding to 6.5 and 24.1 A. The initial

reported

pore

diameter for SBA-1 by Kruck et al., using the BJH model

then however various research groups
structure,

30 A. Since

have confirmed the bimodality of the SBA-1

porous

by analysis of the adsorption desorption isotherm, from HRTEM and from Non

Local

Density Functional Theory studies.

shows

some

Table 8.

was

I21-23'26*33-34'35!

por comparison the table below

of these values.

Comparison of reported pore data for calcined SBA-1 material synthesised
by different groups with C16TEABr, using similar reaction compositions
and conditions. (D = average pore diameter, Sbft= specific surface area
calculated using BET equation.)
SBA-1

Sbet

(m2/g)
made in

our

laboratories

Reported by Kim et al.'211
Reported by Kruck et al.'23'
Reported by Sakamoto et al.[26'
Reported by Ravikovitch et al.1261

The contrast in pore

D

Pore

D

D

(A,

volume

(A, Horvath-

(A,
NLFT)

BJH)

(cc/g)

Kawazoe)

1100

22

0.65

24.1. 6.5

1355

21

1180

30

0.69

1356

0.60

620

0.63

41

size between values obtained using the Horvath-Kawazoe method

highlights the problems of using the BJH method for
however, that BJH values results

are

materials, although they

pore

size analysis. (It is worth noting

generally in agreement with those reported in the

literature). Values for specific surface
mesoporous

24.0, 8.0

are

area

using the BET method

are

typical for

of limited validity for this kind of solid.
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The effect of varying water content on

the synthesis of SBA-1

was

studied. By varying this

parameter in the synthesis the surfactant concentration varies accordingly, as does the

Si/H20 ratio which should have
process

a

direct effect

on

the hydrolysis of the TEOS and growth

of the silicate framework. The effect of varying the surfactant concentration has

been discussed in
The XRD

Chapter 1.

shown in

figure 35 shows patterns corresponding to calcined materials

synthesised with Si/H20 ranging from 0.083 to 1%.

<*>

a
S3

2

*

B

Figure 35. XRD patterns of calcined samples of
Si/H20 ratios of 1%

It is apparent

0.5%

,

mesoporous

0.16%

,

SBA-1 prepared at
and 0.083%

.

from the XRD patterns shown, that the optimum Si/H20 lies between 0.5%

and 0.16%. This
wt%.

,

2 Theta

corresponds to

a

surfactant concentration that lies between 0.75 and 1.5

Only samples at these Si/H20 could be indexed

values for the unit cell parameter, act*
0.5% Si/H20 ratios

on

the basis of a cubic unit cells, with

of 75.8 and 71.3 A for samples made at 0.16% and

receptively. These

are

consistent with

acUb

values found for other

samples of SBA-1 in the literature.
SEM

images (figure 36) taken of calcined materials show that

synthesis gel is increased
lpm to 5
contents

pm.

so

as

the water content in the

the particle size increases. Average particle size ranged from

Mainly amorphous morphologies

were

observed, though at lower water

(higher surfactant concentrations) the particles tended to have

a

more

spherical/globular nature whilst at higher water contents (lower surfactant concentrations)
particles possessed

more

edges and

were more

defined.
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Figure 36. SEM images of calcined SBA-1 materials synthesised at Si/H20 ratios of
(a) 1%, (b) 0.50 %, (c) 0.16% and (d) 0.083 %.
The effect of

varying synthesis time

was

also investigated. Materials prepared with

synthesis times varying from 3 hours to 9 days, all led to mesophases with peaks that could
be indexed

on

the basis of cubic Pm3n structure.

reduction in unit cell parameter

(figure 38). As

Longer synthesis times led to

can

a

5.5%

be observed from the SEM images

(figure 37a-d) taken of the calcined products, particles show a decahedral morphology. The
average

particle size increases from 2

pm to

cubic structure and Sakamoto et al. have

phase.[26]

The

of

appearance

some

5

pm.

This morphology is consistent with

a

reported similar morphologies for the SBA-1

globular particles reflects that although low

temperatures (0-2 °C) were employed the growth of the material is still uncontrolled,
Hence

a

further

synthesis

was

Sakamoto et al., but with

(Si/H20

=

prepared at

even

lower temperatures (-5 °C)

as

reported by

longer synthesis time and at lower surfactant concentrations

0.083%). The SEM images (figure 37) show spherical particles with 'pinhole'

morphology (figure 37e-h). These
pinhole is of 1
of isotropic

pm.

range

in size between 5 and 15

pm

and the size of the

The formation of the spherical particles is thought to

growth of the silica framework around

a

occur as a

result

polyhedron morphology. Evidence for

this is in the observation of a
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of isotropic

growth of the silica framework around

a

polyhedron morphology. Evidence for

this is in the observation of a

Figure 37. SEM images of calcined materials synthesised with different times (a) 3
hours, (b) 24 hours, (c) 6days and (d) 9days. The images clearly show
decahedron morphology. Images (e-g) correspond to a sample of SBA-1
synthesised with Si/fEO ratio of 0.083%, at -5°C and with a synthesis time
of 6 days. All other parameters were kept as described in section 2.3.1.1.
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small

proportion of small particles displaying

spherical particles

be solid,

appear to

particles (two of these images
The

are

as

54 sides (figure 37h). In addition the

suggested by SEM images recorded

broken

shown in appendix II).

synthesis of spherical particles with this type of morphology has been described

previously by several

morphology in
hollow

groups,140'43,44' however only one cited report of the spherical pinhole

mesoporous

materials

was

found.'45'

The reference reports pinholes in

spherical particles of MCM-41 aluminosilicate synthesised at RT. The explanation

given in the reference
formation of

can

also be extended to

polyhedral particles

thereafter around the material

occurs at

occurs

poles. With long synthesis times and

our

spherical particles. Initially the

low synthesis times. Preferential growth

faster in the thicker parts
as a

spherical particles with

only observe one pinhole

hole leaving to suggestion the

each

per

other). This explanation

seems

of the solid than at the

result of further condensation of the silicate

framework the formation of

to

on

one

pinhole at each pole
presence

occurs

(we

of two holes opposite

reasonable, however further work would be

required to confirm it.

Relative Pressure

(P/PO)

Figure 38. N2 Adsorption-desorption isotherm of calcined SBA-1 sample prepared with
different synthesis times;
after 3 hours,
after 24 hours,
after
3 days, —— after 6 days, and
after 9days. Inset plots show the change
in unit cell parameter (a) and BJH pore size distribution (b) as a function of
time. The insets prove that a decrease in unit cell parameter is not always
accompanied with a reduction in pore size.
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The

porosity of calcined samples of SBA-1 synthesised at different times
of N2

means

increase in

was

studied by

adsorption-desorption analysis (figure 38). The isotherms show

a

clear

adsorption with time. A maximum is reached after 6 days (47 % uptake) after

which the

adsorption begins to slowly decrease to reach 36 %

The steep

initial increase in

mass

adsorbed with time

the stable silicate framework with

decrease after 6

days

can

can

mass

uptake after 9 days.

be correlated to the formation of

increasing in condensation of silanol bridges. The

be explained in terms of

pore

framework with time, and increase in pore

wall thickness

growth of the material within the

porous

pores.

The

blockage, collapse of the
result of the continued

as a

data for this sample is summarised in

table 9.

Table 9.

Porosity data for obtained from the desorption branches of N2 isotherms
on calcined SBA-1
materials prepared with synthesis times
ranging from 3 hours to 9 days.
conducted

Calcined

samples
(synthesis time)

SBA-1 (6
SBA-1

(24
SBA-1 (3
SBA-1 (6
SBA-1 (9

Average

pore

SBET(m7g)

hours)
hours)
days)
days)
days)

size values

Average Pore Size Diameter
17.2

37.5

18.2

46.4

1017

18.4

47.8

1003

19.8

46.8

750

19.0

37.4

obtained using the DA method. The

area

a

pore

constant value after 3 hours of

size increases with

maximum after 6 days after which it

calculations using the BET method,

the amount of N2 adsorbed but not of the
a

uptake

784

synthesis time, though like adsorption, it reaches

shows

% Mass

1018

were

begins to decrease. Surface

(A, DA)

are

independent from

slope of the isotherm in the BET region, which

synthesis until it begins to decrease after 6 days of

synthesis.
In separate

The
as

experiments, ethanol

was

added to the reaction gel with increasing quantities.

expected effect of ethanol addition is to slow down the hydrolysis reaction of TEOS,

ethanol is

a

product of the hydrolysis. This will in turn slow down the formation of the

silicate cationic

these

species and therefore the condensation of the silicate framework. In fact

experiments afforded SBA-1, with poorly defined peaks that collapsed after

calcination.
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The

opposite effect, i.e. the rapid hydrolysis of TEOS,

mineral acid

synthesis,136,371

produced have less connectivity defects.
amorphous solids showing

no mesoporous

as an

the general trend showing that the zeolites
Once again all the materials produced led to

peaks.

mesitylene,14,391 tested for the synthesis of SBA-1.

The well-known action of co-solvent

micelle. The

achieved by addition of a

(HF) to the reaction gel. The HF catalysed formation of zeolites has been

widely studied in zeolite

Mesitylene

was

apolar additive will associate with the hydrophobic part of the surfactant

penetration of the co-solvent molecule increases the volume and radii of the

micelle, resulting in bigger pore size materials. The synthesis afforded a SBA-1 phase
similar to those
can

previously obtained, with

be observed from the XRD pattern

below.

A

no

remarkable increase in the d-210 spacing

as

(labelled mesitylene-SBA-1) shown in figure 13

slight increase of 4.70 % is observed in the unit cell parameter,

acub,

when

mesitylene is added. This increase is also reflected in the N2 adsorption isotherm with
shift towards

higher pressures for SBA-1 synthesised in the

1

2

1

'

'

'

I

'

1 '

'

I

3

'

'

'

'

I

|

4

|

presence

i

5

6

|

7

a

of mesitylene.

f
8
heta

Relative Pressure

(P/Po)

Figure 39. XRD pattern (above) calcined SBA-1 and calcined SBA-1 synthesised
with addition of 0.28% (mesitylene/H20) of co-solvent mesitylene to the
synthesis gel. Also shown is the N2 Adsorption-desorption isotherm of
calcined SBA-1 (
) and calcined SBA-1 synthesised with addition of
0.28% (mesitylene/H20) of co-solvent mesitylene (——).
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An increase in the pore
25.6 A

diameter and specific surface

(BJH) and from 1017 to 1092

significant, and based
SBA-1

other

on

area

is also observed; from 22.4 to

m2/g respectively. These changes though small

studies,'41 it

can

be envisaged that the

pore

maybe increased by addition of mesitylene to the synthesis gel, until

point where

a

are

diameter of
a

saturation

decrease in structural order is observed.

2.3.2. C16-3-1

2.3.2.1.

Synthesis of mesoporous materials with CI 6-3-1

Mesoporous molecular sieve SBA-2

was

synthesised following

procedure.1171 Typically the gemini surfactant C16-3-1, distilled
mixed in the
solution

was

stirred for 30 minutes at
was

in

oven,

partially

As

a

temperature, 1 mole of TEOS was added

precipitate

was

precipitate

observed, however the reaction mixture

was

"aged" by heating for 1 hour at 100°C

before filtering to recover the solid product and washing with distilled water to

remove

the surfactant. The
remove

as

made SBA-2 material

the surfactant, the

sample

was

flowing nitrogen and for 5 hours under flowing

described

in

the

polytypic intergrowths;
goal

was

a

using CI 6-3-1 affords

cured at 160°C for 4

was

then calcined at 550°C for 1 horn-

oxygen.

introduction, the synthesis of SBA-2

aforementioned conditions

initial

white

further 4 hours. The

a

hours. In order to
under

room

composition varied subsequently in order to optimise the reaction product. After 5

stirred for

an

water and TMAOH, were

adjusted to 10.5-11 by addition of hydrochloric acid (37%) and the

minutes the formation of
was

previously described

following molar ratios; 0.05 C16-3-1: 0.5 TMAOH: 150 H20. After the

dropwise. The pH
molar

a

a mesoporous

conducted under the

material composed of two

face centred cubic (named STAC-1) and

a

hexagonal phase. The

to try to synthesise the pure forms of the hexagonal and the cubic

intergrowths. The STAC-1 phase has been reported to be the minor phase

present,|22r}9'

which suggest

a

that the conditions used for the synthesis of SBA-2 lie in

window" in the border between the two

"synthetic

phases. Despite the hexagonal phase being

energetically favoured, domains of the cubic less favoured phase

are

more

still being formed,

suggesting that small variations in the synthesis conditions could lead to either of the
phases. Previous work conducted
control in the

on

SBA-2 suggests that

synthesis of SBA-2 is the pH of the

one

pure

of the major parameters to

reaction,'39' indicating that

a

pH of
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window of 11-12 resulted in materials with the

highest overall order. Reaction time and

temperature were also investigated and although no improvement was observed by XRD
with

longer synthesis time and/or higher temperatures,

produced (based

on

synthetic method

as a

the

better-condensed material is

MAS NMR studies). With this information and using the reported

departure point the synthesis conditions

were

varied

as

described in

following section.
The first parameter

the reaction
the

a

investigated

gel. The prime

was, as

concern was

with C16TEABr, the concentration of water in

the identification of any morphology changes and

possibility of a shift in the CI6-3-1 phase diagram as

concentrations. Table 10 below,

Table 10.

lists

some

a

result of the different surfactant

of the typical molar ratios explored.

Typical molar ratios and conditions.
Reaction

gel composition
0.27

Reaction

Synthesis

pH after

addition of TEOS

C16_3.i:H20: TMAOH: TEOS

time

T emperature(0C)

10.5-11

RT

4 hours

1

10.5-11

RT

4 hours

0.27: 18:0.4: 1

10.5-11

RT

4 hours

0.27: 9

10.5-11

RT

4 hours

10.5-11

RT

4 hours

:

50

0.27: 35

:

0.27: 7.5

:

:

1:1

0.5

0.25
:

:

:

1

0.18: 1

Although the effect of synthesis time has already been studied previously the effect of
this parameter on
were

the morphology of the final product had not been investigated. Syntheses

therefore conducted with different reaction times. In view of

our

findings and the

reported synthetic conditions of SBA-1 (i.e. at low temperatures, and with
during the condensation of the silicate framework), the synthesis of SBA-2
using the
reaction

same

gel

was

no

stirring

conducted

synthesis conditions except that 5 minutes after addition of the TEOS, the

was

allowed to stand in

a

freezer at -4°C for

a

period of 3 days. Table 11

summarises this series of experiments.
A number of mesoporous

materials have been made under both acid and basic

conditions, for instance SBA-1 and its related "basic" material SBA-6, both displaying
cubic

symmetry.'26' Huo

et

al.,'17'

phase under acid conditions using

suggest the possibility of the formation of the SBA-2
a

mixed surfactant system (C18-3-l/C14TMABr), but

give little evidence of the formation mechanism and/or the structural and porosity
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Table 11.

Typical molar ratios and conditions.
Reaction

gel composition

pH after

Reaction

Synthesis

addition of TEOS

C16.3_,:H20: TMAOH: TEOS

time

T emperature(0C)

0.27: 50

:

0.5: 1

10.5

RT

20 minutes

0.27: 50

:

0.5: 1

10.5

RT

2 hours

0.27: 50

:

0.5: 1

10.5

RT

4 hours

0.27: 50

:

0.5: 1

10.5

RT

24 hours

0.27: 50

:

0.5: 1

10.5

RT

2

0.27: 50

:

0.5: 1

10.5

RT

29

0.27: 50

:

0.5: 1

10.5

-4

3

days
days
days

(no stirring)

differences between SBA-2

synthesised under acid and basic media,

morphology obtained. Our interest is
cubic

more

specific to the

or

indeed the type of

presence or

otherwise of the

intergrowth STAC-1 in this material and to the formation of SBA-2 using the same

surfactant.

Optical microscopy studies show that surfactant CI6-3-1

mesophases

may

form

a

variety of

the concentration of the surfactant is increased. The compositional window

as

that will form SBA-2 under acid conditions is not
concentrations

ranging from 1% to 50%

conducted at low temperatures

and with

were

no

predictable and

so a

variety of surfactant

investigated. In addition syntheses

stirring of the reaction gel

as

were

all indications

suggest that more defined morphologies are obtained in this fashion (at least based on the
results with the SBA-1

phase and surfactant CTEABr). Table 12 lists the gel compositions

used.

Table 12.

Typical molar ratios and conditions for reactions conducted under acid
conditions using surfactant CI6-3-1.

gel composition
C,6-3-1 :H20: HC1 :TEOS

Surfactant

concentration

Reaction

pH after

addition of TEOS

(Wt%)

Synthesis
T emperature(0C)

Reaction
time

0.018:55:6: 1

1

0.5-1

-4

3

days

0.18:55:6: 1

10

0.5-1

-4

3

days

0.37

:

55

:

6: 1

20

0.5-1

-4

3

days

0.56

:

55

:

6: 1

30

0.5-1

-4

3

days

0.75

:

55

:

6: 1

40

0.5-1

-4

3

days

0.94

:

55

:

6: 1

50

0.5-1

-4

3

days
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2.3.2.2. Results and Discussion.

Basic media

•

As
et

synthesis

expected all experiments carried out using the synthesis conditions described by Huo

al.'l7i

resulted in the formation of the mesoporous

molecular sieve SBA-2. The XRD

patterns obtained showed a primary mesopore peak between 2-3° 29, and 3 other peaks
could

easily be identified. The XRD peaks of

mesoporous

silica could be indexed

typical of the P63/mmc
al. except

on

synthesised and subsequently calcined

as

the basis of a hexagonal unit cell, showing peaks,

These patterns

space group.

are

similar to those reported by Huo et

the (100) (101) and (103) peaks cannot be resolved in

samples show

pore

contraction

as a

result of calcination, represented by

towards lower °20 values. The reaction

the reaction mixture varied between

show that the

our patterns.

compositions

were

All SBA-2
peak shift

a

varied (table 10-11) and the pH

pH values 10 and 12. The XRD patterns (figure 40B)

optimum reaction pH for the formation of SBA-2 is 11 (Figure 40B). The

synthesis conducted at pH values below 10 led to the formation of amorphous silicate
materials. It is worth

noting that the d-spacing of the primary peak (corresponding to the

(002) reflection) increases with decreasing pH and there is considerable decrease in order,

accompanied with this change. However

an

increase in do02 of 24.11% is observed when

changing the pH from 12 to 11. The best material (on the basis of XRD)
under molar concentrations different from those
more

was

synthesised

reported by Huo et al. and by Zhou et al.,

specifically the final molar composition of the gel was; 0.27 CI 6-3-1: 1 TMAOH: 50

H20: 1 TEOS. This is considerably different than the gel compositions reported by Huo and

by Zhou (0.05 C16-3-1: 0.5 TMAOH: 150
surfactant concentration in the

H20),117,221 in particular with

synthesis gel, and shows that SBA-2

can

large synthesis window. The reported unit cell parameters for SBA-2
=

80.4

A for the calcined material (a

=

55.5 A and

c =

of SBA-2

(figure 40C), which could be indexed

unit cell, with a = 59.38

A and

c/a ratio of 1.48, which is
structure

c =

on

gave

be formed

are a =

91.4 A for the

synthesised using the higher surfactant concentration synthesis

respect to the

as

over a

49.0 A and

c

made). Materials

XRD patterns typical

the basis of a hexagonal

87.4 A for the calcined material. This material gives

considerably different from that expected for

an

a

ideal hep

(1.63).
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Figure 40. XRD patterns of as made and calcined samples of SBA-2 synthesised
using the reported conditions by Huo et al. (A), and using optimised
conditions and molar ratios (C). The calcined pattern is indexed in the
table on the right and the inset shows a shorter XRD pattern in the region
between 3-6 20 for the calcined material, which was conducted in order to
obtain better counting statistics. For comparison XRD patterns of calcined
mesoporous

materials synthesised at three different pH values (B)
pH =12,
pH =11 and
pH =10.

are

also

shown, where;

In addition

some

reflections which

variation in the
are

peak intensities

expected from the hep

example, reflection (103)heX is weak
proportion of the cubic stacking

or

sequence

array

can

be observed, in particularly in those

but not for the

ccp

stacking STAC-1. For

absent in most patterns, indicating

a

larger

and/or stacking faults. Figure 41 shows XRD

patterns conducted with better counting statistics over a shorter 20 range, of calcined
materials

synthesised using the previous reported method by Zhou et al. and the optimised

synthesis described previously. Note that there is

no

suggestion of a peak corresponding to
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the

(103)hex in the XRD pattern of the solid synthesised using the optimised reaction

composition.

s

*3
3

68

£
3
oj

a

2

3

5

A

6

7

8
TThMa

Figure 41. XRD patterns of calcined mesoporous materials, conducted with better
counting statistics between 3-6° 20, synthesised using the reported
method by Zhou et al. (—) and using optimised reaction condition (—).
The position of where the (103)heX broad peak has been marked.
Surfactant C16-3-1

*

-wJk—J
150

100

50

-50

0

Q4

-109.9

ppm

Figure 42.

13C-MAS NMR
spectra

spectra of as made SBA-2 (above).

of calcined

SBA-2

(below)

showing

29Si-MAS

the

NMR
different Si

environments.
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The

29Si-MAS

NMR spectra

of calcined SBA-2 shown in figure 42 shows three peaks

corresponding to the three different silica environments (Q2, Q3 and Q4) in the
framework, where Q3/Q4

=

0.63. It is clear from this value that the material displays

a

high degree of framework condensation, and the enhanced Q4 peak intensity confirms this.
The better SiC>2 condensation occurs as a result of the

curing treatment which the synthesis

gel is submitted to prior to the removal of the surfactant.
The N2

adsorption/desorption isotherm of the best sample of SBA-2 synthesised,

determined

on

the basis of XRD, shows a

consists of four distinct

nitrogen

on

typical type IV adsorption

The isotherm

regions (figure 43), including monolayer adsorption of gaseous

the internal sample surface, which is represented by

adsorption at low partial

curve.

pressures

subsequent layers of nitrogen

on

(region A, below P/Po

the

porous

surface

=

a

steep increase in

0.1), followed by

as pressures are

a

build-up of

increased (region B,

0.1 < P/Po <

0.3). The next rise in the isotherm is due to the filling of the remaining

volume in the

meso pores,

in

which can be considered

adsorption. This part of the isotherm is known

it is worth

as

cylindrical, and hence the rapid rises

the capillary condensation step, and

noting that isotherms of SBA-2 do not display

difference in the
branches.

as

large hysteresis loop, i.e.

a

capillary condensation step between the adsorption and desorption

According to literature reports this suggests that

not contain

a

'bottle-neck' type pores

desorption of gases to

occur at

which

lower partial

may

porous structure

of SBA-2 does

result in the constrictions which cause the

pressures.'51'
D

35

0
0

02

0.4

Relative Pressure

0.6

0.8

(P/Po)

Figure 43. N2 Adsorption-desorption isotherm of calcined SBA-2, where
represents the adsorption branch and
represents the desorption
branch of the isotherm.
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The

adsorption branch levels off

as

the final remaining internal and external surface

available adsorbs its maximum amount of nitrogen
of the isotherm
area

of 719

gives

a pore

(region D, above P/Po

size distribution of 30 A (BJH) and

a

=

0.5). Analysis

specific BET surface

m2/g.

Samples of SBA-2 taken out at time intervals between 20 minutes and 2 days after addition
on

TEOS, reveal very few differences in the XRD patterns (figure 44). No distinct intensity

differences in the (103)heX are

observed.

Figure 44. XRD patterns of calcined SBA-2 mesoporous materials formed with
different synthesis times;
20 minutes,
2 hours,
4
hours,
24 hours and
2 days. The synthesis was continued to
29 days, but this led to the formation of an amorphous silicate material.
SEM

images taken of calcined samples (figure 45) show that SBA-2

sphere (ca. 100
sphere (1-2

pm

decrease with

particles is

pm

diameter,

aprox.

2

pm

in diameter), flat plate (50

pm

can

adopt hollow

across) and small

diameter) morphologies. The formation of the hollow spheres

seems to

increasing synthesis stirring rates, and the formation of the flat, plate like

seen to

be related to the fracturing of the hollow spheres

as a

result of rapid

stirring during the synthesis. Due to the large proportion and shape of small spherical
particles it is possible that these
and hollow

are

formed in the bulk of the synthesis gel whilst the fewer

particles could have been formed

as a

result of trapped air-bubbles in the

synthesis gel. Spherical particles of this type have been reported previously by Fowler et
al..140' They suggest that the formation of this morphology is
of undissolved TEOS
have

a

(formed

'templating ' effect

as a

on

explains why the larger spheres

one

where spherical droplets

result of the dilute solutions and the action of stirring)

the bulk condensing silicate framework. This certainly

are

the minor morphological phase in SBA-2 and
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Figure 45. SEM micrographs of SBA-2. A micrograph (a) from a synthesis, initial
composition : 0.05 surfactant : 0.5 TMAOH : TEOS : 150 H20, stirring
rate ca. 300 rpm) shows hollow spheres and small solid particles. A closeup of a hole in one of the larger spheres shows the shell to be around 2 pm
thick (b). Small irregular solid spherical particles of 1-2 pm are also
observed (c). A micrograph of a second preparation (composition 0. 27
surfactant : 0.5 TMAOH : TEOS : 50 H20, stirring rate ca. 500 rpm)
shows a predominance of irregular flat-sheet fragments, 50 pm or more
across, and small spherical particles (d). (e) and (f) show the large
predominance of large hollow spheres when the synthesis is conducted at
low temperatures and in the absence of stirring.
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why when the temperature

was

reduced to -4 °C and the synthesis gel allowed to stand with

stirring for 3 days, the large hollow spherical particles became the major morphology

no

present (figure 45e). Hollow spherical particles made in this way have the similar thickness
as

particles of SBA-2 made at RT, but have subtle differences in structural properties. This

may

be attributed to the slower growth of the particles

as a

result of the low temperatures

employed in the synthesis, i.e. slower self-assembly of the surfactant phase and therefore
slower formation of the
are

from

now on

referred to

temperature and LT
XRD pattern

particle morphology. For the

-

as

purpose

of discussion these samples

SBA-2LT and SBA-2RT (where RT =

synthesised at -4 °C and with

no

synthesised at

room

stirring during the synthesis). The

of calcined SBA-2LT and SBA-2RT is shown in figure 46.

20

hkl

d-spacing

2.23

100

39.53

2.36

002

37.47

2.48

101

35.51

3.76

110

23.44

4.12

103

21.38

4.46

112

19.78

4.62

004

19.10

5.80

211

15.21

(A)_

Figure 46. XRD patterns of calcined SBA-2RT (
) and SBA-2LT (
) which is
also indexed in the table on the right on the basis of a hexagonal unit cell,
space group Pdj/m/wc. The expected position of the (103)heX reflection is
indicated.
The

biggest difference between the two patterns is the reduction in unit cell dimensions

observed with decrease in
2LT (a =

46.81 and

c

-

synthesis temperature, where

91.4 for SBA-2RT). This entails

Interestingly the reduction in the unit cell
reduction could

be

occurs

as

or

information

74.95 for SBA-

19% reduction in doo2-spacing.

preferentially in the

c

direction. This

-4 °C the micelle size is

as

the clear identification of the (100),

proven

elusive. This suggests that SBA-2LT

peaks, such

(101) and (103) peaks, which had previously

identify

c =

the kinetic surfactant chain length is smaller. Another interesting

difference is the intensities of certain

a more

a

46.60 and

explained in terms of micelle size. At

expected to be smaller

has

a =

hexagonal character than SBA-2RT where these peaks have been harder to
simply non-existent. TEM studies, which
on

the

are

described later, reveal further

proportions of the two polymorphs.
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This reduction in unit cell is also
This is

accompanied,

expected, with

as

a

decrease in porosity.

easily noted in the N2 adsorption isotherm of SBA-2LT (figure 47) which shows

capillary condensation step at lower partial
diameter of 23 A

specific surface

pressures

with respect to SBA-2RT. A

(BJH) is calculated corresponding to
area

of 555

a

total

mass

a

pore

uptake of 11% and

a

m2/g, which is considerably lower in value than those

previously reported for SBA-2.

Relative

Pressure

(P/Po)

). For comparison

Figure 47. N2 Adsorption isotherms of calcined SBA-2LT (
the isotherm of SBA-2RT is also shown (

•

).

Acid media

Both the

synthesis of SB A-1 and SBA-2LT suggest that materials synthesised at lower

temperatures have better defined morphologies

which

respective structures. Hence, this synthetic method

was

are more

further developed and

making SBA-2 under acid conditions at low temperatures

synthetic gels
50 wt%
was

were

was

an attempt at

tried. To achieve this,

prepared at different surfactant concentrations, ranging from 1 wt% to

(figure 48 shows a compositional diagram). The amount of H20 in the synthesis gel

kept constant,

as was

the amount of HC1. As stated the reaction gel was only stirred

prior to TEOS addition and for
The

representative of their

XRD

a

further 5 minutes afterwards.

patterns for samples synthesised in strongly acidic media and at low

temperatures are shown in figure 49. All samples show typical mesoporous peaks between
2-4° 20. For materials

synthesised with 1 wt% and 50 wt% surfactant concentrations

however, peaks in this region are considerably lower than for the other samples. This is
associated with

a

decrease in the order of the material,

which is also highlighted by the
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lack of definition of
structure

peaks at higher angles (4-7 °29). Further evidence of the lack of

from these two

synthesis conditions is observed in the SEM (figures 50) and

notably for the sample at 50 wt% surfactant concentration where
structure is

a

disordered

pore

observed.

Samples synthesised using surfactant concentrations from 10 wt% to 40 wt% display X-ray
reflections that

are

better defined,

particularly

over

the

range

3.5

-

7° 20. The XRD

patterns of solids prepared with 10 and 20 wt% surfactant solutions are similar to each

other, and different from those prepared with surfactant concentrations of 30 and 40 wt%,
with the
the

X-ray diffraction peaks observed at higher angle increasing in relative intensity at

higher surfactant concentrations. SEM images (figure 50) reveal that changes in the

morphology of the phases
morphology of the

are

occurring

mesoporous

in diameter (using 10 wt%

pm

materials changes from solid spheres ranging from 1-20
solution of surfactant concentration), through

aqueous

mixture of rhombic dodecahedral
distinct

the surfactant concentration is increased. The

as

particles 1-10

pm

in size and larger flat particles with

shape (20-30 wt% surfactant concentration), to hexagonal prisms 2-8

a

no

pm across

(40 wt% surfactant concentration). The observed solid sphere morphology of the particles
formed

using the 10 wt%

silica-surfactant

aqueous

surfactant solutions has been observed

previously1401 for

mesophases under acid conditions where surface tension of the growing

liquid crystal droplet is proposed to be the controlling feature. The

presence

of the

hexagonal prismatic morphology in the samples prepared using 40 wt% surfactant solution
is clear evidence of the formation of

phase is

pure at

hexagonal phase, and the SEM indicates that this

a

this surfactant concentration. In contrast, although rhombic dodecahedral

morphology is associated with cubic symmetry the
20

and 30

wt%

syntheses indicates

concentrations, including
as

is

of other morphologies in the

mixture of two phases at lower surfactant

cubic phase and

the concentration is increased,

a

suggesting

hexagonal phase. The latter is
a

more

abundant

shift towards the single hexagonal phase. It

possible to index the XRD pattern of samples of mesoporous solids made with 10 and 40

wt%

(Figure 51A,B respectively)

listed in table
purpose

0

a

a

presence

on a

hexagonal unit cell (.P6fmmc, unit cell parameters

13). These mesophases

of discussion)

as

are

referred to in the continued text, (for the

SBA-2(acid) and

STA-IO® whilst the mixed phase which is

HRTEM studies of these materials conducted

similar

phase to SBA-2 with 10 wf/o, and

on

a pure

calcined

samples reveal that indeed

we

obtain

a very

hexagonal phase related to the hexagonal intergrowth of

SBA-2 with 40 wt% surfactant concentration. These results

are

discussed

separately in CHAPTER 3.

on
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formed when 20 and 30 wt% surfactant concentration is used is from here

on

named ST A

9.

mole%
1.8

3.2

[TEOS]

^ ——-

1.8

[Surfactant]

mo!e%

Figure 48. Compositional space diagram showing the synthesis region studied, with
respect to TEOS, water and surfactant concentrations. Red spheres
represent the composition of different preparations.
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Figure 49. Powder XRD patterns of calcined mesoporous materials synthesised with
(—) 1%, (—) 10%,( —) 20%, (
) 30%, (— ) 40%, and (—) 50%
weight surfactant concentration, at -4°C, under acid conditions.
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Figure 50. Typical SEM images of particle morphologies of calcined mesoporous
samples synthesised with surfactant concentration in wt%; (a) 1%, (b)
10%, (c) 20%, (d)(e) 30%, (l)(g) 40%, and (h) 50%, at -4°C under acid
conditions.
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Table 13.

Summary of reaction conditions with di-cationic gemini surfactant CI 6-31 under acid conditions.

Surfactant concentration

T(°C)

Conditions

XRD Unit cell

Phase formed

Morphology

(Wt%)

parameters
(calcined, A)

1

A

Acid

10

A

Acid

amorphous
spherical

SBA-2/STAC-1

undetermined

20

A

Acid

dodecahedron/ blocks

STA-9

30

A

Acid

dodecahedron/ blocks

STA-9

40

A

Acid

Hexagonal prisms

STA-10

50

A

Acid

amorphous

Worm hole

-

a=39.56

c

66 78

-

-

a=42.36 c=67.76
-

STA-9, with particles showing a rhombic dodecahedral morphology, typical of cubic
structures, could not be indexed on basis of a cubic unit cell

sample

was

presumed to be the cubic polytypic intergrowth of SBA-2; STAC-1,

basis of the

morphology). Closer inspection of the SEM images reveals the

hexagonal blocks suggesting
The

a

slightly (such

of

was

attempted by varying the synthesis conditions

these did not yield the separate single phases. Variations of surfactant

concentration then followed, and

synthesis at 18, 22, and 25 wt%

were

prepared, though

yielded materials which showed similar XRD patterns and morphologies to those of

the STA-9 mixed
cause

presence

pH and temperature) whilst keeping the surfactant concentration at 20

as

wt%. However,

the

on

mixed system.

separation of these two phases

these

(Figure 24C, initially this

phase. TEOS concentration

the formation of

identified

on

a

was

as

the variant which will

single phase, and the undetermined cubic phase in STA-9

the basis of XRD

(figure 52) and the SEM (figure 52a,b) to be

material. Table 14 summarises the

phase to the single cubic phase

an

was

SBA-1 type

synthesis conditions. The transition from the mixed

occurs upon

increase of the TEOS concentration though

reduction of the TEOS concentration. On

the

suggesting that the formation of this is driven by
of the cubic, SBA-1 type

finally identify

phase, which for the

pure

a

hexagonal phase

was not

observed

different mechanism that the formation

purpose

of avoiding confusion with SBA-1

made with cationic surfactant has been named SBA-1C16-3-1.
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Figure 51. XRD patterns of calcined SBA-2 prepared under acid conditions and at
low temperature with 10 wt% surfactant, SBA-2acid (A), the pattern is
indexed on the basis of a hexagonal unit cell in the table in the right
(P63/mmc, a=42 A and c=67 A); STA-10 prepared under acid conditions
and at low temperature with 40 wt% surfactant (B), the pattern is indexed
on the basis of a hexagonal unit cell (P6j/wmc, a=43 A and c=68 A) and
STA-9, prepared in the same way with 30 wt% surfactant (C). Despite
extensive efforts this pattern could not be indexed on the basis of neither a
pure cubic unit cell nor a pure hexagonal unit cell.
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Table 14. Table

showing a summary of conditions and molar compositions
reactions with 20 wt% surfactant, decreasing TEOS concentration.
comparison; SBA-1 CTEABr

TEOS/C,6-s-i

T(°C)

Conditions

a=

74 A.

Final Molar ratio
TEOS:

(Wt%)

Phase formed

0.37: 55: 6

XRD Unit cell parameters

(calcined, A)

C,6-3,:H20:HCI

100%

-4

acid

1

80%

A

acid

0.8

:

0.37

:

55

:

6

STA-9

60%

A

acid

0.6

:

0.37

:

55

:

6

SBA-1

a=83

40%

A

acid

0.4

:

0.37

:

55

:

6

SB A-1

a=79

:

for
For

STA-9

-

-

Figure 52. Powder XRD patterns (above) of calcined samples synthesised by 20
wt% surfactant (S°) with varying TEOS (1°) ratios, where I7S° weight
ratios are 0.4 (—), 0.6 (—), 0.8 (—) and 1 (
). Typical SEM
images of the mixed phase STA-9 (a) and of the rhombic dodecahedral
particle morphology of SBA-1, synthesised under acid conditions with
surfactant CI 6-1-1 fhV
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From

results it is unclear

our

why this transition

considerations between the surfactant

occurs.

It could involve charge-matching

head-group and the silicate cations in solution. The

reduced ionic environment at lower TEOS concentrations will affect the micelle
curvature,

changing the resulting phase to

a

cubic

structure.'461 The

SBA-1 phase prepared

under these conditions shows well defined rhombic dodecahedral

particles measuring between 1-20
Solid state direct
and

Q2

polarisation

resonance

shape and

morphology with

pm.

29Si MASNMR data (figure 54) shows better resolved Q4, Q3

for samples of SBA-1 CI6-3-1 and SBA-1 CTEABr surfactants than for

samples of SBA-2RT (and STA-10) prepared using CI6-3-1. This indicates that there is
narrower

range

a

of Si environments present in SBA-1 than in the SBA-2 solids synthesised

in basic media conditions.

Q4

J

r\J \\

(c) STA-10

J /\\

/
"rx--

r

-

-100

ppm

-120

■

\

-140

spectra of calcined mesoporous materials synthesised using a
variety of conditions, (a) SBA-2 under basic conditions 1 wi% surfactant
RT, (b) SBA-2 under acid conditions with 10 wt% surfactant at -4°C, (c)
STA-10 under acid conditions with 40 wt% surfactant at -4°C, (d) and for
comparison SBA-1 under acid conditions with CTEABr surfactant at 4°C an (e) SBA-1 under acid conditions with 20 wl% surfactant (CI 6-31) at -4°C.

desorption branches of N2

are

l(C16-3-l) and STA-10. The total
(45

<a> SBA-2RT
i

29Si NMR

Figure 53.

similar

V

~

-80

SO

The

-

(b) SBA-2(acid)

-

shown in figure 54 for STA-9, SBA-2(acid), SBA-

pore

volume,

as

measured by total nitrogen uptake, is

50 wt%) for all these solids, and is higher than that observed for the SBA-2
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prepared under basic conditions. Values for the specific surface
distribution

(BJH) and

pore

volume

are

area

(BET),

pore

size

summarised in table 15. As expected from the

synthesis of SB A-2LT, other phases have lower

average pore

sizes than SB A-2RT.

60

0.00

0.10

020

030

0.40

0.60

050

Relative Ressue (BFb)

Figure 54. N2 desorption isotherms, where ♦ SBA-2(acid), ▲ STA-9, ^ SBA1C16-3-1; ■ STA-10.

Table 15.

Porosity data for

mesoporous

materials made under basic and acid

conditions.

SBET(m2/g)

Sample

Pore volume

(cc/g)
SBA2RT

719

0.40

30

SBA2acid

1030

0.56

18*

STA-9

870

0.40

16*

STA-10

1109

0.60

18*

SBA-1C16-3-1

1086

0.56

22

SBA-1 CTEABr

1100

0.65

15*

(Mixed phase)

*Dubinin-Astakhov model

This series of experiments

was

employed to obtain these

conditions

as

silica-surfactant composites under highly acidic

using the dicationic surfactant CI6-3-1. This is the first observation of the

formation of SBA-1
dominant

values.'41'

show that the three dimensional hexagonal phase and the cubic

(Pm 3 n) SBA-1 phase can be prepared

group

Average Pore Size
(A, BJH)

Distribution

using this surfactant. Whether the cubic

product depends

on

or

hexagonal phase is the

the composition of the synthesis mixture. The large head

volume of the CI6-3-1 surfactant is known to favour micelles with high surface
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curvature, and both SBA-1 and SBA-2 form with three-dimensional

ordering of micelles of

this type.
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2.3.3.

16-quinuclidine

2.3.3.1.

Synthesis of mesoporous materials with 16-quinuclidine

Cationic surfactant

16-quinuclidine has not been reported previously in the synthesis of

mesoporous

materials. But similar surfactants such

reported

efficient structure directing agents in the synthesis of

as

as

(CTMABr and CTEABr) have been
mesoporous

materials

MCM-41, SBA-3 and SB A-1.'4381

Figure 55. Surfactant molecules CTMABr (above), CTEABr (middle) and 16quinuclidine (below).

Optical microscopy studies described in Chapter 1 suggests that 16-quinuclidine forms

liquid crystal phases at RT at
mechanism)

are

a

porous

variety of surfactant concentrations. Syntheses (S+X~

expected to proceed in

However the effect of the
a

a

more

a

inhibited

similar

way

for all three surfactants (figure 55).

polar head-group in 16-quinuclidine

may

result in

system with different properties. It is not the intention of this project to construct

phase diagram of all the possible reaction conditions and molar compositions but to

conduct

a

few selected

experiments in the conditions that

phases to form. Synthesis procedures

were

kept the

same as

CI6-3-1 and CTEABr and unless stated otherwise materials
SBA-1

we

would expect

mesoporous

for reactions conducted with

were

calcined

as

described for

(page 61). Table 16 describes the molar compositions and synthesis conditions for

experiments conducted with surfactant 16-quinuclidine under basic conditions.
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Table 16.

Typical molar ratios and conditions for typical reactions conducted under
basic conditions at RT using surfactant 16-quinuclidine
Surfactant

gel composition

Reaction

concentration

16-Q: H20: TMAOH : TEOS

pH after

Reaction

Synthesis

addition of TEOS

time

T emperature(0C)

(Wt%)

0.08:270: 1.6: 1

0.75

11.5-12

RT

3

days

0.10:270: 1.6: 1

1

11.5-12

-4

3

days

0.14:270: 1.6: 1

1.25

11.5-12

-4

3

days

0.22:270: 1.6: 1

2

11.5-12

RT

3

days

0.45

4

11.5-12

RT

3

days

:

270

:

1.6

1

:

Under acid conditions the effect of the

bulky head-group will be

more

important

as an

S+XI+ type mechanism is expected. Weaker interactions between the surfactant and the
counterion
group.
were

might be expected,

After, the

success

result of the hindering effect caused by the quinuclidine

as a

experienced with CI6-3-1, the syntheses under acid conditions

performed at low temperatures without stirring of the syntheses gel.

summarises the

Table 17.

Table 17

experiments,

Typical molar ratios and conditions for reactions conducted under acid
using surfactant 16-quinuclidine

conditions at low temperatures
Surfactant

gel composition
16-Q: H20: HC1 : TEOS

Reaction pH

concentration

after

Synthesis

addition of TEOS

T emperature(°C)

(Wt%)

Reaction
time

0.16

:

552

:

108

:

1

0.8

1-1.5

-4°C

3

days

0.38

:

552

:

108

:

1

1.6

1-1.5

-4°C

3

days

0.76

:

552

:

108

:

1

3.2

1-1.5

-4°C

3

days

1.52

:

552

:

108

:

1

6.4

1-1.5

-4°C

3

days

2.5

0.5

-4°C

3

days

0.17: 165:54: 1

Synthesis with the larger chain 18-quinuclidine surfactant
The surfactant chain

can

were

easily be extended by employing

a

also performed (table 18).

longer alkyl bromide in the

synthesis. The formation of mesoporous phases in the larger chained 18-quinuclidinde is
also

expected to yield MCM-41 type structures, however

unit cell parameter
which should be

should

accompany

easily recognised

on

this increase,

as a

an

increase in the

pore

size and

result of the larger headgroup,

the XRD patterns and the nitrogen isotherms.
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Table 18.

Gel

Typical molar ratios ami conditions for reactions conducted under acid
conditions at RT and at -4°C using surfactant 18-quinuclidine.
Surfactant

composition

18-Q: H20: HC1: TEOS

Reaction

concentration

pH after

addition of TEOS

Synthesis
T emperature(0C)

(Wt%)

Reaction

time

0.08

:

125 :2.5

:

1

1.5

1-1.5

RT

6 hours

0.13

:

125 :2.5

:

1

2.5

1-1.5

RT

6 hours

0.22

:

125

:

2.5

:

1

4

1-1.5

RT

6 hours

0.13

:

125

:

2.5

:

1

4

1-1.5

-4

3

days

2.3.3.2. Results and Discussion

Surfactant
mesoporous
were

16-quinuclidine

was

used

as

the structure-directing agent for the synthesis of

materials for its similarities with the

very

carried under acid and basic conditions at

a

commonly used CTEABr. Reactions
variety of surfactant concentrations,

temperatures and without stirring of the synthesis gel.
As made materials made under basic conditions showed

XRD pattern

peaks between 2-8 20 ° in their

(figure 56). Upon calcination however, all peaks

are

considerably reduced in

intensity signifying removal of the supporting surfactant.

Figure 56. Typical XRD patterns of as made samples synthesised under basic
conditions. Subsequent calcined materials do not show any structure in
the mesoporous region.
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SEM

images of

as

made and calcined materials reveal poorly defined particles with

an

amorphous nature in general, though materials made at lower temperature showed the
presence

of a plate like morphology (figure 57).

Figure 57. SEM images of (a)

made and (b) calcined materials synthesised under
16-quinuclidine at 1 and 1.5 wt% surfactant.

as

basic conditions with

Samples made under acid conditions

were

made at low temperatures and also without

stirring. Synthesis with surfactant concentrations exceeding 6.4 wt%, led to amorphous
solids that

collapsed

mesoporous

on

calcination resulting in materials with broad XRD peaks in the

region. However, when the surfactant concentration

Figure 58. XRD patterns of calcined phases obtained with surfactant 16-Quinuclidine
under acid conditions at -4°C with surfactant concentrations of (—) 0.8
wt%, ( —) 1.6 wt%, ( —) 3.2 wt%, (—) 6.4 wt%, and ( — ) 2.5 wt% and
with a lower pH (0.5).
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is decreased, the

resulting phases (figures 58)

are

stable to calcination and also give XRD

peaks similar to those of hexagonal MCM-41 (sample synthesised at 6.4 wt%). Indeed the
pattern can be indexed on the basis of a hexagonal unit cell with ahex = 38.7

A for the

as

made

similar to those

material). The unit cell parameters of the mesophase at 0.8 wt%

reported in the literature for

this material has been named

the solution is increased

wt%) where

discussion
SEM
of

as

ahex =

MCM-41.l1"4'

For the

purpose

46.9

-

are very

of discussion

MES01-16Q. Interestingly, when the ionic environment of

by increasing the HC1/ H20 ratio,

MCM-41 which could also be indexed
31- 2.5

A (ahex

on

the basis of

mesophase also similar to

a

hexagonal unit cell

appears

(figure

39.1 A for the calcined material, which will be referred to in the

MES02-16Q.

images (figure 59) of MES01-16Q reveals

coiling tubes of 1

pm

a

"spaghetti" like morphology composed

in cross-section. These rod-shaped particles often

coiling around themselves both in the

as

appear to

be

made and calcined products.

Figure 59. SEM images of calcined samples of MES01-16Q made with surfactant
16-quinuclidine at 3.2 wi%. Image (a) shows long thin rod-shaped
particles coiled around themselves and (b) another of these particles at
higher magnification.
Syntheses with the larger chain surfactant 18-quinuclidine under basic conditions led to

amorphous materials, which collapsed
prepared at pH
order

on

=

on

calcination (XRD patterns not shown). Synthesis

1-1.5 and at RT, produced materials that also displayed loss of long

calcination. As the concentration of surfactant

surfactant to calcination increased
material that

experienced

60. 1.5

was

wt%)

no

was

a

reduced, the stability of the

(figure 60) and at surfactant concentration of 1.5 wt%

loss of order with respect to the

made, though

range

as

a

made XRD pattern (Figure

large (10%) reduction of the main primary peak situated
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at

d-spacing of 35.42 A, for the calcined material, is still observed. Two further peaks

be measured at 20.82 and 17.96 A. This material

can

be indexed

on

the basis of

hexagonal unit cell (theoretical d2oo= 17.68, calculated d2oo= 17.95) and for the
discussion

has

been

information. SEM
distinctive

named

can

purpose

MESO-18Q. TEM, (discussed later) reveals

a

of

further

images (not shown) of MESO-18Q and related samples showed

no

morphology features.

Figure 60. XRD patterns of mesoporous solids obtained with surfactant 18quinuclidine in acid media at RT with surfactant concentrations
(below) 1.5 wt%, (middle) 2.5 wt%, 4 wt% (above). Blue and red
patterns represent as made and calcined solids respectively.

Synthesis conducted at lower temperatures (down to -4°C) with surfactant 18-quinuclidine
under acidic conditions, resulted in

amorphous solids. This is due to the low solubility of

the surfactant, under these the concentrations used, at low temperatures was not

fully

dissolved.

Adsorption-desorption isotherms

were

measured

on

three samples MES01-16Q, MES02-

16Q and MESO-18Q (figure 61). The data obtained from these is summarised in table 19.

Table 19.

Porosity data obtained from the desorption branches of the N2 isotherms of
samples of MES01-16Q, MES02-16Q and MESO-18Q.

calcined

sample

SBET(m2/g)

Average Pore Size
Diameter (A, DA)

MES01-16Q

1294

24

57.8

MES02-16Q
MESO-18Q

1534

25

68.5

911

22

41.6

% Mass

uptake
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Relative Pressure

(P/Po)

Figure 61. N2 adsorption-desorption isotherms of MES01-16Q (—), MES02-16Q
(
) and MESO-18Q (
). Desorption branches have not been
highlighted as they follow the same path as the adsorption branch or show
very little hysteresis.

Due to the

18Q,
not

was

so

that

longer chain of surfactant 18-quinuclidine the

expected to show the largest

and in fact the mesoporous

synthesised under acidic (pH

with XRD data
worth
wt%

as

it is

pore

material MESO-

size and the largest adsorption of N2. This is

material in this series showing the largest
=

pore

size is

0.5) conditions MES02-16Q. This is in agreement

MES02-16Q which shows the larger unit cell parameter. It is also

noting that by lowering the pH of the synthesis

more

mesoporous

a

material which adsorbs nearly 16

N2 has been prepared.
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2.5.4. 18-dabco-18

2.5.4.1.

The

Synthesis of mesoporous materials with 18-dabco-18

synthesis of 18-dabco-18 has been discussed in Chapter 1. Initial synthesis

conducted

RT

at

temperature

under basic conditions at

concentrations, but all led to amorphous phases and it

'hydrophobicity' in the surfactant
in

a

reduction in the

synthesis
at

were

as a

immediately evident that the
group,

resulted

solubility of the surfactant at RT in water. Hence, subsequent

conducted at 100 °C. Typically the required solution

80 °C whilst

variety of surfactant

result of the longer and larger alkyl

stirring to

ensure a

was

heated for 2 hours

homogenous solution and full dissolution of the

surfactant. Addition of TMAOH followed and the
a

was

a

were

resulting solution

was

further stirred for

period of two hours at 50 °C. Prior to the dropwise addition of TEOS, the solution

transferred to

stainless steel autoclave. The reaction

a

gel

period of 12 hours. After this period the resulting material
and dried at 80 °C in air. This constituted the
manner

as

was
was

was

the heated at 100 °C for

a

filtered, washed with water,

made material which

was

calcined in the

described for SB A-1.

Using this synthesis method, reactions
concentrations
observed.

were

a

variety of surfactant

ranging from 0.2 to 4 wt%. Above 4 wt% undissolved surfactant

The

pH

ranges

10 -12 and 0.5-1.5,

compositions in the gels and reaction conditions

Table 20.

conducted at

are

were

was

also investigated. Final molar

summarised in table 20.

Typical molar ratios and conditions for reactions conducted under basic
using surfactant 18-dabco-18.

conditions
Gel
18Dabcol8:

Surfactant

composition

H20: TMAOH

:

TEOS

Reaction

pH

concentration

after addition

(wt%)

of TEOS

Synthesis
Temperature
(°C)

Reaction
time

0.028

:

27

:

0.20

:

1

4

11.9

100

12 hours

0.028

:

55

:

0.44

:

1

2

11.6

100

12 hours

0.028

:

111

:

0.56

:

1

1

11.7

100

12 hours

0.028

:

270

:

0.67

:

1

0.4

12.0

100

12 hours

0.028

:

550

:

0.94

:

1

0.2

11.8

100

12 hours
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2.5.4.2. Results and Discussion

Synthesis using surfactant 18-dabco-18

as

the structure directing agent, prepared under

basic conditions and at temperatures

ranging between -4 °C and 50 °C all resulted in

amorphous materials that displayed

low angle 'mesoporous' peaks. In addition, analysis

of the

as

made XRD patterns

no

reveals that the surfactant is not fully dissolving at these

temperatures (figure 62). This is demonstrated by the formation of a lamellar phase very
similar to that formed

this

by the surfactant

on

its

own

and by the subsequent disappearance of

phase in the calcined material (pattern not shown). These results suggest that at these

temperatures the total added amount of surfactant does not take part in the reaction
mechanism. The surfactant solutions

were

thus heated at 50 °C

TMAOH and TEOS and the reaction temperatures were

10

"" '

20

"" '

prior to addition of the

increased to 100 °C.

^

40

30

2 Theta

Figure 62. XRD pattern of (—)

as made reaction products from a synthesis prepared
in alkaline media at RT using 1 wt% concentration of surfactant, pattern
on it own, andf— ) in
wt% surfactant. All patterns

acid conditions synthesised
show peaks consistent an
amorphous silica phase and a bulk surfactant phase. The peaks disappear
when the as made solid is washed repeatedly with H20.

(— ) of 18-dabco-18
at RT with 4

At

higher temperatures, the phases obtained showed single broad peaks in the

mesoporous
are

region

as can

be observed in the XRD patterns in figure 63. Such broad peaks

usually associated with mesophases containing

owing to

a

pores

with

a

broad

pore

size distribution

lack in long-range order.
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Figure 63. XRD pattern of (—) as made and (—) calcined mesoporous solids
synthesised at 100 °C: with 4 wt% surfactant at pH = 11.9 (below), with
1 wt% at pH =11.7 (middle) and 1 wt% at pH = 10.5 (above).

The
was

product made at 4 wt% surfactant at pH
selected for further

=

11.9

was

named MESO-18D18BAS, and

analysis by TEM, which will be discussed in Chapter 3. All

synthesis in acid media led to the formation of lamellar phases which collapsed
calcination

or

on

directly to amorphous materials. The XRD pattern of one lamellar structure

prepared in acidic conditions is shown in figure 62.
SEM

analysis

is observed,

was

conducted on MESO-18D18BAS (figure 64). A 'cake' type morphology

revealing

no

characteristic information on the structure of the material.

Figure 64. SEM image of calcined MESO-18D18BAS showing amorphous particles
which agglomerate forming a 'cake' type morphology.
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The isotherm of MESO-18D18BAS is shown in
area

of 437

contains

a

a

surface

m2/g and a narrow pore size distribution centred at 32.6 A (BJH). The isotherm
broad

demonstrated
broad pore

figure 65. The material displays

capillary step and it

never appears to

by the continued increase in

mass

reach complete

pore

filling,

as

uptake at 0.5 < P/Po > 0.9, suggesting

size distribution and irregularities in the

Relative pressure

a

porous structure.

(P/Po)

Figure 65. Nitrogen adsorption-desorption isotherm of calcined mesoporous material
MESO-18D18BAS. The inset shows the pore size distribution obtained
using the BJH method.
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2.5.4. 18-VP61-18

2.5.4.1.

Synthesis with 18-VP61-18

The motivation behind the

materials is its

synthesis of

mesoporous

similarity to the rigid bolaform surfactants in that it contains a benzyl

separating the two polar
also similarities to the

separated by

of this surfactant for the

use

an

alkyl

groups

and "holding" them in place. The surfactant in this

gemini type surfactants like CI6-3-1 where the two polar
spacer.

to be low at RT and lower

Though the solubility of this surfactant

can

group

way

has

groups are

also be expected

temperatures, the stability of the molecule allows for synthesis

to be conducted at

higher temperatures. Preliminary optical microscopy analysis at 80 °C,

conducted at the

University of Bristol suggest that the

ammonium cations per

alkyl chain

Synthesis under basic conditions
was

concentrations.'421
conducted at 50 °C where typically; TMAOH

were

added to the surfactant solution and the mixture heated at 80 °C for 12 hours, after

which the solution
under

allowed to cool to 50 °C followed

was

by dropwise addition of TEOS

stirring (300 rpm). Typical final molar compositions of synthesis gel and reaction

conditions
The

the formation of stable liquid crystal phases of

ensure

hexagonal character at low surfactant

of two quaternary

presence

as

are

made

partially

summarised in table 21. The

product

was

allowed to react for

a

period of 3 days.

recovered by filtration and washed with 100 ml of water to

unreacted surfactant before calcination at 550 °C using the method

remove

described

was

gel

previously.

Table 21.

Typical molar ratios and conditions for reactions conducted under basic conditions
using surfactant 18-VP61-18.

at 50 °C
Gel
18-VP61-18

:

Surfactant

composition

H20 : TMAOH : TEOS

pH after

addition of TEOS

(Wt%)

Synthesis
T emperature(0C)

Reaction
time

3

:

1

1

11-11.5

50

3

0.14:270:3

:

1

2

11-11.5

50

3

0.07

:

270

:

0.17

:

270

:

3

:

1

2.5

11-11.5

50

3

0.28

:

270

:

3

:

1

4

11-11.5

50

3

Synthesis under acid conditions (pH
same

Reaction

COiicciiiialioii

synthesis method

as

=

1)

were

days
days
days
days

also conducted at 50 °C following the

described above for synthesis prepared under basic conditions

(typical synthesis gel compositions

are

described in table 22). Using low surfactant
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concentrations the
such

as

phase diagram

reaction temperature

treatment of the

Table 22.

Gel

mesophase product was also investigated.

Typical molar ratios and conditions for reactions conducted under acid conditions at
50 °C using surfactant 18-VP61-18.
:

Surfactant

H20

:

:

270

:

20

0.10

:

270

:

20: 1

0.14

:

270

:

20

:

:

270

:

20

:

pH after

Synthesis

addition of TEOS

Reaction
time

Tern peraturet0 C)

(Wt%)
1

1.5-1.6

50

3

1.5

1.5-1.6

50

3

1

2

1.5-1.6

50

3

2.5

1.5-1.6

50

3

4

1.5-1.6

50

3

1

0.17: 270:20: 1
:

Reaction

concentration

HC1: TEOS

0.07

0.28

explored via variations of the synthesis conditions

and post-synthetic (washing with H2O, drying and curing)

composition

18-VP61-18

was

1

days
days
days
days
days

2.5.4.2. Results and Discussion

Under basic conditions surfactant 18-VP61-18
mesoporous

materials. No ordered phases

was

were

used

as

the SDA for the synthesis of

obtained at surfactant concentrations

higher than 2 wt%. The most ordered sample at lower surfactant concentrations displayed
broad mesoporous

peak, with

a

d-spacing for the primary peak of 46.8 A for the

and 32.8 A for the calcined material

typical, is

very

This material

as

made

(figure 66). The shift to higher angles although

large in comparison with conventional mesoporous materials (table 23).

was

named MESO-VP61BAS for the purpose

of discussion.

Figure 66. XRD pattern of as made (— ) and calcined (—) mesoporous phase
synthesised in alkaline (pH =11) conditions with surfactant 18-VP61-18
at 50 °C. The final molar ratio of the gel was 18-VP61-18 0.14 : H2O 270
:

TMAOH 3

:

TEOS 1.
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Table 23.

Typical shifts in d-spacing for the primary (most intense reflection) peaks of
mesoporous materials synthesised, as a result of calcination.
Peak reflection

Mesoporous Material

Shift to

higher angles as a
(%)

result of calcination

SBA-1
SBA-2LT

The

8.0

(210)
(002)
(002)

SBA-2RT

7.7
18.6

MES01-16Q

undefined

5.5

MESO-VP61BAS

undefined

30.0

large contraction shown in the XRD of MESO-VP61BAS is thought to

the loss of the

broader

peaks in the calcined sample, suggest also

a

disordered

wormhole disordered
as no

a more

disordered material in the

directing surfactant. The lack of identifiable secondary peaks

porous structure,

perhaps of the kind usually encountered in

structures.112,131 SEM images (not shown)

agree

morphology distinctive of hexagonal, cubic (or other) structures

under these type

conditions

as

due to

bulky supporting surfactant from the inorganic-organic framework. The

absence of the structure

implies

occur

of conditions

none

with this assumption
are

observed, though

is expected (50 °C and stirring during the synthesis

opposed to low temperature and

an

unstirred gel which

ensures

better

over a

wider

morphological growth).
Under acid conditions,

figure 67,

surfactant concentration range,

mesoporous

phases

were

obtained

than for the corresponding synthesis under basic conditions.

Figure 67. XRD pattern of as made (— ) and calcined (— ) mesoporous phase
synthesised in acidic (pH = 1.5) conditions, prepared at a variety of
surfactant concentrations.
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In

comparison with XRD patterns measured for samples synthesised under alkaline

conditions the

position of the primary peak is at lower d-spacing (ranging from 55 A for

sample synthesised at 4 wt% of surfactant to 50.4 A for the sample synthesised at 1

the

wt%) and peaks
the shift to

are

sharper indicating

a

higher degree of long

higher angles in the calcined material is less pronounced for samples made

under acid conditions. Once

again it is impossible to obtain structural information from this

data. On the basis of XRD

(intensity and width of peaks) 2 wt%

optimum surfactant concentration for the synthesis of a
purpose

mesoporous

was

chosen

as

the

phase (which for the

of discussion is named MESO-VP61ACID), and in order to improve the

"crystallinity" of the sample the reaction conditions
this

order. Furthermore

range

molar

composition.

were

Sample MESO-VP61ACID

varied in different
were

ways

prepared at

around

synthesis

temperatures ranging from 0 to 120 °C. From the XRD patterns shown in figure 68, it can
be deduced that the
a

range

optimum temperature for the synthesis of mesoporous materials lies in

between RT and 50 °C. At

mesoporous

room

temperature the position of the primary

peak shifts towards shorter d-spacing values, however this decrease is very

slight (only by 2 %). The lack of solubility of the surfactant at 0 °C
formation of amorphous
be

explain the

phases. At higher temperatures where the surfactant is expected to

fully dissolved, amorphous phases

are

also observed. An explanation for this could be

degradation of the surfactant but it is unlikely
been

can

as

synthesis of mesoporous materials have

previously reported with surfactants of smaller headgroup at high temperatures.14'

Figure 68. XRD pattern of as made (—) and calcined (— ) mesoporous phase
synthesised in acidic (pH = 1.5) conditions with 2 wt% at different
temperatures.
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Post-synthetic treatment of as made samples of MESO-VP61ACID has also been studied.
All XRD

previously shown, underwent

with water, acid or ethanol, as it is

media.'7,8"191

XRD patterns

Samples which

were

or

'curing'

process,|7"8~191

nor were

they washed

commonly done for materials synthesised under acid

of calcined samples treated differently

are

shown in figure 41.

washed with solutions of El20/HCl/EtOH displayed peaks at higher 20

values with this effect
process.

no

increasing

In general though

no

even

further when samples

were

submitted to curing

structural improvements (on the basis of XRD) in intensity

sharpness of peaks is observed with these treatments.

2 Theta

Figure 68. XRD pattern of as made (—) MESO-VP61ACID and calcined (—)
samples treated to different post-synthetic treatments; (a) uncured and
unwashed (b) washed with 200 ml solution of H20/HC1/ETOH in the
ratio 1:1:1 respectively, (c) cured at 100 °C for 5 hours, (d) cured at
100 °C for 5 hours and washed with 200 ml solution of

in the ratio 1:1:1

29Si

MAS-NMR

VP61ACID
low

respectively.

spectra of calcined

shown in

are

samples of MESO-VP61BAS and MESO-

figure 69. The two spectra show similar characteristics,

very

Q2 peaks and Q3 / Q4 ratio that reflect a high degree of condensation (0.67 and 0.62 for

the acid and the basic

70) show typical
The

curves are

synthesised materials). N2 adsorption-desorption isotherms (figure

mesoporous type

very

is indicative of a

The

curing

process

IV

curves

that resemble those reported for MCM-41.

similar in shape and show

poorly defined

a

broad capillary condensation step which

Pore size distributions

pore structure.

and 16.2 A for the basic and acid

*

H2O/HCI/ETOH

are

centred at 15.7

synthesised materials respectively. Evidence for the

involves heating the reaction gel in

a

closed container to temperatures

up to

100 °C.
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larger

pore

size calculated for MESO-VP61 ACID,

this material adsorbs 20 wt%

more

can

also be

seen

in the isotherm itself as

N2 than its basic synthesised counterpart.

Q4

Figure 69.

29Si NMR spectra of calcined
and MESO-VP61 ACID

mesoporous

materials MESO-VP61BAS (red)

(blue).

Relative Pressure (P/Po)

Figure 70. N2 adsorption-desorption isotherm ot calcined mesoporous materials MESOVP61BAS (red) and MESO-VP61 ACID (blue). Inset plot shows the BJH
pore size distributions for both materials calculated from the desorption
branches of the isotherms. BET surface areas calculated from desorption
branches are 860 and 665 m2/g for MESO-VP61ACID and MESOVP61BAS respectively.

Several

curing times are reported in the literature from (2 hours to 2 days).
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2.3.5. 18-VP66-18

2.3.5.1.

Synthesis with 18-VP66-18

Synthesis of
using the
2.3.4

same

mesoporous

materials

were

conducted in both acid and basic conditions

molar compositions and reaction conditions

as

those reported in section

(table 21 and table 22) for surfactant 18-VP61-18.

2.3.5.2. Results and Discussion

Synthesis conducted under basic conditions (pH
materials

displaying

conditions

no mesoporous

=

11-12) led in all

cases to

amorphous

peaks in the XRD pattern (not shown). Under acid

mesophases resembling those synthesised with 18-VP61-18 surfactant

were

observed. Also like the smaller surfactant, when the surfactant concentrations exceeds 4

w/%, the overall solubility of the surfactant decreases resulting in amorphous solids. The

optimum surfactant concentration for the formation of phases under acid conditions
found to be between 1 and 2 wt%. The XRD patterns
these concentrations is shown in

figure 44. For the

was

of calcined samples synthesised at

purpose

of this discussion the materials

synthesised under acid conditions with surfactant 18-VP66-18 have been named MESOVP66ACID.

—.—.—.—,

2

1—■—■—■—

1—■—■—

4

1—■—■—■—■—i—

—

—i

—■—■—

6

2 Theta

Figure 71. XRD pattern of calcined samples of MESO-VP66ACID synthesised in acid
media at 50 °C using 1 wt% (below) and 2.5 wt% (above), with d-spacing
values for the primary peak of 54.4 and 49.7 A respectively.
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SEM

images for these materials show,

The N2

once

again,

no

distinctive morphological features.

adsorption-desorption isotherms for MESO-VP66ACID (synthesised at 1 wt%

surfactant

concentration) is shown in figure 72.

Relative Pressure

(P/Po)

Figure 70. N2 adsorption-desorption isotherm of calcined mesoporous material MESOVP66ACID. Inset plot shows the BJH pore size distribution calculated from
the desorption branches of the isotherms. The (BET) surface area also
calculated from desorption branch is 967 m2/g.
As for

mesophases synthesised with the less bulky surfactant 18-VP61-18, MESO-

VP66ACID, shows

a

type IV isotherm. In comparison; the (BJH) pore size, 28.6

A, is

slightly smaller (32.4 A for MESO-VP61 ACID), but the total adsorption ofN2, 48 wt%, is
similar

(50 wl% for MESO-VP61ACID).

The porosity data

as a

whole indicate that

materials MESO-VP66ACID and MESO-VP61ACID could have very

similar

porous

structures.
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2.4.Characterisation

by

adsorption

vapour

2.4.1. Introduction

There have been

solids.

mesoporous

studies

numerous

'34,47-521

focusing

methods of

on

Mesoporous materials contain

single exception of non-local density functional theory
available,

pore

and with the

porous structures

(NLDFT),152,531 which is

not widely

single technique works better than adsorption-desorption isotherms of N2 to

no

elucidate them. There

are

many

which has become the most

specific surface

areas

and

examples in the literature of the

volumes. However, N2 isotherms, like

mesoporous

that

defined pore

shapes, and materials possessing

well ordered, materials that do not
pore

posses

manner

and the

use

of

required for accurate analysis of the

and

accuracy
posses

cylindrical

well-

or

well-

sizes in the border line between

mesoporosity and microporosity (or indeed bimodal materials such
accurately characterised in this

other analytical

many

the MSU-( 1-3),1541 which

as

defined pores

XRD and TEM is

of this technique

materials, show limits in their

"employability". For example; materials such
are not

use

widely used for the determination of pore size distributions,

pore

technique when applied to

that

size determination of

a

as

SBA-1) cannot be

variety of techniques including

pore

size. In these

cases

methods

employ the Kelvin equation and in particular the BJH method, systematically

underestimate the pore

size.'55'

Even in adjusted models that take into account the

influences of adsorption

forces

the curvature of the meniscus

on

or

make calibrations and

empirical calculations for the statistical thickness of the adsorbed film have limited
application

on

the

and below, due to the breakdown of the Kelvin

mesoporous range

equation in this

region.150,56,571 With each research

different models

or even

with the

branches of the isotherms,

model but

same

group

reporting

using either the desorption

comparison is made

very

hard and results

especially when considering complex caged structures such
3D pore

obtained
cages

be

connectivity. In addition, and

more

using conventional methods offers

which

may

considerably limit the size

employed with that material/catalyst,

A solution to this

estimate not

problem

only the

pore

may

as

information

range

size based

adsorption

or

very

inaccurate,

on

pore

size distribution

the connectivity between

of reactant/product molecules that

a parameter

on

SBA-2 and SBA-1 with 2-

relevant to catalysis, the
no

a pore

may

which is central to catalysis.

be the adsorption of probe molecules of different sizes to

size but also the

pore

window and hence the "accessibility limit"
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of that material. There has been very
mesoporous

materials and

porous structures

such

as

far

as

occur

In

are

as

these

all of it has been done

composed of regular

are

suitable for

aware

with respect to

vapours

arrays

on

volumes obtained with

are constant

investigations concerning the phenomena

a

fast

such

as neopentane,

concern

proven

«-hexane, benzene and

whilst those obtained with nitrogen adsorption data are

general all the published results

models. This is

vapours

simple

of hexagonal

during the filling and emptying of mesopores.'49,57,s8' Carrot et al. have

that the pore

methanol,

the author is

MCM-41,

of uniform channels and hence
which

as

little work conducted using

higher.'57'

the experimental verification of established

moving field and the author looks forward to future developments.

However, adsorption of vapours has been used here in a more simple way to estimate the
limits of the size of pores

joining the

mesocages.

It has been assumed that adsorption of an

organic adsorbate is proportional to its capability to enter the
choice of organic vapour
of these solids

2.4.2.

as

should yield interesting information

mesocages
on

the potential applications

catalysts and adsorbents.

Experimental

Experimental data obtained from the adsorption of hydrocarbon
and

mesitylene within the

obtained

organic
Samples

by

were

pores

silicas synthesised using CI6-3-1

mesoporous

degassed at 250 ° C overnight at

was

cyclopentane,
were

5 ° C and 20 ° C respectively using the IGA-2 gravimetric analyser.

Adsorption values

weight

of

vapours

of conducting adsorption-desorption-adsorption isotherms using the

means

vapours at

isotherm.
in

and hence careful

followed

were

as a

equilibrate for 90 minutes and

a

~

4

x

10"3 Torr prior to

measurement of the

measured gravimetrically and for each step the increase

function of time. As for N2 each step

typical experiment usually comprised

was

some

allowed to

50 steps.

2.4.3. Results and Discussion

The

adsorption-desorption isotherm of cyclopentane

SBA-2(acid), SBA-1C16-3-1, STA-9 and STA-10
materials
a

are

over mesoporous

are

materials SBA-2RT,

shown below in figure 73. All these

expected to be caged structures. Samples made under acidic conditions show

larger uptake than those synthesised under basic conditions. For example; SBA2LT

(synthesised at pH
with

the

well

=

12) only adsorbs

defined

a

maximum of 7 wt % of cyclopentane, in contrast

hexagonal prisms of STA-10 which adsorbs 30 wt % of
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cyclopentane. This indicates that SBA-2 synthesised under alkaline conditions must be
composed of windows (or caged connecting pores) of less than 4-5 A. In fact SBA-2RT
does not adsorb «-hexane, and the size of most of the
to

between 3 and 4 A

The three materials

connecting channels

(N2 is admitted into the internal

pore space

be narrowed

whereas w-hexane is not).

synthesised under acidic conditions all adsorb large quantities of

cyclopentane (table 17), indicating that the cyclopentane easily enters
the internal space

can

a

large proportion of

of the material.

<u

cs
•W

O3
<x>

3

0

0.2

0.8

0.6

0.4

Relative Pressure P/Po

Figure 73. Cyclopentane adsorption-desorption isotherms of calcined mesoporous
samples made with dicationic surfactant CI6-3-1 under acid and basic
conditions.

It is

interesting to note that

typically encountered with

none

of the isotherms shown in figure 73, show the hysteresis

mesoporous

Mesitylene isotherms conducted for
As

materials.

mesoporous

expected, SBA-2RT adsorbs only

a very

solids SBA-2RT

are

shown in figure 46.

small wt% of adsorbate. The hexagonal

mesophase STA-10 synthesised under acidic condition adsorbs < 5 wt% of mesitylene,
suggesting that the connecting
the dimensions of

pores

mesitylene), hence limiting its catalytic applications to reactants larger

than this. Both the materials

synthesised at lower surfactant concentrations however, SBA-

2acid and SBA-1 CI 6-3-1 adsorb
wt%
with

in this material cannot be bigger than 6.75 A (from

large quantities of mesitylene into their

respectively). This result indicates that diffusion of mesitylene
ease

in the pores

of these two materials and that the

pore

pores

(36 and 53

vapour must occur

size of the connecting

pores
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must at least be

increase in

Table 24.

bigger than 6.75 A. In addition these two materials show

adsorption

over a very

small P/Po

range,

evidence of a defined

a very steep

porous

structure.

Percentage mass uptake of nitrogen, cyclopentane and mesitylene in the
pores of mesoporous materials made under alkaline and acidic media.

Mesoporous Material

% Mass

uptake of
nitrogen

% Mass

uptake of
cyclopentane

% Mass

uptake

of mesitylene

SBA-2RT

32

7

3

SBA-2(acid)

42

30

36

SBA-1 C16-3-1

40

43

53

STA-10

45

36

4

<>.54 A

♦ S8A-2RT"
■ SBA1 CI 6-3-1

0.1

0.2

0.3

0.4

Relative pressure

A

STA10C16-3-1

,*

SBfli-2aad

0.5

(P/Po)

Figure 74. Mesitylene adsorption-desorption isotherms of calcined mesoporous
samples made with dicationic surfactant CI6-3-1 under acid and basicconditions.
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2.5. Conclusions and

The

synthesis of

mesoporous

surfactants C16TEABr,

materials

general trends

was

C16-3-1, 18-DABCO-18, 18-quinuclidine, 18-VP61-18 and 18-

VP66-18 imder alkaline and acidic conditions.

conditions it
order varied
The

was

successfully performed with cationic

By careful "tuning" of the synthesis

possible to synthesise mesophases with all surfactants used, although the

strongly.

surfactant

C16TEABr

was

successfully employed for the synthesis of the

previously reported cubic phase SBA-1. Control of the morphology of the mesophase
particles

was

achieved by variations of the synthesis temperature, time, and surfactant

concentration and

stirring rate. Solid spherical particles with pinholes

lower surfactant concentrations. The bimodal cage structure

of SBA-1

were

was

observed at

also confirmed

using N2 adsorption-desorption analysis.
Synthesis with the di-cationic surfactant C16-3-1 reveals that the mesostructure SBA-2
can

be made under basic conditions at

a

variety of synthesis pH values (from 10-12.5), at

a

variety of surfactant concentrations and synthesis temperatures (from RT to -4 °C). The
absence

reduced

or

intensity of the dp03) reflection in the XRD patterns of materials

synthesised under basic conditions with increased surfactant concentrations is indicative of
the presence

of the cubic polytypic intergrowth, STAC-1. However in the absence of TEM

evidence the relative

determined.
with

more

and pore

proportions of the cubic and hexagonal intergrowths cannot be

Samples of SBA-2 synthesised at lower temperatures resulted in materials

defined hollow

sphere morphology, and

STA-9

reduced unit cell parameter,

volume. Synthesis conducted in acidic media at

concentrations and at low temperatures
material

a

reveal

a

a

pore

size

variety of surfactant

phase transition from

an

amorphous

(at 1 wt% surfactant), to SBA-2 (10 wt%), to the mixed cubic/hexagonal phase
(20-30 wt%), to

surfactant concentrations

a pure

hexagonal phase named STA-10 (40 wt%). At higher

only amorphous phases

were

observed. In addition the cubic

mesophase obtained in the mixed phase STA-9 could be synthesised phase
lowering the concentration of the silicate
pattern as the cubic material SBA-1.
dodecahedron type

a

It

was

identified

on

by

the basis of the XRD

SEM images of this phase reveal rhombic

morphology consistent with the Pm3n

valuable information of the STA-10

indicating

source.

pure

space group.

phase, which showed

a

SEM also reveals

hexagonal morphology,

hexagonal symmetry.
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The pore

°C)

was

size of materials synthesised under acidic conditions at low temperatures (-4

found to be lower than those synthesised under basic conditions at RT, but

comparable to those synthesised under basic conditions at low temperatures. The
of materials

SBA-2(acid), STA-9, SBA-1C16-3-1, and STA-10

can

conducting the synthesis at RT. The window sizes of these structures
vapour

an

but this increases
the

be increased by

were

investigated by

adsorption of cyclopentane, «-hexane and mesitylene. Results show that the

of SBA-2 have

size

pore

cages

"accessibility limit" of ca. 4 A when synthesised under basic conditions

considerably allowing the adsorption of mesitylene (aprox. 6.5 A) when

phase is synthesised under acidic conditions. The "accessibility limits" (size of

window) of STA-10

can

cage

be approximated to 6.5 A (mesitylene is not adsorbed into its

pores/cages). Mesoporous materials STA-9 and SBA-1 CI6-3-1 both adsorbed large
quantities of mesitylene suggesting that the molecules
access a

large proportion of the

In addition

a

between cages

clear difference

cages
can

up to

the size of mesitylene easily

in these materials.

be observed in the size of the

connecting channels

when the syntheses with the cationic surfactant CI6-3-1

under acid and basic conditions. The mechanisms

are

of

course

suggesting that the counterion is responsible for the increase in

are

conducted

different (figure 75)
cage

window (cage-

connecting pore).

Acid

S2X1+

(S*X~S+)

Basic Sfl~

Figure 75. Sketch showing the proposed interactions between the inorganic silicate
framework and the surfactant micelle under acidic and basic conditions.

Charges outside the cages represent the charged inorganic species (+ve
and -ve for synthesis conducted under acidic media and basic media
respectively). Under acidic conditions the micellar surface consists of
positively charged surfactant headgroup balanced by the halide
counterions (represented by the negatively-charged small grey spheres).
Under basic conditions the positively charge micellar surface is balanced
directly by the inorganic species.
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Surfactant

16-quinuclidine and 18-quinuclidine,

indexed

the basis of a

on

hexagonal unit cell (p6m)

do not reveal further information
is observed in

on

gave

on

mesophases which could be

the basis of XRD data. SEM images

the structure of these materials

(a rod like morphology

MES01-16Q).

Surfactant 18-dabco-18

yielded mesophases under basic conditions which displayed type

IV isotherms. However its low

solubility under the synthesis conditions described and its

tendency to form lamellar phases which collapsed
unsuitable for the

calcination make this surfactant

upon

synthesis of mesoporous materials.

Surfactants 18-VP61-18 and 18-VP66-18, were

successfully employed for the synthesis of

mesophases under acid conditions and basic conditions. Low solubility required the
synthesis of mesophases to be conducted at higher temperatures to
solution of the surfactant used. XRD patterns

of these materials

peaks, associated with disordered structures. N2 isotherms
mesoporous

conditions
and
can

and porosity data suggests that larger

are

pores are

gave

prove

ensure

only

a

complete
few broad

that these solids

are

obtained when highly acidic

employed, though from the overall characterisation (XRD, SEM,

29Si NMR,

adsorption isotherms ofN2) of materials MESO-VP61 ACID and MESO-VP61BAS, it
be concluded under acid and basic conditions

we

obtain very

similar synthesis

products.
By

of a general conclusion, it is the view of the author that

way

one

surfactant molecule,

(one structure directing agent) suffices in order to make a large variety of meso structures.
For

example with surfactant C16-3-1, in this work, it has been possible to synthesis

phase with
(as well

space group

as

Pm3n (SBA-1 CI6-3-1),

a

a

cubic

hexagonal Pd/mmc (STA-10) structure

intermediate mixed phases, SBA-2, STA-9) under acid conditions using

variety of surfactant and TEOS concentrations. With the
to form

a

face centred cubic

from MCM-41

to

SBA-1

surfactant it is also possible

phase (STAC-1) under basic conditions. The phase transition
and from MCM-41

CTEABr, i.e. from cubic Pm3n to p6m to
transition may

same

a

also be found, by

means

to

MCM-48 have been

Ia3d)u,ri]

reported using

It is conceivable that further

of carefully tuning of the synthesis conditions in

the CI6-3-1 system.
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2.6. Future work

The

synthesis of

mesoporous

approaches; by synthesising

new

materials

was

successfully conducted using two

surfactant molecules and by variation of conditions using

previously reported surfactant systems. However, it is not possible to know from
whether the surfactant is not suitable for this type
reactions tried
and

lay in

a

region where

18-quinuclidine have shown

no

some

of synthesis

or

our

data

the phase diagram of

ordered phase is expected. Surfactant 18-VP61-18,
ordering in their

Probing of the synthetic

pores.

parameters further should result in some interesting results. One of the biggest problems,

though, encountered through out the project is the lack of solubility of the surfactants
under the

synthesis conditions required to polymerise silicate mesostructures. Hence

synthetic modifications to enhance
molecules is
aqueous

using

aqueous

required to obtain better results. An alternative approach would be to

solvents, where reverse-micelles

reverse

possible

from the few
formation of

formed,

can

area

representation of an anionic

reverse

are

of further work is the used of mixed surfactant systems. It

reported

syntheses,'4,21'641 that mixed surfactant

mono-phasic systems. That is to

instead of the

very

groups.'61'621

micelle.

say

appears

systems result in the

that micelles with both surfactants

formation of two micellar systems

characteristics. However, those mixed surfactants systems use
which

use non¬

be formed. The formation of nanoparticles

micelle chemistry has already been reported by several

Scheme 5. Schematic

Another

solubility of the solubility of these amphiphilic

are

containing different

amphiphilic molecules,

similar (e.g. C18-3-1 has been used with C14-3-1). Hence, the

use

of very

i?s
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different surfactant systems

quinuclidine
(complex)
In

addition, the

condense

cationic

a

CI6-3-1 with 18-VP61-18,
mesoporous

use

of alternative

materials with interesting

more

exotic structure directing agents such

same

are

dendritic

source

and

different from those used with conventional

very

synthesis (so far only amorphous phases have been obtained).
theme, the

use

of different liquid crystal such

crystal phases offer the possibility of imparting chirality
The need for increased

as

on a mesoporous

cholesteric liquid

framework.

quantitation of characterisation methods, especially the arrival at

a

amongst researchers as to what methods are best suited for the characterisation

of the pore

characteristics of mesoporous solids is

an

important

area

of present and future

Modelling of experimental XRD data is recently attracting much interest and is

paving the

way

for

a more

complete understanding of the mechanisms involved in the

solids.160'

synthesis and characterisation of mesocage
Finally, there is
this thesis,

a strong

feeling within the

mesoporous

community, at the time of writing

that future of mesoporous research should concentrate in applications derived

from these materials, and that conventional avenues

in the synthesis of novel mesoporous

structures have been exhausted. The author does not share this view

the

as

investigated. Preliminary investigations conducted using dendrimers,

silicate framework

Following the

work.

CI6-3-1 with 16-

however that the conditions required to hydrolyse the TEOS

surfactant

consensus

or

characteristics.

molecules should be
have proven

as

result in the formation of

may

porous

such

room

for

synthetic improvement is

mesoporous systems

is still

an

necessary,

incompletely explored

however and feels that

and control/engineering/design of
area

of inorganic synthesis.
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Chapter 3 Characterisation by TEM
3.1. Introduction

It is evident

by glancing at present and past publications in the field of

materials that without the aid of Transmission Electron

mesoporous

Microscopy (TEM), structure

elucidation, complete analysis of the pore characteristics and ordering of these would not
be

possible. TEM is

one

of the most powerful tools available to the material chemist, and

perhaps the most important for the "mesoporous" chemist. It is, in the majority of cases
impossible to completely determine the structure of
diffraction
very

as

only

a

few reflections

appear.

conditions and
structures.

and

phases from X-ray

The order and structure of these materials is

sensitive to synthesis conditions and hence most

structure fluctuations

mesoporous

mesoporous

intergrowths (domains). However

materials contain local

more

controlled synthesis

ongoing TEM work is ensuring the full characterisation of

mesoporous

Furthermore, the adaptation of modelling and diffraction software in order to

fully obtain information from both imaging and diffraction patterns, is enabling the rapid
characterisation of
solids.

Examples

newly synthesised pseudo-crystalline long ranged ordered

are

provided in the literature by the work of Alffedsson, Anderson, Diaz,

Sakamoto, Terasaki and
group

mesoporous

Zhou,'1"91

among

others. Detailed structures of MCM-48 (space

Ia3d), SBA-l(Pm3«), SBA-6 (Pm3n), SBA-16(/m3m), SBA-2 (P6j/ntmc) and

SBA-12

(P6j/mmc) have been elucidated in this

electron diffraction methods and

way,

using

a

combination of HRTEM,

modelling through electron density

maps.

TEM has been used in this thesis to examine the structures of SBA-1 and SBA-2

materials. For the latter, confirmation of the presence

polytypic intergrowth

was

and structure of the STAC-1

of special interest, and if possible to obtain information

on

the

proportions of the different phases of the cubic and hexagonal intergrowths. In addition
several materials have been

synthesised showing XRD patterns typical of

mesoporous

materials, yet due to the small number of observed reflections no accurate structural
information

can

be obtained from these. Hence, HRTEM has been used to characterise

their structures and their
conducted in order to

degree of order. In addition,

image the

pores

a

brief account of URTEM work

and determine the structure of a novel

mesoporous

solid, synthesised using a new synthetic pathway.
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3.1.1.

Sample preparation and equipment

Unless otherwise stated all
the

samples studied by HRTEM

previously described method in order to

then crushed in
material

to

a

mortar to

be studied onto the

lightly pressed to
microscope using
I

Samples
on

a

O

were

CCD

produce

ensure a

common

good

fine powder. No solvents

coverage

previously calcined using

the surfactant. Calcined solids

remove

grid, but instead the grid

was

were

placed

of the grid. Grids

were

used to transfer the

on top

were

of the solid

a

inserted into the

methods.'1 1

investigated using

camera

a

were

JEOL-2011, operating at 200 kV. Images

a

using low dose conditions when

ever

possible. Images

were

recorded

were

analysed

using the GATAN software, and unless otherwise stated, all electron diffraction patterns
were

simulated

the GATAN

on

thin

software.'11'

the TFFT function and

order to

regions of the images shown, using the FFT function provided in

measure

as

A

typical analysis also included; simulation of the images using

plots of contrast

accurately

curves

through ordered regions of the image in

possible repeat distances and

as

However it must be noted that contrast is

a

obtained

using contrast

purposes

only. Theoretical diffraction patterns

has only been used

software McTEMPAS. It is worth
not

wall thickness.

complex parameter that it is dependent

amongst many things, the thickness of the specimen under
curves

pore

were

as

observation,'10' and the

on,

data

estimates, and for comparison

simulated using the widely available

noting that the intensities of ED patterns simulated do

correspond to experimental observation, and these have been used to display the

exnected positions of reflections for
x

x

a

given unit cell dimensions and symmetries.

O

*

3.2. Results and Discussion

3.2.1. TEM studies

TEM

images

C16TEABr

on

were

(chosen

calcined SBA-1 materials

taken

on

on

the best sample of calcined SBA-1 material prepared using

the basis of the XRD patterns). Images taken looking down high,

symmetry axis are shown in figure 76. The images were taken at underfocus conditions
and

correspond to the [100] and the [210] directions, (figure 76(a) and 76(b) respectively).
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Figure 76. HRTEM images of ealcined SBA-1. The incident electrons are parallel to
the [100] fa), and [210] (b) directions. The corresponding Fourier (FFTED) diffractograms (above right) and the theoretical ED patterns (below
right) are shown for each image. The inset shown in directly in the image
corresponds to the inverse of the Fourier diffractogram (T-FFT).
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Figure 77. HRTEM images of calcined Ag-SBA-1. The incident electrons are
parallel to the [110] direction. The FFT-ED patterns and the expected
theoretical pattern are shown on the right of the image (above and below
respectively). The I-FFT image has been inserted directly on the image
for clarity.
Theoretical ED patterns

generated for

cell parameter

73 A,

images
were

were

of a^b

=

are

a

cubic material with

space group

shown adjacent to the images. It

was

Pm 3 n and unit

found that TEM

extremely hard to obtain for the SBA-1 materials studied, and that particles

only stable when using low dose conditions and for short periods of time.

Incorporation of silver into the

of SBA-1

pores

contrast obtained from the pores

was

More

added to

was

stirred at RT for 4 hours. The solution
300 °C under

was

prepared by
a

a

wetness impregnation method.

solution of AgN03 (excess) in water and

filtered, washed with distilled H2O and dried at

flowing O2 for 4 hours. The structure of this material

(not shown), and
down the

conducted in order to increase the

of the materials without affecting the structure of the

original material. Ag-SBA-1 material
specifically, calcined SBA-1

was

no

loss of structure

was

was

verified using XRD

observed. A TEM image of this sample looking

[110] direction is shown in figure 78. The darker regions correspond to silver

clusters formed

throughout the

on

the external surface of the material,

mesopores

although silver

was

detected

of the solid by EDX analysis (not shown). Although the contrast

differences between the pore

and the silicate framework is increased,

a more

in depth TEM
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study is required to
and other porous

measure

the advantage of silver incorporation into the

pores

of these

solids.

From the FFT-DP shown in

figure 76(a), it is possible to

and hence the unit cell parameter
from the XRD pattern, a-TEM =

(a^b = dwo)- The result

70.0 and

axim =

measure

agrees

directly <7(oo2) reflection

well with that calculated

70.7 A. It is worth noting that the contrast

patterns obtained from the images including, that of the sample of Ag-SBA-1, agree with
other

images of SB A-1 published in the

3.2.1. TEM studies

To

on

calcined SBA-2

literature.'4'

synthesised in alkaline media

begin the study of SBA-2, the initial sample studied by TEM

using the reported synthesis by Zhou et
with their

unit cell

al..'6' Figure 78 shows

was one

synthesised

two images of this sample

corresponding FFT-ED patterns, viewed down the [001] direction of a hexagonal

(a), and the [100] of a cubic unit cell (b). Image (a) shows stacking faults typical

of the SBA-2 solid with

alternating "...ABABA...." and "...ABCAB....". The FFT-ED

pattern shows evidence in the form of streaks for this type of defect. The image shown in

figure X.b shows for the first time

an

image down the [100] direction of the cubic

intergrowth STAC-1 (highlighted with red

arrows on

image) where

acUb=

72.9 A,

as

calculated from the FFT-ED pattern.

Scheme 4.

looking down a. A single hexagonal unit
Spheres represent cages (micelle position in the
as made material) and blue connecting lines represent cage-connecting
channels. This is characteristic of hep structures and has been observed
during HRTEM imaging.

Representation of an hep

array

ceil is outlined in black.
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Figure 78. HRTEM images of calcined SBA-2; showing an image down the [100]
direction of the hexagonal polytype (a), and STAC-1 looking down the
[100] (b) direction. The indexed FFT-ED patterns, theoretical ED and
the I-FFT are shown as for previous images. An image taken at higher
magnification showing typical staking faults is shown in (a).
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Assuming close packing of spheres, the unit cell parameter for STAC-1
calculated from the XRD pattern using the relation;

acub, as

and ahex can be obtained
from the XRD
shown in

analytical

a2cub

=

can

81*2, where

easily from the XRD peak positions. The value for

(69.2 A) is smaller than that of

acub

be related to

a<;Ub

r =

2/ahex

calculated

calculated directly from the image

figure 78(b), 72.9 A. However, this small difference lies within accepted
error,

particularly considering the

error

associated with measuring peak positions

in XRD patterns.
Calcined

samples of SBA-2 synthesised at pH

concentrations than those

74)

were

=

11 and with higher surfactant

reported previously (the synthesis is described in Chapter 2

observed under the electron microscope. The XRD peak measured for this sample

(from the reduced intensity of the d(io3) reflection) indicates that
cubic

page

a

larger proportion of the

intergrowth STAC-1 should be observed. Figures 79 shows two images taken of this

sample, showing FFT-ED patterns typical of a cubic structure looking down the [100] (a),
and the

[110] (b), directions. The unit cell parameter for the STAC-1 intergrowth

accurately calculated to be;

ao =

63.7 A. It is possible to calculate the

described above, from the XRD patterns. The value for

acub parameter

as

the XRD

(66.3 A) is larger than that of acub calculated directly from the image (63.7

shown in

figure 79(a), though this difference

error.

the

once

again lies within

an

study of this material

diffractrograms
Zhou et

accepted analytical

are

more

images that could be indexed only

domain

the basis of

on

in
a

recorded. Some of these images and their associated

were

shown in figure 80. They show similar defects than those reported by

al.'6' Figure 80(a), shows

a

clear domain boundary (indicated by red line

separating two regions (A and B) with [001] orientations. Evidence for the

on

image)

presence

of this

boundary is also obtained from the FFT-ED pattern take of a region including both

domains (inset
same

C). The doubling of the spots suggests that the domains, although showing

orientation,

(indicated by red

surfactant

are not

arrows on

unit cell parameters

this

A)

However, though these images clearly show evidence of the presence of STAC-1,

hexagonal unit cell

the

for

calculated from

STAC-1,

acub

be

can

parallel to each other. Figure 80(b) shows stacking faults

image) typical of SBA-2. It is interesting to note that both the

for the hexagonal and cubic intergrowths decrease

upon

increase of the

concentration, suggesting that the formation of both intergrowths is affected by

synthetic parameter, and that their formation mechanisms

Despite the identification of the phases
dominance of one

are very

no accurate measurement can so

closely related.

far be made of the

intergrowth or the other, though both XRD and
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iijo
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nm
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Figure 79. HRTEM images of calcined SBA-2RT showing images of the polytipic
intergrowth STAC-1 looking down the [100] (a), and the [110] (b),
directions. The indexed FFT-ED patterns, theoretical ED and the I-FFT
are shown as for previous images. Red arrows indicate the position of a
twin plane, a defect encountered often in this material.
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Figure 80. HRTEM images of calcined SBA-2RT showing images of the
hexagonal polytypic intergrowth, viewed down the [001] direction,
(a) and (b). Both images show typical defects encountered in the
SBA-2 material, the formation of domain boundaries and stacking
faults, (a) and (b) respectively. See text for a discussion of the insets.
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SBA-2

studied
in

prepared using the

same

molar compositions but at —4 °C (SBA-2LT)

was

also

by TEM. The XRD pattern for the sample observed under the microscope is shown

figure 46 in Chapter 2. The XRD pattern this sample

cell than that

prepared at RT. In addition

a more

was

found to have

a

smaller unit

intense d(io3) is observed indicating a

higher proportion of the hexagonal intergrowth.

Figure 81. HRTEM images of calcined SBA-2LT taken at three focus steps, underfocus
(a), underfocus (b) and overfocus (c). The corresponding FFT-ED patterns are
shown, together with an enlarged image taken at overfocused conditions,
highlighting the pore connectivity (d).
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Figure 81 shows image recorded looking down the [001]
focus.

zone

axis, taken at different

Through focus analysis has been previously conducted by

compose

images

the

are

porous

identical

model of SBA-2 and STAC-1.

information

same

image enlarged. Cage-connecting channels

reveal

can

be observed directly

on

the image

feature not observed in images taken at underfocus

a

conditions. In addition, contrast

profile

curves

taken

82) taken with underfocus conditions images reveal
on

seems to

porosity of the sample in this orientation. Figure 81(d) shows the

(highlighted with red arrows),

A when done

The FFT-ED patterns of all three

image taken at overfocus conditions

more

the

to

expected and the contrast is reversed in the image taken at

as

overfocus conditions. However, the
on

Zhou,'7' in order

across

a cage

the (01-10) direction (figure

size for SBA-2 of 32.9 A (32.8

image taken with overfocus conditions), though this value is

an

considerably larger than the (BJH) value calculated from the N2 isotherm data (23 A).
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Figure 82. Contrast profile curve taken along the (01-10) direction on an underfocus
image viewed down the [001] zone axis. The marked region represents the
size of the cage from pore wall to pore wall.

Figure 83 and 84 shows further images of calcined SBA-2LT; viewed down the [100]hex of
the

hexagonal intergrowth (83a) showing

very

defined stacking faults and twin planes; the

[110] of the cubic STAC-1 (83b); (on the next page) view down

an

undetermined

zone

axis

(84a) showing straight and "zig-zagging " channels (insets) and finally along another
undetermined orientation

showing

a

superstructure-type hexagonal arrangement of pores

(84b). The unit cell parameters calculated for this material directly from HRTEM images
are

ahex =

46.9 and

Chex

-

76.6 A for the hexagonal phase and acUb = 66.2

synthesised at low temperatures. These values

agree

A for STAC-1

well with the values calculated from

XRD data.
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Figure 83. HRTEM images of calcined SBA-2LT; looking down [100] of the
hexagonal intergrowth (a) where stacking faults are easily observed (these
are highlighted in the enlarged inset); and looking down the [110] zone axis
of the cubic STAC-1 phase.
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Figure 84. HRTEM images of calcined SBA-2LT; looking down an undetermined
orientations (a) and (b), showing defects associated with the SBA-2
structure such as domain boundaries, stacking faults and the presence of
straight and zig-zag channel. Domains in both images are too small to
obtain indexable FFT-ED patterns.
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3.2.3. TEM studies

on

calcined SBA-2 and related

samples synthesised in acid media

The confirmation of the structures of

samples SBA-2(acid) and STA-10 (the synthesis of

these materials has been described in

Chapter 2)

say

were

that the XRD patterns could both be indexed

TEM

analysis

was

used to confirm

or

on

possible from the XRD. That is to
the basis of

a

hexagonal unit cell.

otherwise the hexagonal unit cells.

Figure 85 shows TEM images of SBA-2(acid), synthesised with 10 % surfactant
concentration.

Stacking faults and structural domains reminiscent of SBA-2 synthesised

under basic conditions

could be indexed

on

are

clearly observed in figure 85(a). Images

the basis of

naming of this material

as

were

SBA-2(acid). However

as

suggested by the

imaging

are ahex=

those calculated from the XRD pattern

Figure 86, shows images taken

c=

images

64.6 (a=

studies

on

a

more

defined d(io3)

larger proportion of

found to be of a hexagonal nature. The hexagonal unit cell parameters

calculated from HRTEM

and other

recorded that

hexagonal and cubic unit cells (figure 85(b)), hence the

peak in XRD pattern (shown in figure 51 Chapter 2) of this material,
particles

were

can

43.0 and

on a

be indexed
c=

this material

on

46.6 A and

(ahex= 46.6 and

Chex^

Chex~

76.0. These

agree

as

well with

74.9).

calcined sample of STA-10. FFT-ED patterns of these
the basis of a hexagonal unit cell, where

68.0 from XRD). No cubic ordering

suggesting that this indeed

may

was

be the

a=

42.8 and

found after extensive

pure

hexagonal polytipic

intergrowth found in SBA-2 made under acid and basic conditions.
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Figure 85. HRTEM images of calcined SBA-2(acid); looking down the [100]hex zon
axis (a) showing stacking faults (an image taken at higher magnification i
shown in the inset); and looking down the [110]cub.
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Figure 86: HRTEM images of calcined STA-10; looking down the [001] zone axis (a),
and an undetermined orientation (b) showing stacking faults consistent with
the [100] orientation.
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Figure 87. HRTEM images of calcined STA-9; looking down the [111 ]CUb zone axis
(a) and looking down the [001]hex zone axis of a particle with hexagonal
order. Inset (below left) shows the IFFT simulated image of the same
particle with reverse contrast.
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The mixed

mesophase STA-9 synthesised under acidic media at 20-30% surfactant

concentration forms separate

morphologies that

structures. These have been confirmed

of the

[111]

zone

associated with cubic and hexagonal

using HRTEM. Figure 87(a) shows

axis of a cubic unit cell from which the

Figure 87(b) shows the [001]
a

are

hexagonal unit cell with Chex

zone
=

acUb=

phase

was

unit cell parameter are very
HRTEM

image taken

86.9 A, and d(2io)= 35.4

A.

axis of a hexagonally ordered particle. From this image

66.7 A

was

calculated with a d(oo2r 33.3 A.

Changing the synthetic conditions the cubic co-phase found in STA-9
basis of XRD, this

an

was

formed. On the

named SBA-1C16-3-1 since the peaks, peak intensities and

similar to the Pm3n SBA-1 phase synthesised with CTEABr.

imaging of this material confirms these assumptions. In addition SEM images of

particle morphology suggests that the phase is obtained with
Figure 88 shows

an

unit cell parameter

no

hexagonal impurity.

HRTEM image showing the [210] direction of SBA-1C16-3-1. The

calculated from these and other images is 81.3 A (acUb= 83.0 A from

XRD).

Figure 88. HRTEM images of SBA-1C16-3-1 where the electron beam direction is parallel
to the [210] direction. This contrast pattern in this image is very similar to that
shown in figure 76b showing the [210] zone axes of SBA-1 C16TEABr.
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Mesophases synthesised under the
concentrations led to XRD patterns

same

conditions but at 1% and 50% surfactant

that could not be indexed due to the lack of intense

peaks. The high degree of disorder

was

this,

"worm-hole" type of disordered structure is observed.

as

shown in figure 89, where

a

Figure 89. HRTEM images of
surfactant. No ordered

3.2.4. TEM studies

confirmed by SEM. TEM images further confirm

disordered mesophase synthesised at 50 wt%
regions were found after extensive TEM analysis.

a

calcined MES01-16Q,

on

MES02-16Q and MESO-18Q

Mesoporous materials made with cationic surfactant 16(18)-Quinuclidine were on the
basis of XRD indexed
run

as

hexagonal structures similar to MCM-41. Channels in MCM-41

parallel lo each other, hence TEM

ordered when

they

are

either parallel

or

images are

characteristic in that the

pores appear

perpendicular to the electron beam.

Figure 90 shows images of MES01-16Q (a) and MES02-16Q (b), which were synthesised
at

pH values of 1.5 and 0.5 respectively. Both samples show the

along at least
were

one

obtained and

direction, however
no

a

images showing

presence

of fringes in

large amount of images showing disordered regions
pores

parallel to the beam direction were recorded.
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20

mil

Figure 90. HRTEM images of a mesophases MES01-16Q (a) and MES02-16Q (b),
showing ordered pores perpendicular to the beam direction.
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3.2.5. TEM studies

Calcined

on

calcined MESO-18D18BAS

samples of MESO-18D18BAS

extensive TEM

imaging

no

evidence of

an

were

observed under the microscope yet after

ordered structure

was

observed (an EfRTEM

image is shown in figure 91). The XRD of this sample could not be indexed and hence
TEM results

are as

expected.

Figure 91. HRTEM image of calcined MESO-18D18BAS.

3.2.6. TEM studies

All

on

calcined MESO-VP61BAS, MESO-VP61 ACID

samples of MESO-VP61ACID and MESO-VP61BAS showed amorphous particles

under the TEM. However, some ordered
VP61ACID

(figure 92) where

some

regions

were

stacking faults

observed in particles for MESOcan

be observed, suggesting that

although the samples is largely amorphous, tuning of the synthesis conditions
a more

may

result in

ordered structure.
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Figure 92. HRTEM images of calcined MES0-VP61ACID (a) looking down an
undetermined orientation showing stacking faults and pore defects, and
calcined MESO-VP61BAS (b). No ordered regions were observed for this
sample under the electron microscope.
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3.2.7.

Imaging the phase transition from hexagonal SBA-15 to cubic STA-11.

SBA-15

and

propylthiol

collaboration with Robert

incorporated

Hodgkins. HRTEM

structures of these materials and to

propylthiol

within the

groups

SBA-15

fimctionalised SBA-15 with

was

232 Pluronicl23

result of the tethered

(3-Mercaptopropyl)triethoxysilane (MPTS) shown has been

:

1 TEOS

:

x

MPTS, where

x

is the amount of propylthiol to make gels

Synthesis conditions

refluxed at 80 °C in ethanol for 24 hours and dried at 100 °C
the surfactant,

leaving the

tether. FFT patterns are

indexed

propylthiol tethered

porous

Figure 93 shows TEM images recorded

were

kept

as

on

overnight in order to

mesoporous

framework.

samples with 0% and 2% loadings of the thiol

typical of the large

pore

hexagonal phase SBA-15 and

can

be

accordingly. Figure 93(a) shows several particles with different orientations which

be indexed

the basis of

on

a

hexagonal unit cell. Contrast patterns for this image

typical of the SBA-15 and have been reported
93(b)

as a

reported previously. Materials synthesised with different loadings of the propylthiol

remove

can

in

of SBA-15. The preparation of direct synthesis

with TEOS/SHTEOS ratios of 0%, 2%, 7%, and 10%.

were

synthesised

required to confirm the hexagonal

identify the loss of order

pores

were

previously.'12' The final molar composition of the gels were; 272 H2O : 41 HC1:

described

those

materials

previously.'12'

As

be observed in figure

loss of order is detected when only 2% of the tether is added to the original

no

synthesis of SBA-15. Unit cell parameters for these materials
the concentration of the tether is increased in the
from the

can

are

hexagonal SBA-15 phase to what

are

synthesis to 7%,

appears

listed in table 25. When
a

transition is observed

to be a very different structure (figure

94). FFT-ED patterns taken of these and other images confirm that the
associated with

basis of a

a

cubic structure similar to

body centred cubic structure with

this material is very

MCM-48,'1,13"15'

space group

and

can

new

phase is in fact

be indexed

on

the

Ia-3d. The unit cell parameter for

large (228A) though increases of this type have been measured

previously by researchers studying the phase transition from MCM-41 to MCM48, from
hexagonal 2D to

a

concentration in the

cubic 3D-connected
synthesis gel

was

structure.'1'13"15'

a

In addition when the tether

further increased to 10%, the cubic structure

remained, though more amorphous features were observed signifying a considerable loss
of order

(not shown). This

silicious

equivalent

show HRTEM

can

new mesoporous

phase has been named STA-11, and its

pure

be obtained by calcination of the tethered material. Figure 95(a-b)

images of calcined STA-11. As

can

be observed the material undergoes

no
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loss of order upon

calcination. However, the unit cell parameters (table 25),

solely from HRTEM data show that

a

determined

reduction of unit cell size is experienced when the

tether is removed from the framework. This is

100

as

typical for

mesoporous

materials.

om

(b)
'

-v

Figure 93. HRTEM images of extracted samples of; SB A-15 showing particles with
different orientations (a), and SH-SBA-15 (2%) viewed down the [001]
direction. FFT-ED patterns taken of ordered regions of the images are
shown

as

insets.
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(a)
112-2

Figure 94. HRTEM images of extracted samples of STA-11 looking down; the [110]
orientation (a), the inset shows an image of the same regioon at higher
magnification; and the [111] zone axis. FFT-ED patterns taken of ordered
regions of the images are shown as insets.
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Figure 95. HRTEM images of calcined samples of STA-11 looking down the [100]
orientation (a), and an overfocused image of the [111] direction showing
reversed contrast (b). FFT-ED patterns taken of ordered regions of the
images are shown as insets.
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Table 25. Unit cell parameters for extracted samples of SH-SBA-15 and SH-STA-11
with different amounts of tether, and of calcined SBA-15 and STA-11.
Values were obtained solely from analysis of HRTEM imaging.

Sample
(TEOS/MPTS)
SBA-15 calcined (0%)
SH-SBA-15 extracted(2%)
SH-STA-11 extracted (7%)

unit cell parameter,

STA-11 calcined

224

ahex/

acub

(^)

137
118
228

The mechanism involved in the formation of the cubic STA-11

propylthiol tether has not been investigated. The explanation
the g parameter

involved for

a

phase transition to

occur

from

a

lie however in

hexagonal p6m to

change?. Several explanations

required before

propylthiol

addition of the
a

shift in

(described in detail in Chapter 1). A decrease in g from 1/2 to 2/3 must be

What offsets this

work is

may

on

a

source may

full explanation

Ia3d

space group.

available and considerable further

be given, however the author suggest that the

be interacting with the surfactant polymeric headgroup at the

surface of the micelle, and hence

surface, hence decreasing the
the described conditions

can

are

an

g

(fromg

increasing the effective headgroup

area at

parameter and shifting the phase diagram
=

the micelle

of PI23 under

V/ a0l).
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3.3. Conclusions and further work

The confirmation of the structures of SBA-1 C16TEABr, and SBA-2
and LT under alkaline conditions

basis of HRTEM

succesfully conducted. It has been found,

was

reported by previous reserachers, contain

proportion of the cubic STAC-1 polytypic intergrowth, though
nor

cell parameter

observed under the electron microscope. It

sample known

phase

no

pure

higher

a

material

was

possible to calculate unit

was

recorded. The mesoporous

in the mesoporous

images of

solid STA-10

hexagonal phase, which

also studied by HRTEM, and the

can

was

a

cubic phase similar to STAC-1

also identified

on

on

as a

be associated with the hexagonal polytypic intergrowth

the basis of HRTEM, however a

necessary to

were

the basis of HRTEM

solid SBA-2. Separation of the cubic co-phase found in STA-9

confirmed to be SBA-1

samples is

were

SBA-2(acid) showed images and defects typical of SBA-2 synthesised

as

under basic conditions. Furthemore

better

the

for both hexagonal and cubic intergrowths.

Samples prepared with surfactant CI6-3-1

pure

on

imaging and FFT-ED patterns that samples of SBA-2 made with higher

surfactant concetrations than those

synthesised

synthesised at RT

was

also

longer microscopy study in

determine the connectivity of these materials and their

relationship with the CI6-3-1 phase diagram under acid conditions.
As

expected

on

the basis of XRD

mesoporous

Quinuclidine led to images that showed
and

pore

solids prepared with surfactant 18-

ordering along two directions; perpendicular

parallel to the beam directions suggesting that these phases

are

indeed related to the

simple 2D MCM-41 solid.
Though images of the
regions,

some

long

mesoporous

range

ordering

ordered mesoporous structures

solids MESO-VP61acid showed largely amorphous
was

observed, proof that it is possible to synthesise

with the bulky cationic surfactants. However,

a

longer

synthetic and HRTEM study is require in order to obtain better ordered materials and to
determine their structural characteristics.

Finally, the large

pore mesoporous

solid STA-11 has been identified as

3D-connected material with space group
pore

pore

equivalent to MCM-48, in the

la 3 d. This material

same way

can

a

phase

pure

be considered

that SBA-12 and SBA-6

are

a

cubic

large

considered large

equivalents of SBA-2 and SBA-1 respectively. The material is characterised by

having

a very

large unit cell and forms

as a

result of a transition from hexagonal SBA-15

1S8
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upon

addition of 7% MPTS

material
As

a

can

(TEOS /MPTS) to the synthesis gel. The

siliceous

easily be made by calcination of the tethered SH-STA-11.

general trend, it is interesting to note that despite the

observed for materials

were

analysed using HRTEM
images, from which,

on

the basis of SEM

as

SBA-2(acid), SBA-2LT

spherical and not typical of their respective phases, specimens

were

more

defined morphologies

extremely ordered structure, images recorded

assume

using HRTEM did not show this. In contrast for solids such
morphologies

very

synthesised at low temperatures, where

imaging it would be acceptable to

where

pure

much

more

stable under the electron beam and

information could be extracted,

were

as a

obtained. This, the author

guesses, must

be because local structure and overall particle morphology though

closely related

are two separate

averaged out

as

range

further

that defects and disorder is

allowing for

very

a

several
a

groups

characteristic

number of

has recently allowed the

mesoporous

including; SBA-1, SBA-6, SBA-16, and

synthesised in this project could

information

appears

grows,

porosity and connectivity of

basis of XRD and HRTEM data

It

very

order an amorphous material.

modelling studies conducted by

characterisation of

Materials

processes.

the particle morphology

morphologies yet at shorter
In addition

growth

result

prove

phases

on

the

MCM-48.'1,2'4'

extremely challenging to model, however

yielded by such work would help elucidate the structure and characteristics

allowing

a

formation of these

better understanding of the mechanisms and

complex, pseudo-ordered

processes

involved in the

porous structures.
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Incorporation of Catalytic Active Sites into Mesoporous
Materials:

Catalytic Studies

Chapter 4 Catalysis

4.1. Introduction

Among the applications of
active

catalytic sites into the

investigated. The
area

new asset

called

ship in

a

mesoporous

solids have

over

conventional high surface

size, and the potential selectivity

addition,

as a

connected cages

pores

mesoporous

materials allow the advancement of

so

of mesoporous materials using various synthetic

procedures.'1"

result of their larger pore sizes and in particular the 3-dimensional

and channels of mesoporous materials such

advantage of reduced

through the

of certain

bottle catalysis through the entrapment of organic ethers, complexes and

nanoparticles into the

the

that

structures is undoubtedly the most extensively

might infer.

The nature of the cages

In

porous

materials, catalysis and the incorporation of

silicas is their better defined and controllable pore

that this

51

mesoporous

pore

mesoporous

as

SBA-1 and MCM-48 offer

blocking and increased diffusivity of reactants and products

framework.'1' The activity of

mesoporous

materials and

catalysis,'5,6' basic catalysis,'7"
catalysis,'14,15' and stereospecific

complexes attached to such materials has been tested in acid
91

oxidations,'10,11' reductions,'13,12' enantioselective

polymerization,'16' amongst others.'17,18'
This work is concerned with the

incorporation of metal active sites into the frameworks of

SBA-1, SBA-2 and related materials, and in particular the incorporation of sites active in

acid-catalysis and epoxidation. Aluminium incorporated into MCM-41 has been
be active in

numerous

mesoporous

acid

catalysed

reactions.'4'

proven to

In turn the activity of Ti incorporated into

MCM-41 and SBA-15 has been reported recently for the epoxidation

cyclohexene.'3,5' The incorporation of the A1 and Ti active sites and their activity in acid
catalysed and epoxidation reactions is discussed in the following text. Post-synthetic
treatment of

catalysts has been used to increase selectivities and conversions in these

reactions. These treatments have been

adopted in this work whenever possible in order to

improve the catalytic activity of heterogeneous catalysts described in the following
sections.
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4.2.

Incorporation of aluminium into

mesoporous

material

4.2.1. Introduction

A

the

variety of direct synthesis (in situ) and post-synthesis methods have been reported for

incorporation of aluminium into

mesoporous

solids.'20"22' All of these methods result in

the formation of calcined materials that contain A1 both in tetrahedral and octahedral

(extra-framework) coordinations. Bronsted acid and ion exchange sites
associated with the presence

are

primarily

of tetrahedrally coordinated A1 in framework positions within

the silica matrix. Re-insertion of extra framework A1 into framework

positions has been

previously described for dealuminated Y zeolites via hydrothermal treatment of the zeolite
in

an

aqueous

solution of KOH,'23' and

treatment of the calcined

more

recently in

mesoporous

silicas using

a

similar

NH4OH,'34' which is used for its mild

inorganic material with

basicity (stronger bases would dissolve the silicate framework), and for the potential of

NH4+

to be an

acid-generating cation (and therefore enhance Bronsted acidity). Another

factor to be taken into consideration is that at low
and not condense with the silica

source.

incorporation of Al into SBA-1 via
aluminium

sites.'22'

considerable

loss

When materials
of structure

frameworks of mesoporous
a

was

a

pH aluminium will remain in solution

Recently Hartmann et al. have reported the

direct route, resulting in exclusively tetrahedral

were

synthesised here, using

observed.

Hence

a

similar method

a

incorporation of Al into the

materials prepared under acidic conditions must be done using

post synthetically. Furthermore post synthetic or grafting methods, ensure that a high

proportion of incorporated aluminium is accessible to reactants, and it has been reported to
result in

through

4.2.2.

a

loss of structural order and in

no

direct synthesis

more

samples made

route.'24'

Experimental

The

synthesis of Al-SBA-2

was

conducted under basic conditions using

synthesis preparation where addition of the Al
TEOS. More

the solution

source

a

direct

took place straight after addition of

specifically, the dicationic gemini surfactant CI6-3-1, TMAOH and distilled

water, were mixed in the

of

stable structures than

was

following molar ratio, 0.27 CI6-3-1: 1 TMAOH: 50 H2O. After

stirred for 30 minutes at

room

temperature, TEOS and the desired amount

[(CH3)2CH0]3A1 (aluminium isopropoxide)

were

added separately in the ratio; 1-x
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TEOS:

[(CH3)2CH0]3A1. This is the

x

synthesis of SBA-2
gel

was

as

described in

page

same

molar composition

as

that used for the

92 of Chapter 2. The pH of the resulting synthesis

adjusted to pH 10.5-11 by addition of HC1. The material

was

stirred rapidly (300

rpm) for 4 hours at RT to allow the formation of a homogeneous gel, after which removal
of the solution

by filtration,

was

followed by drying at 80 °C overnight and calcination

using procedures described earlier (see chapter 2).
under basic conditions

were

prepared at

a

Samples of Al-SBA-2 synthesised

variety of Si/Al ratios. These

SBA-2DS(X) where DS denotes that the sample

prepared via

was

a

are

named Al-

direct synthesis

procedure and X the Si/Al ratio in the reaction gel.
Al-SBA-2(acid), Al-SBA-1 (prepared with cationic surfactant C16TEABr), Al-STA-9, AlSTA-10

were

calcined

sample

prepared using
was

a post

dried under

vacuum

nitrogen, to lg (typically) of calcined
amount of
to

synthesis wetness impregnation technique. The
for

a

period of 12 hours after which and under

mesoporous

[(CEE^CHO^Al in dried hexane (20ml)

material

was

a

solution of the desired

added. The reaction

stir at RT for 2 hours to allow the diffusion of the A1

source

was

allowed

into the mesopores,

and

subsequently heated in air to 60 °C under continuous stirring until the solvent had

evaporated. The remaining Al-incorporated solid

was

re-calcined at 550 °C under flowing

O2. These samples are named AI-SBA-2PS(X)acid, AI-SBA-IPS(X), A1-STA-9PS(X) and

Al-STA-lOPS(X), where PS denotes that the sample

was

prepared via

procedure and X the experimental Si/Al ratio. Al-SBA-lPS(X) samples
stirring

in

a

a

post synthesis

were

treated by

1 M solution of NH4OH (100 ml/g) at 30 °C for 6 hours. Samples

washed with distilled water and dried at 150 °C in air. Treated

were

samples have been named

A1-SBA-1PS(X)T.

4.2.3.Characterisation

Determination of the

mesophases formed by direct synthesis

(figure 96). Direct synthesis methods used to

prepare

was

confirmed using XRD

A1-SBA-2DS(X) catalyst all yielded

patterns that could be indexed on the basis of a hexagonal unit cell (figure 96A). Likewise,

Al-incorporated samples of SBA-1 resulted in
recognised

as

is

as post

expected

shown in

peaks that

can

be easily

those associated with those expected of the SBA-1 phase (figure 96B). This
synthetic incorporation is not expected to change the phase previously

formed. XRD patterns
are

mesoporous

of Al-SBA-2PS(20)acid, A1-STA-9PS(20) and A1-STA-10PS(20)

figure 96C, showing typical XRD patterns associated with these materials.
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Finally,

as can

be observed in figure 96D, treatment with NH4OH of Al-SBA-lPS(X)

solids resulted in

some

loss of structural order

samples could also be indexed

on

(on the basis of XRD), though treated

the basis of a cubic unit cell.

Figure 96. XRD patterns of Al-loaded materials A1-SBA-2DS(X) (A), Al-SBA-lPS(X)
(B), Al-SBA-2PS(20)acid, A1-STA-9PS(20) and A1-STA-10PS(20) (C). For
comparison the XRD pattern of SBA-1, A1-SBA-1PS(40) and Al-SBA1PS(40)t are shown in (D).
Table 26. Si/Al ratios,

experimental (in parentheses) and measured by EDX

analysis.
Catalyst

A1-SBA-2DS(20)
A1-SBA-2DS(40)
A1-SBA-2DS(60)
A1-SBA-2DS( 100)
A1-SBA-1PS(20)
A1-SBA-1PS(40)
A1-SBA-1PS(60)
Al-SBA-lPS(lOO)
Al-SBA-2PS(20)acid
A1-STA-9PS(20)
A1-STA-10PS(20)
Al-SBA-lPS(20>r
Al-SBA-lPS(40>r
Al-SBA-lPS(60>r
A1-SBA-1PS(100)t

Si/Al

(edx)

8

20
47
85
10
32

51
180
12
15

29
-

36
-

-
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Table 26 summarises chemical

composition of the Al-loaded

catalysts made

mesoporous

using the synthesis methods described above. Si/Al ratios in the final solid

were

confirmed

using EDX analysis. A typical EDX analysis is shown in figure 97. * A decrease in the
intensity of the A1 peak

can

be clearly observed in samples with

incorporation of the aluminium
the

direct

source appears to

synthesised materials,

a

lower A1 content. The

be in general higher than expected. For

it is not possible to accurately calculate the

"incorporation-yield" in terms of aluminium without first considering what the yield of
silica in the reaction is. From the

synthesis of purely siliceous materials,

approximately 60%, and that the yield depends

on

we

know that it is

synthesis conditions such

as

temperature, reaction time and pH. Furthermore, from the study described in page 70 it can
be observed that

(for SBA-1) at higher yields, attained with longer synthesis times,

obtain mesoporous

solids with

interested in variations in
and

no

a

smaller

we

size (using the BJH method). This study is

pore

catalytic activity between high and low loadings in the catalysts,

attempt was made at approaching the "incorporation-yield" to a value closer to

100%, by variation of the experimental conditions. The EDX value is from now on taken
the effective Si/Al ratio for each

as

The

catalyst, and therefore included in parentheses.

homogeneity of the A1 incorporated

ordered

was

characterised by EDX-mapping conducted

particles of the catalysts identified by HRTEM imaging (some of these images

shown in

Figure 98). Figure 97 shows

White spots

in the

observed the

map represent

the

a

typical

presence

map groups

of Al, Si

or

on
are

obtained using the technique.

O in the

area

scanned. As

can

be

spatial distribution of Al is identical (although lower in intensity) to that of

silicon and oxygen,

indicating

a

high degree of homogeneity, which

was

observed in all Al

catalysts studied.
A

homogeneous incorporation is required to test that the synthesis procedure is suitable,

indicating the Al

source

sites will be present
assumed that any
and not just

*

A

is entering all the

cages

of the catalyst and that potential active

through out the internal surface of the catalyst. In addition it

can

be

catalytic results found for the sample will be true for the whole material

for specific

areas

in the solid.

complete description of an EDX analysis is given in

page

27 of the Characterisation Techniques section.
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Figure 97. Typical EDX spectra of Al-SBA-lPS(lO) (a) and A1-SBA-1PS(180) (b),
and EDX-mapping plots for Al-SBA-lPS(lO) (c), Al-SBA-2PS(12)acid
(d) and A1-SBA-1PS(51) (e). White regions represent the presence of the
element studied in the particle, indicating that A1 is homogeneously
incorporated in pores of the catalyst.

Chapter 4 Catalysis

Figure 98. HRTEM and SEM images of mesoporous
aluminium containing catalysts; A1-SBA-2DS(8)
looking down the [100] direction (la) and showing
flat particle morphology (lb); Al-SBA-lPS(lO)
showing a region looking down the [100] direction
(2a) and displaying a particle morphology typical of
samples of SBA-1 synthesised (2b); and Al-STA9PS(15) looking down the [110] direction of the
cubic phase (3a) and displaying a spherical
morphology (3b).
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SEM

images recorded

on

all Al-incorporated

mesoporous

solids reveal that the typical

morphology of the phase is kept during the incorporation, albeit less defined. Figure 98
shows

typical SEM images recorded for catalysts A1-SBA-2DS(8), Al-SBA-lPS(lO) and

A1-STA-9PS(15). No evidence for the formation of separate of aluminium oxide

or

aluminium

or

HRTEM

hydroxide particles

sites

the surface of the catalysts

imaging (figure 98), EDX

of un-treatedr
in the

on

or

was

EDX mapping. However,

catalysts reveal that two, and

even

observed by SEM

27A1-NMR MAS

three Al environments

are present

spectra

in most

catalysts synthesised (figure 99). These environments correspond to tetrahedral Al

(8 53 ppm), five-coordinate Al sites (8 28 ppm), and octahedral Al sites (8 0 ppm).

Treatment with NH4OH

though yields catalyst that display

a

considerable reduction in the

intensity of peaks corresponding to octahedral and five-coordinate Al sites, and EDX
analysis conducted of treated samples (table 26) suggest that there is
into solution

during treatment, implying that there has been

a

very

little loss of Al

conversion of extra-

framework, non-active catalytic Al sites to active tetrahedral Al sites. These results
agreement with those obtained by Mokaya et al. with MCM-41

A

I

are

in

samples.'22'

v

IW \
V

J

Figure 99.

psnm

27A1 MAS

NMR of calcined and treated A1-SBA-1PS (A), A1-SBA-2DS (B)
Al-SBA-2(acid)PS (C) catalysts. A considerable reduction in the
intensity of peaks corresponding to pentahedral and octahedral environments
is observed upon treatment with NH4OH.

and

r

Refers to treatment with NH4OH

described previously.
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The N2
100.

adsorption-desorption isotherms of AISBA-IPS(IO) is shown in shown in figure

The isotherm shows similar

SBA-1 in

adsorption-desorption branches to those described for

Chapter 2 (page 82) for calcined SBA-1 solids.

surface area, (936

m2/g) and the BJH pore size (22 A)

purely siliceous material. This indicates that the
unaffected

no

pore

structure of SBA-1

remains

conducted

were

on

this sample (figure 100).

uptake of mesitylene in the A1 incorporated sample is high (43 wt%) suggesting that

blockage of the

SBA-1
the

similar to those calculated for the

by the incorporation of aluminium within the framework. In addition

adsorption-desorption isotherms of mesitylene
The

are

Values for the BET specific

pores

has occurred

as a

result of the post synthetic treatment that the

sample underwent. An unusually large hysteresis loop is observed for this isotherm;

cause

of this remains to be

investigated.

50

45
40

SS

35

0

30

a
a

3
0)
0)
CO

S

25
20

-

15

-

10

-

5

■

0

•

0

Relative Pressure

(P/Po)

Relative Pressure

[PIPo)

Figure 100. N2 (A) and mesitylene vapour (B) adsorption-desorption isotherms of
catalysts A1-SBA-1PS( 10).
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4.2.2. Conclusions

The

incorporation of A1 into the

pores

of

materials SBA-2RT, SBA-

mesoporous

lCTEABr, SBA-2(acid), STA-9 and STA-10 was conducted via direct synthesis and post

synthesis methods. Characterisation of the solids by XRD, HRTEM and SEM suggest
little

damage

or

loss of structural order

the Si/Al ratios in the final

products

as a

result of the incorporation

were

process.

very

Values for

obtained using EDX analysis and mapping

suggests that the A1 is incorporated homogeneously throughout the mesopores of materials

synthesised. Untreated samples show 4-, 5- and 6-fold coordinated A1 sites. When these
were

treated with

occurs.

a

solution NH4OH a considerable increase in the 4-fold coordinated sites

In addition the

porosity of these materials

incorporation of Al. Al-SBA-lPS(lO)
cages

large

was

was

found to be unaffected by the

found to adsorb 43 wt% of mesitylene within its

suggesting that internal Al sites in this material should be accessible to molecules
as

as

mesitylene.

4.3.

Catalytic activity of Al-incorporated

mesoporous

catalysts

4.3.1. Introduction

Acid sites arise from
for

Si4+

tetrahedra.

framework
a

As

framework

a
a

result

neutrality. This

can

a

be

charge imbalance caused by the substitution of Al3+

charge balancing cation is required to maintain overall
a

(poly)valent metal cation,

or

in the

case

of solid acids,

proton. Two types of acid site exist, Scheme 5. Bronsted acid sites are defined by their

ability to donate protons.'11 Lewis acid sites result from coordinatively unsaturated
ions, and

can

be formed by the dehydroxylation of two Bronsted

and their relative

of adsorbed

strengths

bases

can

be assessed by temperature-programmed desorption (TPD)

microcalorimetry and adsorption study, Meziani et al., and

depend

on

sites.'2' Both types of site

(e.g. NH3, pyridine). In this fashion and using

that the surface acid sites of

Al3+

a

combined

others,'26,46' have determined

samples of Al-MCM-41 synthesised using

a

DS method,

loading level. At high Si/Al ratios the surface acidity is homogeneous

throughout the

mesopores.

This is enhanced by the formation of strongly acidic Bronsted-

type and extra-framework Al sites at higher loadings. They have also determined from
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pyridine-TPD studies, that at low Si/Al ratios the strongest acid sites
which

are

Lewis acid sites

produce surface complexes when pyridine is adsorbed onto the internal surfaces.

In this

study the characterisation of the strength and type of A1 acid site is investigated

directly from the catalytic performance of the materials, by testing the catalyst in
of reactions where the acid sites

thought to be active in the catalytic

a

process are;

variety

weak

or

strong.

H

O.

O
Si

O

.

+
^

Si

Al

O.

Al

OH

0
-

O

Si

Al

A

-H20

Si

4.3.2.

_

0

o

.

Si

Al

/

0

Acidity arising from the incorporation of Al into silicate structures

the presence

reactions

.

Lewis acid

Three reactions have been selected in order to attain this. The

ketoximes

O

/\ /\

/\

Bronsted acid

Scheme 5.

+

*

^

alkoxylation of alkenes in

of alcohols (catalysed by strong acid sites), the Beckmann rearrangement of

(catalysed by weak acid sites), and the isomerisation of but-l-ene. These

are

discussed in the

following sections.

Methoxylation of (-)limonene and a-pinene

over

mesoporous

materials

as

heterogeneous catalysts.

ch3

ch,

CH,
roh

roh

>3 '
h3c-

alpha-pinene

-ch,
or

limonene

l-methyl-4-[alpha-alkoxyisopropyl]-l-cyclohexene

l-Methyl-4-[a-alkoxy-isopropyl]-l]cyclohexenes
perfumes in cosmetic products,

as

are

used

flavours and fragrances for

additives in the pharmaceutical, agricultural and food

industries; and the synthesis of fine chemicals and natural
tend to be evaluated

as

products.[25] These molecules

by their particular flavours, and for example l-methyl-4-[a-methyl-

17?
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isopropyl]-l]cyclohexenes smells grapefruit-like, the ethyl derivative has
frangance, the propyl has
several ways to

a

a

citrous

fresh-grass flavour and the butyl smells woody. There

produce these, but limonene and pinene

are

are

by far the most used starting

materials.

The

methoxylation of (-)limonene and a-pinene

studied

as a

over

A1

mesoporous

heterogeneous catalyst with (3-zeolite by Hensen et

the reaction is

thought to

occur

catalysts has been

al..'25' The mechanism for

via the terpinyl ion (Scheme 6) for both reactants.

a-terpinyl alkyl ether

A7"°R
alkylbornylether

camphene

Scheme 6.

OR

Reported mechanism for the alkoxylation of a-pinene and limonene to aterpinyl alkyl ether. A large variety of by-products are thought to be
involved in the mechanism

4.3.2.1.

i

alkylfenchylether

as can

be observed.

Experimental

Catalysts (2g)

were

attached with

a

dried under

vacuum

for 4 hours prior to

reflux condenser and heated with

pinene ((-)-limonene) in methanol, lOOg,
mesitylene

was

added

as an

were

an

usage.

a

round-bottom flask

oil bath under stirring, 50 g

of

a-

added to the catalyst. To this lg of

internal standard (IS). The reaction

48 hours at 80 °C under continuous

In

was

heated for

a

period of

stirring (300 rpm).
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Samples of P-zeolite and boron substituted P-zeolite
reported

prepared following

were

a

previously

synthesis.'48'

4.3.2.3. Results and discussion

Table 27 show the
reactions

are

catalyst tested for the alkoxylation of a-pinene and (-)limonene. Both

thought to be catalysed by strong acid

sites,'25'

demonstrated by the high

as

conversions attained at 80 °C

by P-zeolite in comparison with B-P-zeolite. As expected

higher A1 loadings resulted in

an

both reactions.

increase in the conversion of reactants to products for

Although, conversions for ammonia treated samples

selective than those of untreated

samples, these

observed for the zeolite material. This suggests

catalysts

are

still significantly lower than those

materials (4-5 A,

mesoporous

more

that the A1 sites associated with the SBA-1

as

as

the

determined by adsorption

hydrocarbons) is lower than the size of a-pinene and (-)limonene. It is worth noting

however that when reactions with SBA-1 type
intervals the conversion increased

still not

Table 27.

catalysts

were

conducted for longer time

considerably (for example: A1-SBA1-PS(51)t shows

(-)limonene conversion of 23.4 %, and
are

larger and

weak acid sites. A1-SBA-2DS is not deemed suitable for this reaction,

"accessibility limit" for SBA-2
of

are

are

a

a

selectivity of 23.6% after 6 days), though these

comparable to the activity displayed by P-zeolite.
Summary of catalysis results for the alkoxylation of a-pinene and (-)limonene

catalyst

% conversion
of a-pinene

% conversion

catalyst

%

selectivity
product
(after 48 h)

of (-)Iimonene

towards

(after 48 h)

(after 48 h)

%

selectivity
product
(after 48 h)

towards

[^-zeolite

100

43.0

P-zeolite

69.0

88.5

B-p-zeolite

0.0

0.0

B-p-zeolite

1.0

20.0

Al-SBAl-PS(lO)

2.3

20

0.42

8.2

A1-SBA1-PS(51)

0.0

0.0

Al-SBAl-PS(10>r

4.4

13.0

AI-SBA1-PS(10)t

6.7

13.0

A1-SBA1-PS(32)T

2.4

6.10

A1-SBA1-PS(51)t

1.21

20

2.5

8.2

(-)Limonene and camphene

were

identified

alkoxylation of a-pinene, whilst terpinolene
for the

Al-SBAl-PS(lO)

Al-SBAl-PS(51)r

as

the major secondary products formed in the

was

identified

as

the major secondary product

alkoxylation of (-)limonene.
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4.3.2.3. Conclusions

The

alkoxylation of a-pinene and (-)limonene

was

conducted using

mesoporous

A1-SBA1

catalysts at different Si/Al ratios. Conversions increase when the catalyst is treated with
ammonia solution
the

prior to

use,

confirming that indeed tetrahedral sites

zeolite

4.3.3.

was

used

as

the

are

considerably lower than those obtained when P-

catalyst.

Liquid phase Beckmann Rearrangement of cyclohexanone oxime
materials

as

Scheme 7. Acid

over mesoporous

heterogeneous catalysts.

catalysed Beckmann rearrangement of an oxime to

The Beckmann rearrangement

a

lactam

of cyclohexanone oxime to s-Caprolactam, i.e. the

transposition of ketoximes into amides has been studied for
precursor

responsible for

27A1 MAS NMR. Despite this

catalytic activity. These have been characterised by

increase activities and selectivities

are

an

many years.

e-Caprolactam is

a

in the fabrication of Nylon-6. The classical large-scale method for synthesising

s-caprolactam involves the concentrated sulphuric acid in the liquid phase. This method is
chemically

very

attractive but the large amounts of ammonium sulphate formed during the

neutralisation of the oleum and the

environmentally

use

fuming sulphuric acid make this method

unsound.'271 Several zeolites have been reported to catalyse this reaction,

though the best results have been obtained
size of the

of

cyclic products which

may

over

zeolite Y,

block the

selectivity of the reaction towards e-caprolactam

pores

was

a

large

pore

of smaller

zeolite, due to the
pore

zeolites. The

only 80%, and combined with the

persistent and rapid coking of the catalyst, the reaction is extremely inefficient. H-ZSM-5
is

an

extremely stable catalyst in comparison to most zeolites yet after 12 hours,

catalyst loses 50% of its activity. In 1986 this
of the zeolite with sodium ions, but the

was

windows)

as

catalyst.'28"31'

this

improved by covering the outer surface

catalyst still could not remain active long enough to

complete the reaction. A recent improvement involves the
small cage

even

In most zeolite

use

process

of closed

pore

zeolites (with

the reaction is conducted in
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the vapour

phase. However high temperatures have been found to decrease the selectivity

towards the lactam

product and to deactivate the catalyst considerably due to coke

formation. Hence, the

possibility of conducting these reactions at lower temperatures in the

liquid phase and

comparably larger

over

pores to

reduce deactivation due to coking, is

very

interesting.

C

Scheme 8. Beckmann rearrangement

In addition the mechanism is
are

sufficient to achieve

longevity of the

4.3.3.1.

thought to be catalysed by sites of weak

or no

acidity, which

high selectivity at high conversion whilst maintaining the

catalyst.132'

Experimental

OH

c-caprolactam

cyclohexanone oxime
Scheme 9. Beckmann rearrangement

In

a

round-bottom flask attached with

mechanism of cyclohexanone oxime

a

reflux condenser and heated with

stirring, cyclohexanone oxime (100 mg) in chlorobenzene (20ml)

(lOOmg). Decane (50mg)

was

added and

was

used

as an

was

an

oil bath under

added to the catalyst

internal standard. The suspension
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was

stirred

products

magnetically (300 rpm) for

were

a

period of 24 hours at 130 °C. The reaction

recovered by filtration before analysis by GC.

4.3.3.2. Results and discussion

Table 28 summarises the

catalytic performance of A1-SBA-2DS(15), A1-SBA1-PS(10)t

catalysts under the conditions described earlier. The catalytic performance for {3-zeolite and
B-|3-zeolite under the

reported higher conversions (54%) for (3-zeolites under the
found in this
of

study. Similar high selectivities

A1-SBA-2DS(15)

windows of the
that arises

as

a

can

are

same

conditions than those used

also obtained. The low catalytic activity

be accounted for by the small size of the

catalyst. This result however is useful
result of reaction

on

as

internal surface of the solid. A

Table

occurs

catalytic

within the

significant decrease in conversion is observed with
can

be assumed that the reaction is occurring

tetrahedral Al sites. In addition 100% selectivity is achieved,

28.

connecting

the external surface of the solid. The

decreasing Al loading. From this data, it
on

cage

it represents the catalytic activity

performance of A1-SBA1-PS(X)T type catalysts suggests that the reaction

solely

1291 have

conditions is included for completeness. Camblor et al.

same

as

expected.

Summary of catalysis results for the Beckman rearrangement of
cyclohexanone oxime
% conversion

catalyst

of cyclohexanone
oxime

%

selectivity
product
(after 24 h)

towards

(after 24 h)
P-zeolite

5.2

100

B-(3-zeolite

7.0

100

A1-SBA-2DS(15)

2.66

100

Al-SBA 1 -PS( 10>j-

62.8

100

A1-SBA1-PS(32)t

11.3

100

Al-SBA 1 -PS( 1 80)t

6.0

100

4.3.3.3. Conclusions

From the data shown it

active for the

can

be concluded that

A1-SBA1-PS(X)t type catalysts

are

highly

liquid phase Beckmann rearrangement of cyclohexanone oxime to

s-
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caprolactam. These catalysts

are

100% selective and show, better conversions after 24

hours than those obtained with
conversions to those

P-zeolite and B-P-zeolite in

our

study, and similar

reported in the literature by Camblor et al. under the

same

conditions.®

4.3.4. Isomerisation of but-l-ene

Environmental

concerns

over

mesoporous

have led to the

use

catalysts

of zeolites

as

heterogeneous catalysts in acid

catalysed organic reactions. The production of methyl tert-butyl ether, MTBE (2-methyl-2-

methoxypropane), from the C4 alkene byproducts of crude oil cracking is
such

a case.

as a

high octane blending agent, and

methanol to

MTBE is

currently used

isobutene.11,33'

example of

replacement for lead additives in petrol, acting

as a

can

be synthesised from the catalytic addition of

Isobutene is therefore the most valuable C4 alkene. The butene

isomerisation reaction, Scheme 10,
medium pore

an

catalysed by

a

solid acid is widely used. Typically

aluminosilicate with mild acidity is used, for example H-ferrierite, which

selectively sustain the production of isobutene

over

a

can

time.

Scheme 10. Butene Isomerisation reactions.

The exact mechanism of but-l-ene isomerisation has been the

Similar to

cracking reactions, the solid acid acts

(figure 101a) is the formation of

+CH2CH2CH2CH3

is

concentrations. The

subsequent

much

a

less

or trans

stable

processes

and

'protic solvent', where the first step

consequently

then depend
can

upon

present

in

negligible

the lifetime of this adsorbed

only lead to double bond migration,

isomers to desorb naturally. Alternatively skeletal isomerisation,

resulting from methyl migration during adsorption,
0

study.134,351

secondary carbenium ion. The primary carbocation

species. If the lifetime is short, deprotonation
leaving the cis

as a

subject of intense

can occur

Highest conversion reported by Camblor is 68%, attained with p-zeolite (Si/Al

with longer carbenium

=

34).
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lifetimes.

This, however, is in competition with the potential for dimerisation, a

bimolecular process,
conversions.

and cracking (figure 101b) which

particularly at high

occur

Furthermore, the isomerisation is thermodynamically limited, reaching

equilibrium at elevated temperatures. As with catalytic cracking, the rate of reaction is
dependent

upon

temperature, acid strength and density,

deactivation, % conversion and
1-ene isomerisation

acid

size. There is

pore

catalyst must contain

a consensus

possesses a

contact time,

in the literature that

10-member ring

strength in order to be successful. Such framework dimensions

the dimerisation processes

that lead to coking and

pore

pore

are

and

a

a

but-

moderate

thought to hinder

blockage. Meanwhile the solid's

acidity should not be strong enough to promote rapid deactivation
reaction

degree of

or

the secondary

products associated with oligomerisation, rearrangement and cracking at the

reaction temperature.

=

.

=

=

.

n-C4 +

crack

=

=

i-C4 + '"C4

Figure 101: Mono (a), and bimolecular butene isomerisation mechanism
(b).
All current industrial

applications rely

on

further chemical reaction of isobutene in order to

separate this fraction from the unwanted isomerisation and cracking products. Shape
selective isolation of the

products is not

practised.1471
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4.3.4.1.

Experimental

Catalysis

was

reactant and

a

continuous flow fixed CRD5000 bed reactor, figure 102. The

(nitrogen) carrier

5850E series

each

performed in

mass

flow controllers, and well blended

experiment the

gas

was

monitored by on-line

The CE Instruments 8000 TOP Series GC

ml, and

a

pm), and equipped with

activated in
For each

results
an

was

a

fitted with

a

Chrompack 25

The GC traces

(integrator).

m,

0.53

mm

i.d.

plotted. The GC temperature

kept there for 4 min. This

mass

an

flow

controllers

recorded

on a

Fisons

flowing nitrogen at 350 °C for 5 hours before cooling in nitrogen to 150

experiment the temperature

to 110 °C and

were

Prior to reaction the calcined samples

was

raised in 25 °C steps the

programme

was

isothermal step at

.T~S

followed by

a

of these

average

used during all reactions started with

isothermal at 40 °C for 2 min, before the temperature was

and

chromatography (GC).

heated gas-sampling valve (GSV), of volume 0.25

flame ionisation detector (FID).

Instruments DP700 Data Processor

°C.

was

gas

(Porous Lined Open Tubular) fused silica AI2O3/KCI capillary column (film

thickness 10

were

prior to admission to the reactor. For

mixture passed through the catalyst sample and the downstream

hydrocarbon product distribution

PLOT

metered separately, through Brooks Instruments

gases were

raised at 10 °Cmin"' to 60 °C

second temperature

ramp

of 20

°Cmin"'

110 °C for 5 min.

—

—

catalyst sample

i

QPJ

tube furnace

op
gas

sampling valve

n

N,
reactant

split

gas

GC

integrator: GC trace

Figure 102: A diagrammatic representation of the catalytic reaction setup. | ref-36]

0.10 g

catalyst

but-l-ene gas
ene

was

used

per run

(98.94 % pure)

throughout the but-l-ene isomerisation experiments. The

was

diluted in dried helium to give

in 33.5 mlmin" helium, and an overall WHSV

(weight hour

a

flow of 3 mlmin"1 but-l-

space

velocity)

=

1.2 h"

.
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Reaction temperatures

varied between 150

-

400 °C.

4.3.4.2. Results and discussion

Figure 103 shows
products

as a

catalysts

are

isobutene,

a

plots of the conversion to isobutene

the total conversion to C4

versus

function of the temperatures at which the reactions

were

conducted. All

active in the isomerisation of but-l-ene to cA-butene, trans-butene and

expected. Also

as

as

expected, the rate of reaction is increased, increasing %

conversion, with increasing temperature.
It is evident from this data that porous structure

has

a

direct effect

on

catalytic performance

(figure 103A). Catalyst A1-SBA-2DS(8) synthesised under alkaline conditions, despite its
high A1 loading shows

a very

low activity towards the desired product isobutene. It is

conceivable from these results that the little
reaction

on

Al-sites at the

activity displayed by the catalyst is owed to

particle surface and not within the

pores

of the catalyst. It has

already been shown in this thesis that the accessibility of molecules to the
is

dependent

on

the size of the connecting

cages

between the

pores

pores

of SBA-2

and from cyclopentane

adsorption this has been estimated to molecules of aprox. 4-5 A. Within those catalysts that
displayed

product

increased activity, those most active for the conversion to the isobutene

an

were

the Al-SBA-1 series of catalysts treated with

an

ammonia solution.

catalysts shows higher activity than A1-MCM-41DS(25). This is probably due to the
available A1 sites, since A1 was

incorporated into the

reduction in the deactivation of the

a more

direct effect

on

posses

in the SBA-1 results in

a

2D-connected channels hence

the diffusion of reactants and

catalysts. The larger conversion in Al-SBA-1 catalysts
attributed to the

a

catalyst with time, due to blocking of the

coking deposits. MCM-41 is known to
effects have

cages

over

more

of Al-SBA-1 using

cage structure

post-synthetic treatment. In addition the 3D-connected

This

pores

pore

from

blocking

products through the

STA-10 materials

can

be

3D-connectivity of the cubic material and its larger caged structure.

The results also show that A1
which decreases

loading has

a

direct effect

on

the conversion to product,

considerably at low loadings, however there

differences in conversion between Si/Al ratios of 10 and 51

appears to

be little

(figure 103B). None of the

catalysts used reached equilibrium at temperatures assessed.
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(A)

S

AI-MCM-41DS25

40

©
km

a.
rf

AI-SBA-2DS(8)

u

2 30
■

H

-

AI-SBA-1PS(10)T
AI-STA-10PS(29)

-O
©

A1-STA-9PS(15)

230

280

330

Temperature (centigrade)

(B)
50

I

AI-SBA-1PS(10)T
Qm

cj

5

30

o

-I

AI-SBA-1PS(51)T

H

A1-SBA-1PS(180)T
-Q
o
-

0

AI-SBA-1PS(36)T

I280

330

Temperature (centigrade)

Figure 103: Representation of selectivity of isobutene with respect to all C4
products as a function of temperature for catalysts used. (A)
compares selectivity of catalysts with different mesostructures, and
(B) compares selectivity with different A1 loadings for Al-SBA1PS(X)t type catalysts. The dashed line indicates the thermodynamic
equilibrium level of isobutene as a function of temperature, assuming
only butenes to be present. [33]
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Figure 104 shows the selectivity of C4 products with respect to the total amount of
products in the reaction. Al-SBA-lPS(lO)

appears not to

follow the general trend

over

the

temperatures studied, experiencing a slight increase in C4 selectivity with temperature.
However the increase is small and

investigation
thought to
and

over a

occur as a

no

conclusions

larger temperature
result of the

more

range.

can

be drawn without

a more

thorough

The general decrease in C4 selectivity is

favourable formation of acid cracking products (C3

C5) at higher temperatures.
100

I/J

95

1

90

:
j

0

1

85 1
80

o

H

-5

75

Al-SBA-1PS(10)T

70

A1-SBA-1PS(36)T

o
lm

a.
Tf

65

-

•

U
o

A1-SBA-1PS(51)T

60

AI-SBA-1PS(180)T

55

A1-STA-10PS(29)

H

50
200

225

250

275

300

325

375

350

400

Temperature (centigrade)

Figure 104: Representation of selectivity of C4 products with respect to the all the
reaction products as a function of temperature for selected catalysts.

25

20

a
*

1 5

o

3
o

h-

1 0

100

200

reaction time

300

400

(min)

Figure 105: Selectivity of Isobutene with respect to the Total amount of C4 products
as a function of time on stream at 350 °C, for catalyst Al-SBA-lPS(lO).
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Catalyst Al-SBA-lPS(lO)

was

further investigated. The reaction

was

conducted at

fixed

a

temperature (350 °C) over a period of 360 minutes. As can be observed from the plot on

figure 105, the selectivity of isobutene with respect to the total amount C4 products in the
reaction increased

slowly with time, reaching

a

maximum after 320 minutes. After this

period the selectivity of the desired product begins to decrease. The remarkable stability of
the

catalytic performance is encouraging and indicates that

not worsen the

any

coking that does

occur

does

selectivity.

4.3.4.3. Conclusions

All

catalysts studied show activity towards the skeletal isomerisation of but-l-ene under

the conditions studied. As

Higher conversions

are

expected, the activity increased sharply with temperature.

attained with the SBA-1 structure with 3D-connectivity than with

aluminium-bearing MCM-41

or

SBA-2. This could be

these materials and due to reduced pore
of the
with

result of the better diffusion in

blocking effects from coking deposits in the

catalysts. The degree of conversion is also dependent to

some extent on

pores

Si/Al ratio,

higher conversions observed at the higher aluminium contents. An isothermal reaction

run on

with

as a

Al-SBA-lPS(lO) at 350 °C indicates that the catalyst remains active

an

increase in the

over

this period,

selectivity to isobutene observed in the butene fraction.

4.3.4.4. Further work

The data suggest

that conversions

are

reasonably high and follow expected trends; such

increased skeletal isomerisation with increased temperature.

products

are a

STA-10-derived

are

catalysts

are

too

Time constraints

on

reasonably active and deactivate only slowly

and

on stream, even

300 minutes.
by TPD of pyridine in

strength of the acid sites in these solids. This would be expected to

confirm that the acid sites
as

up to

this thesis has not allowed the characterisation

order to characterise the

cages

large to impart ideal shape selectivity. Nevertheless, the

showing enhanced isobutene yields

indication

The selectivities to C4

little lower than obtained by commercial catalysts, because the

channels of these solids

as

to how many

are

weak in character and

of those acid sites

are

more

importantly, it would give

active during the catalytic

process,

an

hence

allowing the possibility of further improvement of the catalytic activity.
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Finally, the

use

of larger channel systems

may

result in slower deactivation of the catalyst.

Preliminary results show that Al-STA-11 is active for the isomerisation of but-l-ene to
isobutene. This material has been

compared with Al-SBA-15. Figure 106 shows the

catalytic selectivity of these two solids in the isomerisation of but-l-ene. These

are

promising results and should be further investigated in the future.

35

I|

Figure 106: Representation of selectivity of isobutene with respect to all C4
products as a function of temperature for large pore catalysts Al-STA11PS(20) and A1-SBA-15PS(20). BJH pore size distributions have
maxima at 70 and 120 A respectively.

4.4.

Incorporation of titanium into

mesoporous

material

4.4.1. Introduction

As

a

general experimental trend, the

same

considerations described for the

incorporation of A1

are

materials have been

synthesised previously using both DS and PS methods and in the

also valid for titanium. Hence, Ti-MCM-41 and Ti-zeolitic

preparation of Ti-SBA-1 materials post-synthetic incorporation
to

high acidity of the reaction

can

only be envisaged due

gel.'37"40' Another important factor to control if the catalysis

is to be successful, is the coordination of the Ti sites in the framework. Oxidation sites are

associated with tetrahedral Ti-sites and the
PS method,

incorporation especially when conducted via

a

risking the formation of clusters of inactive octahedral Ti02 clusters. Careful
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synthesis and accurate characterisation of Ti has been used here for the elucidation of the
coordination of Ti-sites within the mesoporous
literature that the

sites.'41'

hydrophibicity of the catalyst is just

Control of the number of silanol groups on

deactivation of the
of the

important

as

catalyst through the formation of diols,

can

be achieved

and conversions have been found

as

groups

by silylation with Me

as a

as

the number of active

the surface of the catalysts prevents the

high affinity of epoxides towards =SiOH

framework. This

4.4.2.

materials. It has been reported in the

these

are

formed

as a

result

protruding from the silicate

groups,

and increased selectivity

result.'41'

Experimental

The mesoporous

titanium-silicate catalysts

were

synthesised via DS and PS methods. The

DS route,

used for the synthesis of Ti-SBA-2DS(X) involves the

described

previously in this work for the synthesis of pure silica solid SBA-2 under basic

conditions except

same

procedures

as

those

the desired amount of [(CH3)2CHO]4Ti (titanium isopropoxide)

was

added to the reaction solution after addition of TEOS. The PS route involves the slow
addition of the titanium

source

(dissolved in dry hexane) to

the calcined SBA-1 mesoporous

under

flowing

stirring at

oxygen at

room temperature

the solid

rapid hydrolysis of the Ti-source.
recovered by filtration and dried

was

300 °C.

Silylation of the surfaces of some of the materials made
by the addition of hexamethyldisilazane using
summarises the

previously dried sample of

material, and all conducted under flowing nitrogen to

reduce the formation of Ti02 clusters as a result of the
After 12 hours

a

a

was

conducted post-synthetically

previous reported

catalysts made and their Si/Ti ratios in the gel and

as

recipe.'41'42' Table 29
determined by EDX-

analysis.
Table 29. Si/Ti ratios, in

gel (in parenthesis) and calculated using EDX
analysis of catalysts synthesised. Silylated samples were not studied
by EDX, however no change in Si/Ti ratio is expected.
Catalyst
Ti-SBA-2DS(I0)
Ti-SBA-2DS(30)
Ti-SBA-2DS(60)
Ti-SBA-lPS(lO)
Ti-SBA-lPS(30)
Ti-SBA-lPS(60)
Me-Ti-SBA-1 PS( 10)
Me-Ti-SBA-1 PS(30)
Me-Ti-SBA- 1PS(60)

Si/Ti(EDX)
3
18
75
8
19
97
-

-

-
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4.4.3. Characterisation

The XRD patterns

samples display

for Ti-incorporated solids prepared

mesoporous

peaks that could be indexed

hexagonal (SBA-2) and cubic (SBA-1) structures.
displays

a

significant loss of

mesoporous

are
on

shown in figure 107.

All

the basis of their respective

However, sample Ti-SBA-2DS(3)

order which

may

be due to the high loadings

achieved, and in general peaks for all catalysts are less defined than in the pure silica

equivalents. The Si/Ti ratios
Al-catalysts. These
achieved

are

were

listed

on

assessed using EDX-analysis

as

for previously described

Table 29 and show that high incorporation yields

be

can

using both DS and PS preparations. EDX-mapping (figure 108) confirms that

a

homogeneous incorporation is also achieved for Ti-SBA-1 and Ti-SBA-2 catalysts. In
addition HRTEM
affected
The

images reveals in addition that the local structures of these solids

are not

by the incorporation procedure (figure 109).

porosity of catalysts

was

confirmed by

means

of N2 adsorption-desorption isotherms.

Figure 110 shows the isotherm for MeTi-SBA-lPS(8) catalyst which shows that
considerable loss of
Further evidence is
for this material.

and cages

adsorption

occurs as a

result of surface

coverage

by methyl

given by the reduction in the calculated BET surface

Presumably

a

certain amount of pore blocking

of the cubic structure

upon

surface

coverage,

up

in

groups.

(300

pore

m2/g)

windows

explaining the reduction in

porosity. However, the increase hydrophibicity of the sample
performance making

occurs

area

a

may

improve the catalyst

for the loss in porosity.

2Theta

2Theta

Figure 107. XRD patterns of calcined Ti-SBA-X catalysts prepared via DS and PS
methods.
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Figure 108. XRD patterns of calcined Ti-SBA-X catalysts prepared via DS and PS
methods.

Figure 109. HRTEM image of Ti-SBA-2DS(18) looking along the [100] of a
hexagonal unit cell direction showing typical stacking faults associated
with the SBA-2 structure.
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Ti-SBA-lPS(8)
927 m2/g (BET)
21

A(BJH)

MeTi-SBA-lPS(8)
300 m2/g (BET)
18

0.4

0.6

Relatice Pressure

A(DA)

0.8

(P/Po)

Figure 110: N2 adsorption-desorption isotherm of MeTi-SBA-lPS(8) and
Ti-SBA-lPS(8). There is a large reduction in porosity as a
result of surface coverage by silylation.

Diffuse

Reflectance

UV-Visible

spectroscopy (DR-UV-Vis)

samples show complex absorption in the 200-3OOnm
230

nm

for

nm are

charge transfer (LMCT)

as

associated from

on

calcined

with maxima centred around

samples with low Ti loading and at around 240

loadings. Bands at X < 230
metal

range,

conducted

nm

oxygen to

for samples with higher

tetrahedral Ti(IV) ligand to

shown in figure 111 below. Spectra of samples with

loadings higher than Si/Ti ratios show broader features at higher X, which arise from the
presence

of TiCb clusters. It is not possible to estimate the relative proportions of

octahedral and tetrahedral Ti sites from DR-UV-Vis data, and this can

by catalytic testing of the materials, however from it
concentration of TiC>2 is greater
lower

loadings.

can

only be conducted

be estimated that the

for those samples with large Ti loadings than those with

Ti4+/Q2

+ hv

->Ti

3+ / O
240nm

2|8nm

2|6nm
(a)

(b)

Figure 111. DR-UV-Vis spectra of Ti-SBA-lPS(8) (a), Ti-SBA-2DS(10) (b), TiSBA-2DS(75) (c). Red lines represent expected peak maxima for
amorphous TiCb.
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Information of the local environment of Ti

Extended X-ray

species

can

also be gathered from Ti K-edge

Fine Structure (EXAFS) spectra. Experiments

fluorescence and transmission modes. These modes

theory of EXAFS

are

described in

more

as

well

as

were

conducted in both

experimental details and

detail in the Characterisation Techniques section

(page 36). Typically, Ti in distorted octahedral environment presents three pre-edge peaks
at low

intensity with the central peak corresponding to the ls-t2g electronic transitions,

which increases with
fold

increasing distortion of the octahedral sites. In contrast Ti sites in 4-

5-fold coordination

or

display

allowed ls-2t electronic transition for

attempted

on

calcined and

as

Ti

a

tetrahedral

environment.1471 Fitting of the data

calcined/dehydrated

solids.K Combined

XANES and EXAFS spectra

are

catalysts in Figure 112 (anatase and Titanium-silicalite-1 (TS-1)

are

standards).

Sharp, single pre-edge peaks suggest mainly isolated titanium sites. EXAFS data
fitted

using pre-established models. Large R numbers

octahedral bond

lengths

distorted octahedral for
occur as a

to

was

the basis of tetrahedral, octahedral and distorted octahedral models for both

shown for selected
used

single sharp pre-edge peak corresponding to the

a

result of the

were

were

can

be

obtained when tetrahedral and

assumed, the most successful model being that of the

samples not dehydrated prior to the EXAFS experiment. These
hydration of the Ti-centre increasing the coordination from 4-fold

6-fold.

However, efforts to dehydrate the samples, did not result in low R values when the EXFAS
data

was

fitted

on

the basis of tetrahedral

Ti-centres, suggesting that in fact that

of tetrahedral and octahedral environments exist. This

a

mixture

data, for selected catalysts is

described in Table 30.
In

general fitted EXAFS data

with the

inconclusive, giving bond distances that do not

expected tetrahedral Ti-0 distance (1.81 A). The EXCURVE

fit the spectra
values for
those

was

agree

software1441 used to

responded to its inability to fit the data with the inserted models by refining

Debye-Waller factors which

as

shown in table 30

reported commonly in typical EXAFS

are

generally much larger than

analysis.1431

K

Calcined samples were dehydrated using an "in house" built vacuum cell that allowed the heating of the
sample under vacuum and the possibility of conducting the EXFAS measurement without the admittance of
air into the cell.
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Figure 112. Combined XANES and EXAFS spectra for selected catalysts. The preedge peaks of mesoporous catalysts resemble that of TS-1 and not those
of anatase (Ti02).
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Table 30.

EXAFS data obtained from fitted models
octahedral coordination. Extensive time

of

basis

tetrahedral

a

was

shell, however

on

the basis of distorted

spent on fitting data on the

no

reasonable results

were

observed.

as-

N"
Anatase

Ti-SBA-2 DS

(3)

Ti-SBA-2 DS (18)

Ti-SBA-2 DS

Ti-SBA-1 PS

Ti-SB A-1 PS

"

(75)

calcined

■prepared

catalysts

A"

Ti-O(A)

0.037

6(0) 1.96
2(Ti) 2.78

0.024

4(0)
2(0)

1.97

0.052

2.43

0.024

4(0)
2(0)

1.90

0.002

2.06

0.048

4(0)
2(0)

1.84

0.039

2.40

0.216

(8)

R°

Rc

"N"

A"

Ti-O(A)

-

-

12.21

-

-

12.63

13.64

-

refers to the number of atoms

A"

Ti-O(A)

12.30

-

(19)

Nfl

dehydrated

4(0)
2(0)

1.80

0.034

1.91

0.103

1.81

0.065

2.19

0.048

1.91

0.069

2.11

0.038

4(0)

1.90

0.088

2(0)

2.35

0.032

4(0)
2(0)
4(0)
2(0)

11.54

28.52

3.67

14.72

(atom type in brackets) in the first and second shells,

if

-

4(0)
3(Si)

1.92

0.003

3.29

0.012

4(0)
4(Si)

1.95

0.004

3.38

0.007

-

is the Debye-Waller factor

and c is the R factor.

Table 116. Ti

K-edge EXAFS spectra (above) and their associated FTs (below).
experimental data and dotted lines the calculated

Solid lines represent
EXAFS and FTs.
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4.4.4. Conclusions

Ti-incorporated

mesoporous

materials displaying cubic (SBA-1) and hexagonal (SBA-2)

structures have

been

calculated from

EDX-analysis correlate well with the Si/Ti in the gel and EDX-mapping

reveals that the Ti is

successfully synthesised. The Si/Ti ratios of calcined solids

homogeneously incorporated throughout the

formation of TiCh clusters within the pores

assessed

by DR UV-Vis spectroscopy,

maximum centred at 300
environments with the

nm

as

peaks

calcined

are too

largest proportion Ti centres in
suggesting the

framework Ti sites is the observation of a

surface. The

mesopore

of catalysts synthesised cannot be accurately

broad. However, the lack of a peak

associated with the presence

the most clear characterisation method

as

a

of TiCh, suggests

a

mixture of Ti

tetrahedral coordination. Perhaps

presence

of

a

large proportion of

single peak in the pre-edge XANES spectra of

Ti-SBA1(2) catalysts. Calculated bond lengths from fitted EXAFS data suggest

mixture of environments, as it was

possible to fit the majority of spectra

distorted octahedral coordination, which may

on

a

the basis of a

arise through the binding of H2O

or

OH"

species to the framework Ti centres. However, it must be noted that EXAFS data must be
treated with

care as

the

fitting of experimental data involves

many parameters.

Catalytic testing of these solids has been performed to shed light
the

proportions of active species within the

described in the

mesoporous

upon

the coordination and

framework. These tests

are

following section.
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4.5.

4.5.1.

Catalytic activity of Ti-incorporated

Epoxidation of 1-Octene

Titanium centres have been

and

cyclic alkenes

that

a

considerable

been achieved

over

mesoporous

solids SBA-1 and SBA-2

catalysts Ti-SBAland TiSBA-2

reported to be active in the epoxidation of branched, straight

previously.'40"45'

More recently researchers at the ITQ, have reported

improvement in conversion and selectivity towards the epoxide has

by surface

coverage

of the

pores

by methyl

groups,

hydrophibicity of the catalyst. They suggest that the optimum surface
tethered

methyl

performance,

as

groups

is 80%. In addition the

use

of H2O2

as

increasing the

coverage

with the

the oxidant gives

a poor

it will result in the formation of water which in turn deactivate the

catalyst. Hence hydrogen peroxide has been replaced by organic hydroperoxides such

as

/ert-butylhydroperoxide (TBHP). These two "strategies" have been adopted in order to
improve selectivities and conversions with catalysts previously described.
A

proposed mechanism for the epoxidation of unsaturated molecules involves the

formation of surface
the

titanium-peroxo compounds. The organic substrate coordinates and

epoxide is released. The activity of such titanium catalysts like TS-1, is dependent

the solvent used, with the reaction rate

The role of the
of

a

protic solvent

on

being greater in

an

on

acetonitrile-methanol mixture.

the oxidation activity has been explained by the formation

stable five-member intermediate

cyclic structure with the protic solvent (ROH)

coordinating to the Ti-peroxo complex through hydrogen bonding. Scheme 11, below,
shows the formation of the five-member

species.

OSi

ROOH
Ti

OSi

/
OSi

■R

\

\

OSi

Five-member intermediate

Scheme 11. Formation of a

cyclic intermediate leading to the epoxide product.
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4.5.1.

All

Experimental

catalysts

dried under

were

vacuum

all reactants and solvents, were dried

for 4 hours at 100 °C prior to their

In addition

using commercially available molecular sieves (4 A).

Typically under flowing nitrogen, acetonitrile (5 mis)
the

use.

was

added to 0.125

g

of catalyst. To

slurry produced 1-octene (2.24 g) and TBHP (0.25g of a 5 M solution in decane).

mixture

was

heated under

reactants and

nitrogen at 60 °C. After 24 hours the reaction

stopped and

products separated from the catalyst by filtration before analysis by GC

(confirmation of the product peak position for

equipped with

was

The

a mass

one

reaction

was

performed using

a

GC

spectrometer, analysis not shown). When cyclohexene was used as

the alkene, molar ratios

(catalyst

:

reactant : solvent : TBHP) were kept as for the reaction

with 1-octene.

4.5.2. Results and discussion

60°C /Acetonitrile /TBHP

All

catalyst showed activity towards the epoxidation of 1-octene under the conditions

described in the

experimental section. It

loading does not show
medium pore

Table 30.

that Ti-SBA-2DS(3) despite its high

high acitivity in this reaction.This is also the

case

of the

catalyst TS-1. The reactant 1-octene is expected to diffuse through the

structure with ease

molecule may

very

appears

being

a

straight chain alkene, however TBHP being

branched

a

be restricted in its ability to enter the cavities of these two solids.

Catalytic performance of Ti-SBA-X catalysts.
% conversion

Catalyst
(Si/Ti)

(epoxide/1-octene)

%

x

100

selectivity
(epoxide/total products)

TS-1

0.8

23

Ti-SBA-2 (3)

1.2

28

Ti-SBA-1 (10)

5.5

74

(10)

9.4

91

Me-Ti-SBA-l (60)

6.0

85

Me-Ti-SB A-l

x

100
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In contrast

Ti-SBA-lPS(lO) shows relatively higher conversions and selectivities towards

the formation of the
content

and with

epoxide. These increase

even

further

as

expected with increasing Ti

silylated catalysts, confirming that higher conversions

are

obatined with

increasing hydrophobicity of the catalyst.

4.5.3. Conclusions

The

catalytic performance of Ti-SBA-1 and Ti-SBA-2 catalysts

was

investigated with

respect to the epoxidation of 1-octene. Both materials were active though Ti-SBA-2 shows
very

small conversions and selectivities in comparison to Ti-SBA-1 samples which offer

larger

pore

dimensions for the diffusion of reactants into the

mesopores.

In addition

silylation of Ti-SBA-1 catalysts with hexamethyldisilazane resulted in materials that
despite their reduced porosity yield better conversions and selectivities than non-silylated
samples.

4.5.6.Further work

Silylated samples of Ti-SBA-1 result in better conversion and selectivity
increased

hydrophibicity of the catalyst. However, this treatment results in

reduction in pore
reaction process.

larger reactants

selectivities

In addition

may

as a

result of the smaller

pore

size, the possibility of using

These

results

are

very

are

encouraging,

higher (30 %)
signifying

stereospecificity is occurring, though further work is needed to fully
potential of these solids for
use

even

of large

reactant size range

measure

that

as are
some

the catalytic

larger substrates.

pore

materials such

as

Ti-STA-11, should allow for silylation

without considerable loss available internal surface. The

conducting in the

considerable

not be feasible due to geometric constraints. In fact, when the larger

(100%).

addition, the

a

result of the

size suggesting that not all the Ti centres will be available during the

cyclohexene reactant is used, conversions of the reactant

In

as a

testing

over a

wider and larger

is envisaged, and is work that the author is greatly looking forward to

near

future.
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4.6. Overview of catalytic

results

Despite the successful incorporation of both A1 and Ti centres into

synthesised in this project, the characterisation of these has

expected. Aluminium acid centres

can

about the coordination of these, yet not

have not been

can

be accounted for

proven to

solids

be harder than

be characterised by NMR, yielding information

shedding

any

Catalytic reactions do not yield enough information
and selectivities

mesoporous

using

a

light

on

on

the acid nature of these sites.

the A1 environments

as

conversions

variety of reasoning and reaction conditions

optimised to explore fully the possibilities of these catalysts. FTIR studies

of amines such

as

pyridine have been reported in the literature, and these have helped to

investigate the type of acid centres in MCM-41 and related materials, yielding valuable and
reliable information. The author
described here to conduct such

strongly advises

analysis which

Likewise the environments of Ti centres

go

any

researcher following the work

beyond the time
characterised

were

scope

of this thesis.

by EXAFS and UV-Vis

spectroscopy, though these yielded confusing and at times unreliable information. Once

again catalytic testing
failed to do so, as

was

performed to clarify the controversies, and

once

again catalysis

catalysts though active did not give high enough conversions to

the absence of Ti02 and low conversions for

catalysts

can

assume

be explained in terms of

geometric constraints rather than Ti coordination. Grafting methods reported by Thomas et
al. suggest

that centres made in this

these methods may prove
order to prepare

for the

result in solely tetrahedral sites. However, though

optimal for the inorganic chemist, several steps

the catalyst and hence grafting techniques

are not

are

required in

the preferred solution

catalysis chemist, who must also note economic considerations. New synthetic

methods and in

particular

more

required if these types of catalyst
Time constraints in this

performance of Ti
among

way

or

precise methods of characterising the active centres
are to

replace present

project have not permitted

result in

a

in the industrial world.

thorough investigation of the catalytic

Al incorporated STA-11. This material offers

which perhaps the most important is its

The easy access to

a

ones

its

pores suggests

very

are

large

pore

numerous

advantages

size and 3D connectivity.

that for example silylation of its surface will not

considerable reduction in pore

size. This material is of great interest and initial

experiments show promising results.
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Conclusions

This thesis has been concerned with the

performance testing of

mesoporous

synthesis, characterisation and catalytic

silicas prepared using cationic surfactants under

both acidic and basic reaction conditions. The
molecules have been

solids, such
electron

as

synthesised and used in

gemini surfactant CI6-3-1 and similar

an

effort to

prepare

so-called

mesocage

SBA-1 and SBA-2. Detailed characterisation, particularly by XRD,

microscopy and the measurement of adsorption isotherms has given

structural details.

new

Catalytically active sites have been included into the frameworks, in

the form of aluminium and titanium cations, and

selective oxidation

preliminary testing in acid and

catalysis has been performed. Furthermore, detailed electron

microscopic studies of

a

novel large

pore mesoporous

solid, STA-11, have been

carried out.

The

A

series

key conclusions of this work

of

cationic

are :

'liquid crystal-forming'

structure

directing agents

was

successfully synthesised and the products characterised by elemental analysis and
solution NMR. The

products showed variations in molecular size, shape, rigidity and

solubility. The latter

was

particularly when these
surfactants

found to be

were

a

crucial parameter in sol-gel syntheses,

carried out at low temperatures. For

preliminary optical microscopy studies

were

some

of the

new

conducted to identify the

phases that these will form in solutions of different concentrations. For CI6-3-1, for
example, interpretation of birefringence, viscosity and textures of the 'solutions'

formation of cubic, lamellar and hexagonal phases at different

suggest the

concentrations.

Surfactants

prepared

synthesis of

were

mesoporous

subsequently tested

as structure

materials. Varying surfactant and silica concentrations,

synthesis temperatures, synthesis times and pHs, it
characterise

surfactant

directing agents, in the

was

possible to synthesise and

(using XRD, HRTEM, adsorption isotherms) using the dicationic
C16-3-1; hexagonal (P6s/mmc) SBA-2,

cubic SBA-1 (Pm3n), and

hexagonal STA-10 (P6s/mmc) which is thought to be the phase-pure hexagonal

polytype present in the SBA-2 structure. In total four different phases

were

isolated
200

with this surfactant and reports

in the literature suggest that further phases

be

can

easily isolated by further variation of the synthetic conditions. Syntheses surfactants
not

previously reported all led to either amorphous

compounds

or

disordered MCM-41 type solids.

Adsorption-desorption isotherms of
were

cages

vapours

n-hexane, cyclopentane and mesitylene

conducted in order to derive information

in

mesoporous

on

the size and

use

accessibility of the

solids STA-10, SBA-1 and SBA-2. These experiments yield

interesting results that suggest that SBA-2 contains

limiting its

phases, layered

mesoporous

a very

small

cage

window,

in catalysis to reactants with dimensions smaller than 4 A. The author

believes that this material has

preliminary studies

are

potential in the selective adsorption of

gases,

and

being conducted with respect to the adsorption of ethane and

methane

on

the internal surface

In turn,

SBA-1 shows encouraging results, in particular in epoxidation reactions. It

has been proven

active in the

of SBA-2.

in this study that the 3-dimensionally connected

imparts

upon

STA-10 structures show

is

required to properly elucidate the properties that the cubic

the reaction. Ti-incorporated catalysts with the STA-9 and
activity but conversions

Finally, the synthesis of

a

large

pore

that the solid is isostructural with the cubic
STA-11 shows

are

lower than for SBA-1.

material using polymeric surfactants has been

conducted. Named STA-11, it has been studied

unit cell,

cage structure

epoxidation of octene and the larger reactant cyclohexene when titanium

is included. Further work is
structure

area

extensively by HRTEM which reveals

mesophase MCM-48 (space

extremely promising characteristics such

high stability and

a pore

as

group

large surface

area,

Ia3d).
large

diameter of ca. 70 A.
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